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Sensing Location in the Pocket
Ulf Blanke
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ABSTRACT

Bernt Schiele
Computer Science Department
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany
schiele@cs.tu-darmstadt.de
(I)

We present an approach for recognizing location transitions
of persons in buildings, using inertial sensor data from mobile devices. By normalizing trajectories using principal component analysis (PCA), our approach is robust to changes in
sensor placement and orientation. On a data set containing
10 location transitions and 7 different placements/orientations
of the mobile device, we achieve classiﬁcation rates of about
95% in average. Moreover, when used in an online mode,
we can predict the target location of the user with 80% certainty after the user has covered 35% of the path distance, on
average.

(II)

Figure 1. Different modes of carrying: (i) In the pocket, (ii) In the hand
and during usage (iii) Talking, (iv) Typing a message, (left to right)

INTRODUCTION

Location awareness has gained a lot of interest for more than
a decade now. Different kinds of wearable sensors, e.g., vision cues, proximity sensors, compass sensor, motion sensors, like gyroscopes and accelerometers, are used to estimate location or to classify location transitions [1, 2, 3, 4].
However one major drawback is the prior constraint of a
careful placement of the device on the human body. This
is generally hard to achieve in a real world scenario with inexperienced users.
The second drawback is that the position of the sensor is not
assumed to be consistent with the position of a device which
people already carry - their mobile phone.
A study revealed that around 60% of male owners of a mobile carry it in the trousers’ pocket [5]. Thus, we mainly
focus on carriage in the pocket. Whereas others try to predict where the sensor is located and how it is oriented [6, 7],
our goal is to recognize location transition, which is robust
against placement and orientation.
Modes of Carrying.
Carrying a phone involves different possibilities of placements, either during interaction or
merely during carriage. In turn, different placements have
different characteristics. We focus on four which are, (i) In
the pocket (ii) In the hand, (iii) Talking and (iv) Typing a
message. We can assign these to two groups, (I) either the
phone is carried (i or ii) or (II) it is being used (iii or iv).
Location Transition. A location transition is a sequence
of locations visited by a user, starting at location A and ending at location B, with possible intermediate locations C, D,
E, etc. Examples of locations are the user’s ofﬁce, the washroom, the printer room, etc.

in 2D space (Fig. 3). Second, we classify the trajectory into
one of several possible location transitions. In the following
we describe the two steps of the algorithm in more detail.
For (I) we propose an algorithm using body motion as a cue
of the sensor’s orientation. This way we are able to determine the relative orientation of the sensor to the body. We
recalibrate continuously by a sliding window of 1 second to
cope with orientation changes during operation. First trials
showed that the window of 1s is sufﬁcient to determine the
main rotational component of the hip. Given global orientation and gyroscope values we perform the following steps
for each timestamp t:
(1) PCA of 3D-gyroscope values over a 1s-window
(2) Select ﬁrst Eigenvector as axis ω(t) (Fig. 2)
(3) Project ω(t) onto ground plane
(4) calculate angle α between ω(t)and ω(t − 1) and create
normalized heading vector
As for the hip, this works analogous for the hand. During
phone usage (II), we ﬁxed the relative orientation to the body
as the sensor is assumed to remain relatively steady. As output, we get a sequence of headings and the trajectories respectively (Fig. 4). The speed is assumed to be constant.
For the classiﬁcation step we use a k-nearest-neighbor classiﬁer on a correlation-distance measure, which is implemented
to be rotation invariant. This results in the classiﬁed location
transition.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To evaluate our approach we recorded separately different
location transitions at different sensor placements from a single user (see Fig. 1 for the placements and Fig. 4 for the
recordings).

ALGORITHM SKETCH

Our approach consists of two steps. First, we transform and
normalize the recorded sensor data. The result is a trajectory
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pocket 1

pocket 2

pocket 3

pocket 4

hand

on the phone

Figure 2. The rotational component during walking, the phone either
carried in the hand (left) or in the pocket (right). PCA on 3D-gyroscope
values gives us this axis in 3D-space.

texting

Printer

Beverage

Office to colleague to
office
colleague

office to
bistro

bistro to
office

office to
toilet

toilet to
office

lab to
office

office to
lab

Figure 4. Resulting trajectories from classiﬁcation. The columns indicate different location transitions, the rows the different sensor placements. For the pocket we used different orientations.

Hardware.
We use the IMU-system Xsens which provides inertial sensor data. Moreover, it fuses different modalities and provides a 3D-orientation estimate. We recorded
the data at 100hz to a sub-notebook.
Dataset. For the evaluation we select 10 transitions between typical ofﬁce locations (Fig. 3). For each transition
we used (i)-(iv) as sensor placement. For (i) we used 4 different orientations. In total we recorded 70 sets.

precision and recall

1.0

95%
94%

0.8

precision
recall

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0 0.05

0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 1.0

fraction of completed path
Figure 5. Using different fractions of the user’s path.

CONCLUSION

We showed that it is possible to determine transitions between signiﬁcant locations in an ofﬁce scenario regardless of
the placement and orientation of the sensor in a large extent.
Based on our approach we were able to recognize these with
a fairly high precision and recall rate of 94% respectively
95%. This preliminary result marks the ﬁrst step toward
online transition recognition on continuous data. Another
planned improvement is to make the algorithm invariant to
switches between the different modes of carriage during operation.

Figure 3. The location transitions recorded for our experiments. All
transitions consist of the user walking either from his ofﬁce to one of the
locations (e.g. ofﬁce-toilet) or back (e.g. toilet-ofﬁce). The transitions
for beverage and printer have the user’s ofﬁce as start and end location
(e.g. ofﬁce-beverage-ofﬁce).
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RESULTS

Our approach yields an overall recall and precision of 95%
and 94%. In Fig. 4 we can see the trajectories created by
the algorithm. While the overall results are good, one can
observe that some trajectories are erroneous, e.g. going to
the printer, while carrying the phone in the hand. This is the
result of turning without walking where the rotational component of the hip is insufﬁcient to determine the sensor’s
orientation and therewith the user’s heading.
Additionally, we evaluated the online performance of a location prediction by taking different amounts of the user’s covered path. Fig. 5 shows the results. It can be seen that after
35% of the covered trajectory we can predict the destination
at a precision and a recall of above 80%. The maximum is
at 75% of the completed path yielding 97% recall and 96%
precision.
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Going My Way: a user-aware route planner
Jaewoo Chung, Paulina Modlitba, Chaochi Chang, Chris Schmandt
MIT Media Lab
20 Ames St, Cambridge, MA 02142, USA
{jaewoo, paulina, ccchang, geek}@media.mit.edu
ABSTRACT

APPROACH

Going My Way is a mobile user-aware route planner. The
system collects GPS data of a user’s everyday locations and
provides directions from an automatically selected set of
landmarks that are close to the destination from the user’s
frequently visited locations. In this extended abstract, we
present a brief description of the system, the result of a
preliminary experiment in memory and recognition of
landmarks, and some results of a user evaluation of the
system.

We attempt to mimic the friend with Going My Way which
1) learns about where you travel 2) identifies the areas that
are close to the desired destination from your frequent path
3) picks a set of landmarks to allow you to choose familiar
one, as shown in Figure 1. When you select one of the
provided landmarks, Going My Way will provide a
direction from the chosen landmark to the destination.
The approach of providing directions from users’ familiar
locations is explored in the project My Route [7] by Patel et
al. In that system, users are required to provide personal
landmarks manually in order to generate directions between
a destination and a personal landmark. In cities, however,
the number of personal landmarks is very large, making
manually updating the information difficult. In addition, the
user must frequently add newly acquired knowledge to the
system in order to maximize the system’s usefulness. Our
system overcomes this limitation by automatically
generating personal landmarks based on the user’s location
traces.

Keywords: Personalized information, GPS, direction,
navigation, location awareness, personal landmarks, mobile
computing, and context awareness.
INTRODUCTION

Consider a situation in which you ask a friend of yours for
directions, for example to the restaurant “Kaya” in your
town. Rather than describing the whole route, your friend
would probably begin by asking you about other places
near or on the way to the destination which you may be
familiar with. These places may be public landmarks or just
locations (we call them “personal landmarks”) that you and
your friend have visited together. Your friend would then
provide you with directions from that personal landmark to
the destination: “Do you know the store on Main Street that
sells funny T-shirts? Restaurant “Kaya” is just across the
street from it.”

A

Many techniques are available to detect salient locations of
people, such as clustering algorithms [1,4] and tracking of
GPS signal loss in indoor locations [6]. Although the
detected salient locations (i.e. often visited, such as home,
office, etc.) can be used as landmarks, people may also
recognize other locations and buildings (e.g. the post office
or Starbucks) along his or her frequent paths even if he or
she never actually stopped there. People often use these
landmarks [2,5] to navigate from one place to another and
to give directions to other people.

B

C

D

Figure 1. Screen shots of Going My Way application.
IMPLEMENTATION

The system consists of two main parts: a phone application
(front-end) and a GIS server (back-end). The phone
application is developed using Java Platform, MicroEdition (J2ME), and the server was developed on the C#
.NET platform for Microsoft Windows XP. Our GIS server
is built on top of Microsoft’s MapPoint API. The server
finds the names of restaurants and hotels and generates a
list of directions. The server communicates with the clients
via UDP over GPRS networks.

These landmarks are useful when it comes to finding a new,
unknown location within a familiar territory. The soughtafter destination might be close to the user’s familiar routes
- around the corner from the user’s local grocery store, or
adjacent to the street the user walks on between the subway
train and work. In our system, we pay more attention to the
information along the paths rather than the endpoints and
salient locations of the user.

Know where you travel: We have developed the front-end
application on GPS equipped mobile devices - the Motorola
i870, the Nokia N6610 and the Nokia N95.
The
application logs GPS data and updates a matrix of hit

4

frequency of location cells every 30 seconds1. Basically, the
system learns about its user’s frequently visited location by
referring to the matrix. Going My Way’s geometric system
consists of 1.6 X 1.6 km2 (approximately a square mile)
blocks which contains 50 X 50 m2 location cells that
function similarly to [3]. Each cell has the properties for the
frequency of visits, as well as a flag indicating that the
location is a point of interest (POI), which is obtained from
the GIS server backend. When a new GPS coordinate is
obtained, the system updates the hit frequency of the cell
and updates the POI flag to true if there is a POI associated
with the cell.

direction between the confirmed landmark and the desired
destination are generated in text as shown in the Figure 1.D.
EVALUATION

We have deployed Going My Way in Nokia N95 and N6610
phones to 8 users (age: 21 – 35, gender: 5 males and 3
females, residents of Cambridge, MA in US). After 3-5
weeks, we asked each subject to visit our lab to participate
in the user study, and 5 among the users participated.
The user study consists of finding five different locations
which are equally distributed in the Cambridge area. None
of the subjects visited the locations while they were
carrying the phones. In this paper, we present two most
important results of the system: the recognition rate of the
landmarks generated by the system and the number of turns
required by the directions provided by the system.

Identify locations that are close to the desired destination
from your frequent path: When the destination address2 is
provided by the user, as shown in Figure 1.A, the phone
application communicates with the GIS back-end server to
convert the address to a GPS coordinate, and then identifies
the block (2.56 km2) that covers the coordinate. Within the
block, the system selects the top ten cells that have the
highest visited frequencies and POI flags that are true. The
system then searches for 10 more cells in the surrounding 8
blocks (which cover approximately 23 km2). The selected
cells from all 9 blocks are sorted based on the distance from
the target location, and the top 10 cells that are closest to
the target are chosen.

On average 7.42 landmarks (Max = 10, SD = 2.17) per task
are generated by the system, and an average of 3.8
landmarks (SD = 1.74) were recognized by the user. The
overall recognition rate was .51. All the users were able to
recognize at least one landmark per task. Also, all the users
were able to identify the location of recognized landmarks
on the map. The average number of turns in the directions
given by the system was 1.42 turns (SD = .75). The average
number of turns from the starting point of the experiment
was 4.0 (SD = 1.0). Therefore the turn instructions were
reduced to 35% when using Going My Way. In addition,
most of the Ss commented that they were able to guess
where the target locations were and able to memorize how
to get to the destinations, but we have not confirmed
whether the users could actually find the target location
based on memory on the street, which will be included in
the future work.

Select landmarks that are memorable: Since several
landmarks (and POIs) can be found in a location cell (50
meter square), we conducted a preliminary experiment to
design an algorithm for selecting landmarks that are
memorable. With 12 participants (6 male, 6 female – age
ranging from 22 - 43), we tested what sorts of landmarks
were most memorable. We chose 20 locations that were
divided between those at intersections and those in the
middle of a block, 20 destinations that were either wellknown chains or unique places, and three different types of
presentation (place names, images, and addresses), and
asked users to identify where each place was on a map.

CONCLUSION

In this extended abstract, we have presented a novel mobile
route planner. One of the main contributions of this system
is that it shifts the focus from general salient locations to
the user’s own navigation and exploration experiences.

From the experiment, our results suggest that rich text
descriptions of unique places located at intersections are
most reliable when it comes to personalized mono-modal
directions. Also it shows that these descriptions have both
the highest recognition rate and the lowest error rate.
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and sends a query to the server for location-based service,
context-awareness service and personalized service.

In this paper, we present a public icon communication
system (PICSS). The proposed public icon is based on ISO
7001: Public Information Symbols. The PICSS decodes the
public icon, determines the service type, then combines it
with the user profile and context, and sends a query
requesting a service. The visual expression of the public
icon provides intuitive human-readability which overcomes
the machine-readable codes. Because of the humanreadable icon, foreigners could benefit from PICSS. We
implemented PICSS image-based recognition system.

PUBLIC ICON COMMUNICATION SERVICE SYSTEM

The PICSS provides context-awareness services by
touching or pointing at a public icon with a mobile device.
Therefore, PICSS manages context and user-profiles to
serve personalized services while considering ones physical
environment.
The Overall System Architecture

Author Keywords

Barcode, QR code, Image Code, Public Icon
ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

The Internet world became a medium to facilitate the lack
of global communication around the world [6]. The
context-awareness computing that acquires context from
sensors nodes, tags and computing devices provides various
services.

Figure 1. The overall PICSS system architecture

However, image-based codes or RFIDs are not humanreadable and an additional explanation has to be attached
with them. Especially, if the explanations are written in text,
foreigners will have problems with it. Designed codes [1]
were proposed to present visual information of the services,
but they are yet targeted for machines but not human.

PICSS is divided into 3 fragments; The decoding module,
the PICSS framework and service request. A user selects a
public icon and the decoding module decodes it outputting
the service type. The PICSS framework then combines the
service type with context and the user profile to request the
proper service for the user. The PICSS framework sends a
query to the server requesting the target service.

This paper presents a Public Icon Communication Service
System (PICSS) which uses a pictogram as a service
pointer such as points of web presence [4]. International
Organization for Standardization published a standard
pictogram named ISO 7001: Public Information Symbols [3]
that defines a set of pictograms for public information. The
visualized icon guarantees human-readability which
provides easy and cognitive acknowledgement. Touching or
pointing a public icon with a mobile device, the PICSS
decodes the public icon, combines the predefined user
profile and context of a user’s physical environments with it,

The Proposed Public Icon

According to the ‘Foreign visitors investigation report
during the first half of 2007’ [2], 61.5% of the visitors who
took backpacking trips relied on travel signs (53.7%) the
most. The places where they visited mostly overlap where
interests included shopping (66.5%) and sightseeing tourist
resorts (59.9%). Therefore, we expect public icon signs
standing on transportation stations, shopping centers, and
tourist resorts to assist them.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Based on the analysis above, we chose several public
information symbols and proposed additional ones we
thought visitors might use. Proposed public icon is based on
the ISO 7001: Public Information Symbols. A black colored
square surrounds the icon with a white background. The
color of the public icon is black. Examples of public icons
are shown in Figure 2.

We implemented PICSS: PICSS is by capturing the image
and applying image processing. PICSS is based on
the .NET Framework 2.0 and is executed with FUJITSU
LIFEBOOK U1010. We used the map from naver.com [5].
DISCUSSION

The public icon could provide limited service because of its
restricted. It has difficulties to express its providing services
in a concise picture. Therefore, it is necessary to pick out
and organize the appropriate service for users by using LBS.
Because color and size of public icons vary in each country,
city and organization, both the size and the color of public
icons should be standardized for recognition.

Figure 2. Examples of the proposed public icons.
The PICSS Framework

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

The system architecture of the public icon communication
system is shown in Figure 3. The main controller is
responsible for managing the components and controlling
the operations. The tag manager decodes the public icon
from the tag reader and determines the selected service. The
system architecture initiates image capturing. The public
icon image recognition algorithm is implemented by using
simple template matching.

The proposed public icon is based on ISO 7001: Public
Information Symbols published by the ISO and we proposed
some of the public icons additionally. To provide contextawareness service, PICSS requires a service type by
decoding the public icon with the user profile and context.
The visuality of the public icon presents intuitive humanreadability to overcome the limits of the machine readable
codes such as 1D barcodes, QR codes and ColorCodes.
In the future, we would define a user-profile format and
make a research on context-fusion to provide personalized
context-awareness service considering public icons. And
the recognition algorithm of the public icon needs to be
improved. Currently, the recognition algorithm is not
suitable for a real environment.
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT

Grocery shopping is one of the most fundamental everyday activities. For most customers a shopping list is an
integral part of the shopping experience. Studies have
suggested that shopping lists serve, e.g., as memory aids
[1], as a tool for budgeting and as a way to eﬃciently
organize the routine like shopping visits [6]. The central role of a shopping list is also highlighted by a study
on mobile retailing where potential customers assigned
highest priority to features that help them create and
manage shopping lists [3].
Retailing provides an interesting domain for ubicomp
applications, not because of the domain’s large business
potential. Many proposed ubiquitous retailing applications are based on instrumented shopping assistants
(e.g., an intelligent shopping cart) and also often rely
on RFID product identiﬁcation, see e.g., [2, 5]. A user
study by Newcomb et al. [3] suggests that users prefer applications they can use on their personal devices.
Thus, the focus has shifted towards assistants that run
on a PDA or a mobile phone. In our work, we do not
rely on RFID technology, but allow product identiﬁcation through any available means, such as barcodes or,
if available, RFID tags.

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Shopping List management
feature of Ma$$ive. The user can add and remove products, modify the number of items to purchase and mark
items as collected.

In Ma$$ive, customers create shopping lists using natural language. A screenshot of the shopping list management feature is shown in Fig. 1. In addition to supporting shopping list creation and management, the goal of
Ma$$ive is to provide product recommendations, information about special oﬀers, information and suggestions about recipes, targeted advertisements, navigation information inside a store and so forth. In the
interface, each feature is represented using a tab pane.
Ma$$ive has been developed as a web-based application
that emulates a standalone application. As the target
device we have used the Nokia E61i since it provides a
full keyboard and a relatively large display.

The central role of a shopping list provides a fundamental challenge for mobile shopping assistants. Writing a
shopping list on a piece of paper is relatively easy and
straightforward, whereas typing a shopping list on a mobile device is slow and cumbersome due to the limited
input capabilities of the mobile devices. Hence, before
mobile shopping assistants can reach widespread usage,
they need to make creation and management of shopping lists easy as well as provide enough added value
to the customers that justiﬁes the eﬀort of typing in
the shopping list. As a step towards this goal, we are
currently developing Ma$$ive, an intelligent shopping
assistant for mobile devices. The work is conducted together with industrial collaborators, including a large
store, in a national Finnish research project. The language of Ma$$ive is Finnish as it has been targeted at
the local population.
∗

In this extended abstract we brieﬂy introduce the main
features of Ma$$ive. The ﬁrst three features have been
implemented whereas the latter features are currently
under development.
Natural Language Shopping Lists

Contrary to previous shopping assistants, Ma$$ive allows users to write shopping lists using natural language
and without requiring any predeﬁned product taxonomy. Association rule mining is used to suggest possible

Corresponding author
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shopping list entries. The association rules are mined
from previous entries of the users and hence the suggestions are also expressed in natural language. The
most common suggestions are generic product descriptions such as milk or cheese. Possible future extensions
include supporting speech input and scanning for shopping lists from SMS text messages.

navigation support. We will implement diﬀerent ways
of providing the information and evaluate these ways
with real customers: textual information about where
to ﬁnd the product (e.g., aisle number), a map view of
the shop, pictures showing the direction of where to go,
and providing directions using landmarks (”go towards
the meat desk”) with optional voice output.

Natural Language Search

Current Status

In addition to continuing the implementation of additional features, we are currently undertaking initial user
experiments that focus on the usability of the user interface. Unfortunately, at the time of writing we do
not have enough data to draw conclusions about other
features than the natural language search. We are also
launching a ﬁeld study during fall 2008.

Whereas customers tend to use natural language for describing products, grocery stores use product speciﬁc
information. In order to provide information about
product oﬀers, location of products etc., the natural
language entries in shopping lists need to mapped into
products in a store. As part of Ma$$ive, we have developed a grocery retrieval engine that supports this
task. User evaluations have indicated that our retrieval
engine can determine appropriate products for approximately 80% of shopping list entries. More details about
the retrieval engine and its evaluation are given in [4].
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Product Recommendations

In addition to suggesting shopping list entries, we provide product recommendations to users. The product
recommendations are calculated in two steps. As the
ﬁrst step, we use the grocery retrieval engine to map
entries in a user’s shopping list into potentially relevant
products. This step is needed to obtain an understanding of the user’s interests. In the second step, we combine the retrieval results with an item-based collaborative ﬁltering algorithm. The product recommender has
been developed using a shopping basket dataset from
our collaborating store with information about the corresponding loyalty-cardholders.
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Recipe Support

We have integrated Ma$$ive with a recipe database.
The goal is to make it possible to easily add items from
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”Did you forget the eggs?”
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Shop Navigation

A common task for shoppers is to ﬁnd a particular
product. To facilitate this task, Ma$$ive will include
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ABSTRACT

ASSUMPTIONS

We present a method to identify multiple sensor nodes that
move together with a speciﬁc node in an ad-hoc manner.
An agglomerative clustering (AHC) has been applied every
time step to ﬁnd the group members. A threshold to “cut” a
branch of the group is also determined in an unsupervised
way. The grouping allows a system to monitor who is/are
utilizing or carrying what object(s).

The assumptions in designing the algorithm are as follows:

Author Keywords

Unsupervised grouping of sensor nodes, activity recognition, association of objects and the users, clustering.
ACM Classiﬁcation Keywords

H1.5.3 Pattern Recognition: Clustering, H5.m. Information
interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

We can make a right decision, and a system become more
user-friendly, where context plays an important role. Not only a context obtained from a single entity, but an attribute of
a group also becomes a context. Grouping complements a
missing piece of information in each entity. Suppose a camera, a passport and an airline ticket are in a bag, the person
is likely to travel abroad by plane, whereas each object just
provides a piece of the information. She might be told to
take an electric transformer for her mobile phone charger if
not with her. This is an effect of collective attributes. Furthermore, the carrier of the bag is identiﬁed if both the bag
and the person’s clothes, e.g. cuffs, are augmented with accelerometers, where the correlated signal patterns in walking
might be utilized. If the bag notices that it is carried by an
unauthorized person, it may issue an alert. At the same time,
her cuffs knows that she is not merely walking, but traveling
abroad by plane with a camera.
The above examples are, of course, realized using coexistence of the (tagged) objects detected by an RFID receiver
worn by a person or embedded into a bag. The similaritybased grouping does not need any other facility like an RFID
receiver. This means that a group is formed at anytime with
any objects if they have the same type of sensor and a communication capability. This is an important characteristic in
a dynamic environment. The challenge in our work is to form
a group without deﬁning the conditions on the member of the
group nor “non-member” in advance. A group needs to be
formed in a self-organized manner based on local characteristics. We consider this is a major difference from [1].
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• Sensor nodes are put on both a user and an object sides.
• Only a group that contains a particular node, Group Leader (GL), is subject to form.
• Wireless sensor nodes communicate each other using
broadcast channel. The communication range is about 1
meter, and therefore communication delay, packet loss
and multi-hopping are ignorable.
• The neighboring nodes may contain a node that does not
move synchronously but just reside near the GL node.
GROUPING BASED ON HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING

An Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC) has been
applied at every unit time step. As its name suggests, AHC
creates a hierarchical cluster tree, where a dissimilarity matrix is given as an input. The leaf nodes in the cluster hierarchy are the sensor nodes. They are the singleton clusters
from which all higher clusters are built. We have utilized the
Ward’s method [2] as a linkage algorithm to generate the
tree, which is regarded as very efﬁcient in general. Here, the
dissimilarity metric is the Euclid distance of feature vectors.
The result of AHC is usually represented by a dendrogram.
Fig. 1 shows an example, where 10 sensor nodes exist as the
neighboring nodes of id 1 (GL), and id 6 and 10 are the closest pair since the dissimilarity is the smallest (0.0023). The
expression just provides the hierarchical view of the relationship of the nodes. To identify the group members, the tree is
“cut” with a speciﬁc threshold. Multiple branches might be
cut off, among which the one that contains GL is determined
as the group of interest. In Fig. 1, nodes {6,10} are identiﬁed as the member that belong to the same group as node
{1} when th2 is utilized. Note that if there is no branch that
contains GL, GL is combined with the nearest sub-branch
so that the new branch can be regarded as a group. Suppose
that the tree is cut with th1 , a sub-branch {1,6,10} is obtained by {1} and {6,10}. This is explained by the ﬁrst
assumption that states at least one node moves together with
GL. It is natural to combine the separated nodes again. On
the contrary, if th4 is applied, all the neighboring nodes are
classiﬁed into the same group.
The threshold is determined based on the statistics obtained
from the previous clustering results. Here, the threshold at
the i-th time step is deﬁned as follows:

thi = average(Hi−1 ) + α × sd(Hi−1 ) (α > 0)
Hi−1 = {hi−L , hi−L+1 , ..., hi−1 }
hk = heightk (GL)

(1)
(2)
(3)

The ﬁrst and the second terms in the right hand side of Eq.
1 are the average and the standard deviation of the recent L
samples of the dissimilarity measurement, respectively. The
measurement is represented as the height of the branch that
contains GL as a leaf (Eq. 3). The addition of the term of a
standard deviation is a margin. We call α a margin scaling
factor. An ideal group should have very small deviation in
the height of the branch. To handle a realistic situation that
contains a delay and deforming of the waveform, the deviation of the dissimilarity measurement is added so that the
cutting threshold can become more relaxed, i.e. going up in
the dendrogram and accepting more distant nodes. If th2 is
utilized as a threshold, h1 is obtained as the height of GL.
Then, the height is given to Eq. 2, and the threshold is updated by Eq. 1 for the next time step. Thus, the grouping is
realized in an ad-hoc and unsupervised manner.

capability of identifying all the member node (larger is better), while aTPR is about the average number of correctly
grouped nodes (larger is better). aFPR indicates the average
number of the false positive nodes among all the windows.
Here, false positive indicates the situation where a node that
is not a member of the group of interest is classiﬁed s a member. Both aTPR and aFPR are normalized by the number of
the true and false cases, respectively.

Figure 2. Experimental Situations of Correct and Confused Grouping

RESULTS

Figure 1. A dendrogram

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We have conducted a preliminary evaluation on the performance of the algorithm. The experiments were ran in MATLAB using real sensor data collected by the nodes that were
fed to the algorithm in an off-line manner. A situation of
correct grouping is speciﬁed, where a person is carrying a
bag with four items (see Fig. 2-a). Here, GL is the one attached to the bag. An accelerometer node is attached on the
right wrist, and the four items are also augmented with the
same type of nodes. Additionally, to simulate confused situations, datasets from other situations, (see Fig. 2-b and c)
are independently combined with a). Namely, the goal of the
experiment is to evaluate the performance of identifying the
5 nodes in addition to GL that appear in a). The arrows from
GL to b) and c) indicate the simulated confusion. Both the
number of the nodes in true case and in confused case are
varied to see the scaleability in the number. Both the size of
the history buffer (L) and that of a window for calculating
the clustering features are 200 (=10 sec) based on a preliminary observation. The feature vector consists of a standard
deviation and the number of crossing a mean value in a time
window (mean crossing), which are calculated against the
magnitude of the acceleration vector.
We have deﬁned three association performance metrics: Accuracy (acc), Average True Positive Ratio (aTPR) and Average False Positive Ratio (aFPR). Accuracy represents the
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Table 1 shows a part of the result. The row at T=3 and F=3
indicates there are three member nodes in totally six nodes
including GL. The performance of the case a) with b) is
worse since they contain the same activity. Thus, the movement patterns are quite similar in nature. The aFPR at (6,6)
of the case a) with c) is remarkably low, i.e. 5.0%, which
means 0.3 node can be misidentiﬁed on an average. So, we
consider that the clustering itself is working well, but the
threshold is too low to fully include the member nodes since
34.5% of the member nodes are still excluded. We have also conﬁrmed the AHC-based grouping, especially Ward’s
method, is superior to a basic grouping method that utilizes
a particular (Euclid) distance from the GL node. Due to the
page limitation, the analysis is omitted here.
Table 1. Association Performance [%] (extracted)

number
T F
3
3
6
6

acc.
0.17
0.0

a) + b)
aTPR aFPR
77.0
63.3
46.8
27.4

acc.
78.0
13.1

a) + c)
aTPR aFPR
98.1
16.0
65.5
5.0

CONCLUSION

We have proposed a method to identify multiple sensor
nodes that have similar movement patterns to a certain node.
The process is done in an unsupervised manner. We will
further work on investigating an optimal thresholding algorithm, which will lead to get high accuracy. Finally, the algorithm will be tested in a more dynamic and heterogeneous
environment to see the generality.
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ABSTRACT

CONSTRUCTION OF REAL-WORLD KNOWLEDGE

Construction of real-world knowledge is required for
detecting real-world events occurring in a networked sensor
environment. Since it is difficult to select suitable ‘events’
to be recognized in a sensor environment a priori, we
propose an extensive model for constructing real-world
knowledge that is based on a manually labeled event
corpus. The proposed model simultaneously focuses on
both extending the ontology of real-world events and
improving the sensor system. A labeling tool is developed
in accordance with the model to support ontology and
corpus construction and is being evaluated in a practical
labeling experiment.

This section illustrates a kind of bootstrap problem that
occurs when constructing real-world knowledge. We first
describe problems in event detection and outline the
knowledge required for real-world event detection, called
the ‘event ontology’. We then propose an extensible
method in which both the ontology and sensor system are
constructed simultaneously based on a manually labeled
event corpus.
Ontology for Real-world Event Detection

The fundamental question in event detection is “What kind
of event can the system detect?” This question can be
divided into two questions: one from the user side namely,
“What kind of event should the system detect?”; the other
from the system side namely, “How does the system detect
the event?”

Keywords

Labeling, labeling tool, sensor network environment, realworld event corpus, event ontology, event detection

We assume that many sensors are attached to many objects
in a room. These sensors are expected to detect activities in
the room from the pattern of object usage. To implement a
sensor system for real-world event detection, the target
events should be selected in advance so that the system will
detect the required set of events. The detection results will
be evaluated by comparison with event occurrence answer
sets, known as an event corpus, which is constructed
manually for the evaluation by human operators. Operators
also refer to the target set of events when constructing the
corpus.

INTRODUCTION

Investigations in sensor technology have led to the
development of various kinds of small sensors such as the
accelerometer and magnetic compass sensor and these have
been implemented on silicon chips using MEMS
technology. Wireless communication modules are also
becoming smaller and their power consumption is
decreasing. We can develop multi-functional small wireless
sensor nodes by assembling these modules. Our project
assumes a situation in which a large number of sensor
nodes are attached to various objects in the real world. Our
aim is to construct a system that generates web content that
reflects events occurring in the real world by observing a
large number of objects with a sensor network [1].

System implementation and system evaluation both require
a set of real-world event definitions. In this study, the set of
event definitions is called the ‘event ontology,’ and it
describes 1) relationships between objects and events; 2)
relationships among events such as relationships of
semantic inclusion or sequential patterns of occurrence; and
3) event descriptions in physical quantities to detect them.

To observe ordinary activities in a real-world environment,
such as an office, using a large number of small sensors, we
must answer two questions when choosing suitable ‘events’
a priori: 1) What kind of events do the users expect to be
recognized? 2) What kind of changes in physical quantities
can the sensors detect? Since both the users’ interests and
the sensors’ functionality change occasionally and tend to
expand, we therefore propose an extensible knowledge
construction model based on the construction of a realworld event corpus. In this paper, we first outline the
construction model, and then describe a labeling tool
developed in accordance with the proposed model.

When targeting the recognition of general activities, no
particular event set is defined a priori; therefore, we
propose an extensive method for constructing an event
ontology based on a manually labeled event corpus.
Labeling-based Construction of Real-World Knowledge

Figure 1 shows a labeling-based construction model of realworld knowledge that includes both an extended event
ontology and an improved sensor implementation.
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Figure 2: Screenshot of labeling tool developed in
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in accordance with the proposed construction model;
therefore, both manually added labels and automatically
detected events can be compared on the tool. Figure 2
shows a screenshot of the labeling tool.

Figure 1: Knowledge construction model for concurrent
improvement of event ontology definitions and sensor
implementation based on manually labeled event corpus.

Evaluation in Practice

The initial version of the event ontology is constructed by
referring to dictionaries and NL resources compiled from
web texts to enable us to choose typical events for each
object in the sensor environment. Common events, such as
‘fall down’, are added to the ontology, and some are
removed considering the sensors’ functionality. Several
event detection modules are implemented for basic events
in the ontology.

A practical evaluation is being conducted in an
experimental sensor room. Currently more than 40 sensors
are attached to various objects in the laboratory, and five to
ten event tags are chosen for each object.
To suppress differences among operators, two of the six
operators are assigned to the same data set and the
combination is varied. About 20 minutes of observed data
is processed in one day of labeling operation.

The event corpus is manually constructed by human
operators referring to the same ontology. The descriptive
power of the ontology and the detection accuracy are
evaluated by comparing detection results and labels, and
then the ontology can be expanded and the system
implementation can be improved.

From our preliminary evaluation of the difference, several
event tags have been combined into a more abstract tag, or
divided into more specific tags. Some of the system
parameters, such as the threshold of duration and the signal
level for event detection have also been modified.

LABELING TOOL FOR REAL-WORLD EVENTS
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Although there are well known labeling tools such as Anvil
[2], the proposed tool focuses on knowledge construction in
addition to the labeling function. The tool is implemented
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ABSTRACT

Today, water usage in general is of concern as water is
becoming a more and more scarce resource worldwide.
The task is to make people more aware of their water
consumption. This awareness is necessary to change one’s
water consumption behavior and consequently be able to
save water in the long term.
Problems with existing water meters are, on the one hand,
the place they are installed in. In general, they are not easily
accessible and thus the meter is seldom read off. On the
other hand, reading these meters requires a high cognitive
load. Therefore, conventional meters cannot deliver
appropriate direct feedback.
The suggested solution proposes the usage of ambient
displays directly in the spatial context of water
consumption. The advantage of ambient displays is that
they are aesthetically pleasing objects and deliver feedback
in an unobtrusive and subtle way.

Figure 1. Global water availability [4]

billion people lack access to safe water. At the same time,
one flush of a Western toilet uses as much water as the
average person in the developing world uses for a whole
day’s washing, drinking, cleaning and cooking [4]. Clearly,
these facts should make everybody start thinking about
water and its consumption.

The application developed addresses the daily morning
shower. Since this shower can take from less than 5 up to
more than 30 minutes, there is great potential of creating
awareness and saving water. Through the use of an ambient
display, the imaginary water level if the drain was closed
can be visualized. This can help to create a perception of
how much water is actually consumed.

WATER CONSUMPTION AND FEEDBACK

Before people will start using water more consciously, they
need to be more aware of their water consumption. This
awareness can be created by using feedback. Studies show
that feedback plays a significant role in raising energy
awareness [1], [2]. A study of McCally and Midden [3]
showed that also product-integrated feedback can have a
large effect on energy consumption. These results can
easily be mapped towards water consumption. The main
idea is to provide people with feedback about the amount of
water they consume so that they become more careful and
thoughtful when using water.

Author Keywords

Ambient display, awareness, water consumption
ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

People usually consider water as an infinite resource.
Whenever they turn on the water tap, there is fresh and
clean water. However, this is not true all over the world.
Considering the fact that the population is growing and
businesses are expanding constantly, the need of fresh
water is increasing drastically.

AMBIENT DISPLAYS AS FEEDBACK TOOL

One of the requirements for the acceptance of a feedback
tool is unobtrusiveness. The tool must not be annoying or
disturbing. Ambient displays are designed to act subtle in
the periphery. They are also aesthetically pleasing and can
easily be integrated in the living environment. This makes

According to the UN, water usage has grown twice the rate
of population during the past century. Today, already 1.1
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them suitable for a water consumption feedback tool.
Because of the design of ambient displays, they can be
installed in a prominent place and therefore be visible all
the time. In contrast to existing water meters that are
installed in hidden places and require a high cognitive load,
ambient displays are constantly available and provide the
information in a subtle way.
Another fact is that people often cannot see the relationship
between their behavior and its effects if those effects are too
distant in time or space. Ambient displays deliver
immediate and direct feedback, while at the same time
being unobtrusive. Additionally, they are neither
interrupting nor demand action. However, the permanent
visualization of water consumption leads to increased
awareness, which in turn can result in water conservation.

Figure 3. Ambient water consumption display
prototype

hot water consumption also brings along reduced total
water consumption.
FUTURE WORK

The next step is to explore the efficiency of ambient
displays as water consumption displays. The prototype is
currently undergoing an intensive study. Through the
installation in different households, information on a
change in awareness and maybe a decrease in water
consumption as well shall be monitored.

AMBIENT WATER CONSUMPTION DISPLAY

The application presented here is designed to visualize
information that is otherwise invisible, namely water
consumption. Even more challenging, access to this
information is often not trivially gained. Concepts that
integrate the metering part and the visualization of
information are required, so that feedback can be delivered
in an adequate representation. Furthermore, the
visualization always needs to be delivered in a timely and
spatial context to be most effective.

At the beginning of the study questionnaires will be given
out in order to get information about the current showering
habits and the general water consumption attitudes. The
first part of the study provides the user with the prototype
without any information about the actual liters that are used.
Thereafter, an interview will show whether the relative
water consumption information results in a greater
awareness. For the second part of the study the user will be
informed about the amount of water that is necessary to
light up an LED. This way the actual amount of water used
during a shower can be directly read off. A questionnaire
planned at the conclusion of the study will help us evaluate
the effectiveness of our design in generating improved
awareness of water usage. Since the user records the
amount of LEDs lighted up after each shower, the study
provides also quantitative results about the effectiveness of
an ambient water consumption display.

The proposed ambient water consumption display is set in
the context of a daily morning shower. In the real world, the
water level within the shower would increase if the drain
was closed when taking a shower. The application
presented here picks up this as a metaphor. On the shower
walls, the imaginary water level is visualized with the help
of lights or graphics. Figure 2 shows the different
approaches. All of them have the common goal to provide
the user with an impression of the amount of water that is
rinsing down the drain during every shower. It is the hope
of our project that such feedback mechanisms will create an
improved awareness in individuals of their water usage.
Also some extensions to the application are planned. First,
the minimum and maximum water usage (per day, week or
month) shall be visualized as well. This may trigger
competitive behavior between family members and
eventually lead to lower overall water consumption.
Another extension would be to visualize hot water only to
isolate the relevant part for energy consumption. This
could, for example, be used to determine whether reduced

Proven prototypes can then be elaborated towards higher
efficiency. Depending on the results of the study, steps
towards applications for appliances like the washing
machine can be taken.
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Figure 2. Concepts for an ambient water
consumption display
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surrounded by many Wi-Fi access point signals. These
signals, or often called “Wi-Fi fingerprints” are easy to be
detected without making a wireless connection. Almost all
the Wi-Fi equipped devices have an ability to sense such
fingerprint information containing access point’s ID (MAC
address) and received signal strength indication (RSSI).
Many systems [2,3,4,5] use this information as location
recognition purpose.

ABSTRACT

Preserving a good balance between security and usability is
often an important issue in many ubiquitous computing
applications. This paper proposes a new user interface
model for security based on device’s activity history by
environmental Wi-Fi fingerprint sensing. If a device
periodically senses and records Wi-Fi fingerprint, such
record represents the device’s location and activity history.
This information can be used to detect whether this device
is in a normal situation or in an unusual (abnormal)
situation. If two devices compare these activity logs, it is
also possible to determine whether these devices are moved
together or not. Then the system changes its security level
based on such activity information. Unlike other Wi-Fi
positioning systems, geological Wi-Fi access point
information is not always necessary, because only
fingerprint matching is enough for authentication purpose.
This feature makes our security model more scalable; it
works even though a Wi-Fi access point location database
is not provided. (This paper describes new user interface
model for security based on this idea, and reports initial
experimental results.

Our approach is to use this Wi-Fi fingerprint logging for
authentication purpose. Our models have two variations, as
shown in Figure 1.

Keywords

Figure1: Usage examples. (a) Pattern of a device
move around in a same daily route or not, (b) Pattern
of two devices move around in a same route or not.

activity history, authentication, Wi-Fi fingerprint sensing
INTRODUCTION

To provide better balance between usability and security is
an important problem of ubiquitous computing. However, it
is not always easy to balance both. If authentication is too
strict, applications become difficult to use, but simply
lowering the security level is not the answer.
“Smart-Its Friends”[1] uses accelerometer information to
make wireless connection between two devices. When a
user shakes two devices together, one device can find the
other device by comparing vibration patterns. Since faking
such vibration pattern is not easy, this method is also a
user-friendly way to securely establish a connection
between two devices. However to do this, we must carry a
devices which equips acceleration sensor. Shaking is not
always possible because of the device’s size (e.g., laptop
computers).

One is for single device security (Figure 1 (a)). When a
user carries a device such as a cellular phone, a digital
camera, or laptop computers, their location histories
become similar to the owner’s. Then the device can detect
whether the device is in a normal (and repetitive) activity
situation or not. For example, if a user’s daily morning
activity is commuting from his/her home to the office, the
device also detects this situation, and set the security level
lower. However, when the device detects unusual activity
pattern, the device detects and set security level higher. For
example, if a user attends an event instead of going to the
office, a user’s laptop would require password to use it.
Even when other users move a PC to its owner’s office,
normal authentication operation is still required unless the
movement route to the office is not identical to its owner’s.

In this paper, we propose a new security model which use
ambient Wi-Fi fingerprint sensing. As many previous
researches pointed out, our urban environment is

The other model is to use fingerprint history to allow
connection between devices (Figure 1 (b)). If a user always
carries two devices, such as a cellular phone and a digital
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camera, these two devices would have similar Wi-Fi
fingerprint history. In this case, the device would allow
connection to the other without strict security control.
However, if devices were not sharing similar activity
patterns, security level would become higher. Security level
can be changed by setting different time period of Wi-Fi
pattern (e.g. day, week, month). Although an attacker could
be able to get similar Wi-Fi fingerprints by shadowing the
target, if period of Wi-Fi fingerprint for authentication is
enough long, it is difficult to get similar one’s.

92.5%. It is confirmed that correlation rate is highly
depends on distance between two devices in daily
environment.

We focus on Wi-Fi information because it can be used in
both indoor and outdoor environments. In contrast to
“Smart-its Friends”, we need not put a new sensor, because
almost all mobile devices have Wi-Fi function. Moreover,
the above scenarios do not require device’s location
information. This feature makes this security model more
scalable, because it only assumes reasonable numbers of
Wi-Fi access points surround us, and no Wi-Fi location
database is necessary.

Figure2: correlation ratio of Wi-Fi fingerprints.

EXPERIMENTS

Our method focuses on using recorded activity histories for
authentication. In a possible usage example, discriminant
capability between given multiple time series of Wi-Fi
fingerprints is strongly needed. The system should be able
to detect difference of movements only by observing
fingerprints from two Wi-Fi equipped devices. In order to
confirm feasibilities of proposed method, following two
experiments are carried out. A pair of Apple iPod touch
was used as Wi-Fi devices for these two experiments.
Experiment 1: To confirm a correlation of Wi-Fi
fingerprints from two devices, activity histories are
captured when these are carried by two people walking
together.

Figure3: a route mapping of walking for this
experiment.
CONCLUSION

We proposed to use the changing ambient Wi-Fi signals for
authentication. The result of experiment showed that
activity history of persons or objects can be used for
authentication. We are also looking at incorporating RSSI
information for more accurate distance measurement.

Experiment 2: To clarify the differences of Wi-Fi
fingerprints, activity histories are captured when two
devices are carried by two people walking on different
route in urban environment.
Correlation ratio of Wi-Fi fingerprints between two devices
is shown in Figure 2. Axis of ordinate is correlation rate of
matched Wi-Fi fingerprints (%). Axis of abscissas is time
(second). Correlation rate is calculated by a number of
matched MAC addresses from both devices in range of 15
seconds divided by total number of captured MAC
addresses. During overall period shown in Figure 2, two
people are walking together in period A and C (Experiment
1) and walking on different route in period B (Experiment
2). Each period also corresponds with route A, B and C in
map shown in Figure 3.
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RESULTS

In period A and C, average correlation ratio is 73.7%. In
these periods, precision rate is 75.8% when discriminal
threshold is 50%. Decreasing correlation rate is caused by
scan failure of Wi-Fi fingerprints. On the other hand,
average correlation of period B is 14.8% and precision is
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Reducing the fuel consumption of cars is seen as a central
element in reducing CO2 production by individuals. The
automotive industry currently focuses on more efficient
engines and alternative power concepts. Our research
complements this by an assessment of how drivers can
reduce fuel consumption of their vehicle by changing their
behavior. An initial study reveals that individuals have a
poor understanding of the cost of driving. Looking at
ubiquitous technologies we believe that there is a great
potential for saving energy. Information can help to reduce
the need for driving. We make concrete suggestions of how
user interfaces in the car can make the user aware of the
potential of reducing fuel consumption.

POTENTIAL FOR SAVING ENERGY
There are two dominant ways to save energy: 1) more
efficient driving and 2) driving less. Before prescribing any
of these methods, it is important to consider the many
factors that influence fuel consumption. Studies have
already shown that gender, for example, can impact fuel
consumption [1]. Also, users can have a significant impact
(about 10-20%) themselves. In the following, we discuss
potential factors for saving energy and present several
designs for user interfaces that can increase the awareness
of energy consumption and that behavior has a significant
impact. All the designs use persuasive technologies [3], as
we assume that a large fraction of the drivers has an interest
in economical and hence environmentally-friendly driving.

Keywords

More efficient driving

Persuasive user interfaces, automotive user interfaces, car
instruments, ecology-awareness.

Minimizing fuel-expensive actions is the key to more
efficient driving. Since a lot of fuel is used when increasing
speed, reducing the need to accelerate and then break is a
key issue. Information about the projected state of the road
(e.g. slower traffic 1km ahead) can also help the driver to
drive more efficiently. Also, reducing average speed helps
reduce fuel consumption [4].

INTRODUCTION

Fuel consumption of cars has become a major issue over
recent years for individuals as well as for the society. For
individuals, the cost of operating a car is, due to increased
oil prices, strongly dependent on the fuel consumption.
Many societies, particularly governments, are aware of the
environmental problems created by driving and are taking
actions to fix them, e.g., European Commission [2]. In
contrast, car manufacturers have been very successful
advertising their cars based on the driving experience
(faster acceleration, high speeds, etc.). Therefore, it is
important not to impair the driving experience when trying
to reduce the fuel consumption.

We suggest a system that gives predictions about how
much fuel will be used when driving at certain speeds to a
specific destination. By showing users how much (or little)
time is gained when driving faster, the system allows them
to make an informed decision about whether or not it is
worthwhile to consume more fuel (and save time) or not.
Another opportunity to motivate to more efficient driving is
to include a “Personal Best”. For a frequently driven route
the fuel consumption at any point on this route is stored.
Every time the driver drives this route he gets a visual
representation of the current fuel consumption compared to
the best (i.e. lowest) fuel consumption at any point. The
overall goal is to beat the best fuel consumption and
therefore to drive more efficiently. At the end of the route
an optional high score list including average fuel
consumption and time can be displayed.

Many cars provide some indication of fuel consumption.
Some cars show the average consumption since the car was
last fuelled and others the current consumption. Overall,
these visualizations are very coarse and provide only a
rough indication of the fuel efficiency of driving. Another
approach is to provide hints for more efficient driving. For
example, in some current cars with manual transmission, an
arrow suggests that the driver shifts to the indicated gear to
reduce fuel consumption.

Driving Less

An obvious way to reduce fuel consumption is to drive less.
In cities, a lot of traffic is due to cars looking for a parking
spot (up to 40% according to [5]). Providing additional
information on free parking spaces is one option for

In our research, we focus on the in-situ provision of
information to the driver. One central design goal is to
create awareness in a pleasant and potentially playful way.
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usually do not. Participants seemed to be more aware of the
current price per liter of gas than about the cost associated
with driving a certain distance.

reducing this traffic. Several projects investigate such
solutions (e.g., [5]). People often drive several times around
the block to get a parking space that is very close to their
destination. In many cases, parking at the far end of a
parking garage (can save driving time and only minutely
increases the walking time. To motivate the driver to take
such an option, we propose a system that gives the user
exact up-to-date information about how much time is
required to reach their destination on foot. For instance, a
modified navigation system might display this message: “If
you happen to see a parking space now – take it! You will
only have to walk X minutes and it potentially saves you
driving another Y minutes.”

DESIGN PROPOSAL “PERSONAL BEST”

The “Personal Best” design proposal was discussed in more
detail. The idea was generally considered interesting but
several issues were raised, e.g., whether it also incurs
additional stress for the driver. Also, as there are many
external factors influencing driving behavior (e.g., heavy
traffic, traffic signs) the driver might only have limited
influence. One participant suggested comparing fuel
efficiency scores between different driving environments,
such as ‘on the highway’ versus ‘in the city’, instead of for
overall driving. Some expressed concern that after a certain
time, one will achieve a score that is hard to beat. However,
this could be seen as the goal of the application, where the
driver has achieved his or her most economical style of
driving, and the application could subsequently be switched
off. With regard to the visual presentation, there was
agreement that the display should be easy to interpret and
unobtrusive. Another suggestion in the focus group
discussion was to extend “Personal Best” to a community
of drivers to see how one compares to others driving the
same or a similar route.

For many individuals, driving is necessary to go shopping
for products and services. Looking into means to reduce the
number of trips required is a further option to reduce
overall driving time and thereby fuel consumption. This
can include suggesting merging trips based on recent
behavior or proposing alternatives to making the trip at all.
Using alternative means of transport (e.g., walking or
public transport), or carpooling can also reduce the amount
of driving. These options may appear inflexible, however,
in many cases, this is due to a lack of information (e.g. who
is driving the way I have to go?). Technology can help to
provide such information and to make ridesharing and
alternative modes of transport more flexible.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We investigate the potential for providing in-situ rich
information on fuel consumption to the driver to create
awareness of economical and environmentally-friendly
driving behavior. The paper mentions a variety of factors
that can be influenced by presenting additional information
on the current fuel efficiency. From early user feedback we
conclude that a playful and unobtrusive design would be
most appealing. While discussing the designs, it became
apparent that much of the functionality can be integrated as
extra features in navigational aids. This approach is
complementary to other efforts, like improving engine
technology. Given the great impact that driving behavior
has on energy consumption, we argue that this is an
important field that warrants further research.

FOCUS GROUP

To develop new aids to help drivers become more energy
efficient and reduce their fuel consumption, we conducted a
focus group with 7 voluntary participants, 3 female and 4
male, 26 to 31 years. Each had a driving license and lives in
a metropolitan area in Germany. First, we set out to
understand user concerns with regard to technologies that
create awareness of fuel consumption. In open discussions,
participants were asked about the energy consumption of a
car in specific contexts. In the second phase, we showed
paper screen designs of potential visualizations and
presentations that provide more detailed information on
driving efficiency. For example, for the Personal Best
approach a comparative visual representation of the current
fuel consumption and the best fuel consumption using bar
graphs, a simple number representation, or a red light when
the current fuel consumption is over the personal best can
be used. Participants discussed the pros and cons of each
suggested design.
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they can normally give price details (e.g., for bus rides)
very quickly. The discussions revealed that people are able
to reason about cost associated with driving, but they

[3] B. J. Fogg, Persuasive Technology: Using Computers

to Change What We Think and Do. 2003
[4] Green Car Congress. Fuel Consumption at Higher

Speeds. May 2006. http://www.greencarcongress.com.
[5] Siemens AG. Systematic Parking. Report 2003-02-03.
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ABSTRACT

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
Pressure Sensor
Concept

Many interactive floor systems have been introduced with
increasing focus on the floor. However, most studies
considered the floor as a large screen that we can walk
over, and few studies have focused on the relationship
between a person and the floor. In this paper, we introduce
an interactive knocking floor as an ambient invisible floor
interface for public space. This floor tile exerts impact
against user¶s feet stepping on the floor. To show the
performance of our device, we measured working sound
volume and conducted user tests for our device together
with a beeper device and a light device in both the walking
case and the standing case.

Floor
Solenoid Knocker
Control Board

Figure 1. Concept Sketch of Interactive Knocking Floor

Keywords

Foot Interface, Floor Interface, Floor-based Interaction,
Ambient Personal Interface in Public Space
INTRODUCTION

Our environment is moving to an era of ubiquitous devices
and ambient technologies. As technology digitizes our
environmental surroundings to provide smart and contextsensitive services, researchers have widened their focus to
include the floor space. [1]
With increasing efforts to utilize the floor space, many
researchers reported various applications to the floor space.
At first, it was used as one of the controllers [2] but soon it
evolved to an interactive floor with pressure sensing and
visual display like [3, 4]. The floor has an important role in
interactive games, since its large area allows multiple
players. [5, 6] Some other researchers find the floor as a
new way for seamless user identification. [7, 8]

Figure 2. Implemented Interactive Knocking Floor

Our design concept for an interactive knocking floor is
creating a device that would be invisible, but delivers a
simple signal to the person stepped on the floor. It should
catch the attention of the user only if s/he needs to be
informed; otherwise, it should be invisible to the user. And
if it delivers a signal to a user, only the recipient should
receive the signal. To achieve private communication, we
removed light and sound from our options, and chose
haptic ± µknocking¶. Since the device is not visible to the
user, it does not completely influence the interior of a
room. It is an advantage because interior designers and
decorators do not need to think about the floor device. In
addition, the user does not need any additional device
wearing as well as any specific action to communicate with
the device.

However, a major limitation of past floor researches is they
considered the floor as a large place that can be a huge
screen people can walk over. For this reason, many
interactive floor researches could employ pressure sensing
for input, but could not go over visual display for output.
In this paper, we present an interactive floor device with a
new form of output - µNQRFNLQJ¶ We measured a sound
level with a precise sound level meter tRSURYHRXUGHYLFH¶V
performance, and conducted a user test together with two
other devices that uses auditory and visionary technology
for comparison.
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Implementation

the beeper device but higher than the light device. It was
less serious if the user was just standing, but it became
more serious if the user was walking. Also, participants get
embarrassed when they got the signal through knocking.

Our interactive knocking floor is designed in modular
structure. It has four pressure sensors, four solenoid
knockers at corners and one controller board at center each
floor tile. (See Figure 1 and Figure 2) Each solenoid
knocker has a silicon rubber pad on top of it to reduce the
sound and to provide soft impact. A module consisting
sensors, knockers, and a control board is placed under the
floor tile and it is connected to the master computer with a
UART cable. A control board on each module manages
sensors and knockers in the module; sends pressure
information, and receives knocker action orders. The
master computer decides how the interactive knocking
floor modules will act based on the pressure sensing data
coming from each tile and by sending orders back.

The overall satisfaction rate of our device was higher than
that of the beeper device and the light device.
CONCLUSION

We introduced a new interaction style ± µknocking¶, and
created a floor interface device called Interactive Knocking
Floor, which can sense a user¶s presence on it with pressure
sensors, and can knock the user¶s foot with solenoid
knockers. We measured the sound level and confirmed it is
quieter than conversation speech, and we studied users¶
impressions on our device and the two sample devices and
found our device has strengths on certain areas.

EVALUATION
Procedure
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ABSTRACT

more energy of sensors near it, and can enlarge its area.
Therefore, a 'hole' deteriorates the energy efficiency of
networks and reliability of data transmission [5]. In order to
solve this hole problem, two types of algorithms have been
studied in the literature: experience-based detour and
anchor-based detour. Experience-based detour increases the
transmission delay since it needs accumulated experience
until a sensor for detouring a hole is selected. This
algorithm cannot solve the hole problem because it uses
sensor nodes near a hole [1]. Anchor-based detour
randomly selects an anchor for detouring a hole. It cannot
provide the transmission delay fairness since it does not
consider the distance between a source and a hole. In other
words, for data of a source far from a hole, an anchor not
near a hole may be selected and the data experience a long
delay [2], [3].

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is comprised of sensors
which are not recharged. Sensors consume their energy for
transmitting sensing data and relaying it. The number of
sensors run out of energy increases as the time goes by. A
'void' and 'hole' are the main cause of shortening the
lifetime of WSNs. In this paper, we propose a novel detour
scheme, which improves the energy efficiency and fairness
in WSNs with a 'hole'. The proposed scheme selects a
detour anchor point based on the distance between a source
and a sensor node which detects a hole. If the distance is
short, the anchor point uses a big detour angle and
lengthens the distance from itself to the sensor node.
Meanwhile, if the distance is long, it uses a small angle and
shortens the distance from itself to the sensor node. The
proposed detour scheme can solve the problem of a hole
being enlarged. Moreover, it can improve the energy
efficiency since it balances traffic load by selecting a proper
anchor. The transmission delay fairness is provided since
the proposed scheme uses a different weight according to
the distance from a source when it selects a detour anchor
point.

In this paper, we propose a novel detour scheme, which
considers the distance between a source and a sensor node
that detects a hole (HDS: hole detection sensor).
NOVEL DETOUR SCHEME

Greedy routing-based scheme exhausts the energy of
sensors near a hole and enlarges the area of the hole.
Therefore, anchor-based scheme has an advantage of longer
lifetime of networks. There are several extended schemes
for selecting a detour anchor. First, random anchor and
greedy routing scheme are used together to select an anchor.
There is the method that determines the random detouring
anchor and goes side by side with the greedy routing in the
method for determining the detouring anchor. Second, each
sensor near a hole accumulates information and shares it
each other. Then, an anchor is selected based on the
information. Third, it is assumed that sensors near a hole
know the area of a hole, and then the shortest path detour
anchor is selected.
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INTRODUCTION

WSN is comprised of sensors whose energy is difficult to
recharge. Sensors consume their energy to transmit sensing
data very much. The more data they transmit, the more
energy they consume. Therefore, their energy has been run
out as the time goes by. The energy exhaustion of a sensor
makes a 'void' or 'hole'. We consider a 'void' as a minimum
'hole' [4]. A 'hole' decreases the performance due to the
reliability and detour. Detouring around a 'hole' consumes

Random detour anchor scheme can improve the energy
efficiency by load balancing. However, it does not provide
the transmission delay fairness. The existing anchor
schemes cannot solve the problem of a hole’s area being
enlarged. In this section, we propose a novel detour scheme,
which selects an anchor based on the distance between a
source and an HDS.

This work was partly supported by the IT R&D program of
MIC/IITA [2007-S-010-02, Development of Ubiquitous
Home Media Service System based on SMMD]
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direction. The proposed scheme determines a distance Da to
an anchor for the energy efficiency on the detour direction.
Da must be long enough to avoid a hole. If the area of a hole
is known, the distance Da is calculated and a detour anchor
is easily selected. Otherwise, an anchor selection is
performed repeatedly with greedy routing. In this paper, the
goal of selecting a detour anchor is to obtain the energy
efficiency. Figure 2 shows a detour anchor selection
scheme considering the energy efficiency. Assume that an
HDS knows the size and distance D of a hole. The
parameter (ș, Da) is inversely proportional to the distance D.
For a source with long distance D, a short detour route is
selected. For load balancing of sensors near a hole, ș is
calculated as follows:

Figure 1 shows an example of the extended anchor schemes.

Figure 1. Example of the hole enlargement problem.

Assume that a hole area is a circle with a radius of R and
greedy routing-based scheme is used to select an detour
anchor. Two sources S1 and S2 transmit sensing data to the
same destination sink. Greedy routing-based scheme finds
the shortest detour route to avoid the hole. Parameters (ș,
Da) are used to select an anchor. ș is an angle of direction in
order to avoid the hole and Da is a distance from HDS to
any anchor point Aa. ș for S1 is calculated as follows:
sin T

R

R  DW

,

0 W d R

tan T

R

( D  DW )

,

0 W d R

(2)

Da is obtained as follows:
Da v T

(1)

( D  DW ) 2  R 2

(3)

Optimal parameter values for selecting an anchor are
obtained through experimental simulations. Performance of
the proposed scheme is compared with that of conventional
schemes in terms of the energy efficiency and detour delay.

where, DĲ is a distance from HDS to the arc of hole. Greedy
routing-based scheme selects a detour anchor at a crossing
point between the line obtained by ș and the shortest path
from the sink to avoid a hole (see Figure 1). In this scheme,
each source can share a route from an anchor to the sink so
that sensors on the route consume their energy very much.
This problem can be avoided by choosing a proper value of
Da and selecting a corresponding anchor. Therefore,
selecting an anchor based on the distance is reasonable.
Figure 2 shows the proposed detour scheme.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a novel detour scheme to
improve the energy efficiency in WSNs with a hole. The
proposed scheme calculates (ș, Da) based on the distance D
from a source to an HDS, and then selects a detour anchor.
It slows the energy exhaustion of sensors near a hole down,
and prevents a hole from being enlarged. Also, it can
improve the energy efficiency by load balancing around a
hole. Furthermore, it can provide the fairness since a short
detour route for a source with long distance is selected.
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Figure 2. Example of the proposed detour scheme.

A distance D can be computed by using several metrics
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INTRODUCTION

VIDs. None of these can be linked to any of the others so that
if a user uses two VIDs with the same service, that service will
treat these as two different users. This also allows for good
personalization practices since users can use services for
different activities and have different preferences for each.

In order to develop a pervasive computing system that is
acceptable to the end user, it is important that it should
satisfy two end user requirements:
(1) It should adequately protect the privacy of the user.
Much work has been done on the design of privacy aware
ubiquitous systems (e.g. [1], [3]), including analysis of enduser requirements and the approaches needed to satisfy
them. Such systems should not reveal information about the
identity of the user nor allow access to any of the user’s
personal data without the user’s permission, and there
should be simple and appropriate mechanisms for the user to
control this. The notion of pseudonymity provides a simple
and practical solution to concealing the real identity of the
user from the services he/she uses. By using different
pseudonyms
for
different
service
transactions,
pseudonymity provides a balance between protecting user
privacy and offering advanced personalization practices.
Different implementations include separate personas,
private and public [1], which place different restrictions on
information they release to services, and virtual identities[2]

Initially one could require the user to select the appropriate
VID for any service. However, this is an arduous task,
especially if the number of VIDs grows. The situation is more
complex if changing context conditions (e.g. location) affect
the choice of VID. Thus in order to provide a user-friendly
pervasive environment the system should manage the
automatic selection of VIDs wherever possible, resorting to
user decision or intervention only when really necessary.
The process of selecting a VID depends in part on the personal
data that the system wants to access (e.g. location, credit card
details) and in part on the user’s preferences. Thus, before a
service is used, it is important to know what user data the
service will want to access. The pervasive system must then
negotiate with the service between the user data that is
requested and what the system is willing to disclose based on
the user’s wishes. This is called Privacy Policy Negotiation
(PPN). The whole process can be divided into four steps:

(2) It should take account of user needs and preferences in
any relevant decision making and adapt its behaviour
accordingly. The importance of incorporating user
preferences has been recognized in a number of projects,
where preferences are entered manually by the user (e.g.
Intelligent Home, AURA and Blue Space [6]) or where
learning is used to support the acquisition of preferences
(e.g. Adaptive House, MavHome and GAIA).

(1) Determining a Privacy Policy. In order to decide what data
a service is allowed to access, one may have a set of user
preferences, referred to as PPN preferences, that define what
the user wishes in each situation. These may depend on
external factors such as context conditions (e.g. user location,
activity, people in his/her proximity, etc) or service-specific
conditions (e.g. reputation of service) or internal service trust
levels for each user. In each case, the PPN preference
outcomes tell the system whether or not a piece of personal
data can be disclosed. Evaluation of the PPN preferences for
all the requested user data results in a privacy policy.

Daidalos is an EU project in the final stage of developing a
pervasive system [5], which uses user preferences to
personalize system decisions relating to user privacy. This
paper focuses on the problem of determining what
information about the user can be shared with a service.

(2) Negotiating use of data. This privacy policy is used to
negotiate with the service on behalf of the user the terms of
use based on these outcomes. This negotiation should result in
an agreement that meets all the requirements in the privacy
policy. This process is similar to that for trust negotiation [7].

USING USER PREFERENCES TO SUPPORT PRIVACY
DECISIONS

In Daidalos pseudonymity is achieved through the use of
multiple Virtual Identities (or VIDs) [2]. These VIDs form
subsets of the user’s profile and are used to authenticate the
user with services. For any user the set of VIDs may be
viewed as a set of different user names, which the user may
use for different purposes, and which may conceal all or part
of his/her personal data. Each user may have any number of

(3) Matching PPN outcomes with potential VIDs. The result of
the negotiation is a list of data items (i.e. context attributes,
preferences, personal information) that the service can access.
The third step in the process of VID selection uses this list to
identify the set of possible VIDs that allow access to all of the
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items in the list and only those items in the list. This results
in the identification of one or more VIDs that can be
selected for use with this service.

This has consequences for the design of the preference
subsystem.
(2) The user must be engaged in the process of VID selection.
There are problems if it is either completely automatic or
completely manual. A compromise is to take the decision for
the user but give him/her the opportunity to intervene and
change the VID selected or create a new one.

(4) Final VID Selection: Another set of preference rules, the
VID selection preference rules, is used to select the actual
VID to be used. This happens even when only one matching
VID is found. This part of the process is described in [4].
Thus the process of selecting a VID involves two types of
preference rules: PPN preferences and VID Selection
Preferences.

(3) By monitoring user actions and applying machine learning
techniques, user preferences can be built up and maintained
automatically. However, one is still faced with the problem of
distinguishing between short-term and long-term changes in
preferences.

FORMATS OF USER PRIVACY PREFERENCES

The format of the privacy policies is based on the industry
standards P3P and XACML, including the possibility of
creating custom privacy preferences. On the other hand the
PPN preference rules have the same “if-then(-else)” format
as for all preference rules in the Daidalos system so that
they can be easily understood and manipulated by the user, a
basic requirement in designing privacy aware systems[3].

This approach forms an important part of the way in which
privacy is handled within the Daidalos system.
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A PPN preference lists the conditions under which a piece
of user data is disclosed to a service. These include the
status and attributes of other services being run by the user,
attributes of the service requesting access to the data, etc.
The outcome of such a preference would be either positive
(i.e. disclose this piece of data), negative (i.e. do not
disclose it) or a conditional expression of “positive if a list
of requirements is met”. These latter requirements are
conditions such as the data retention policy of the requesting
service, the data usage policy of the requesting service and
other such conditions subject to negotiation with the service.
This has been fully specified but constraints on space do not
permit a fuller discussion on this here. The following simple
example illustrates a PPN preference.
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ABSTRACT

mechanism in current phone interfaces however typically
there is little expressive power in this form of notification
and is mainly used in a binary way.

In this paper we assess the potential of rich tactile
notifications on mobile phones. Many mobile phone users
use vibration output for various types of notification on
their phone. Currently, tactile output in phones is limited to
one single actuator that can potentially present patterns
based on different vibration intensities over time. To
explore the possible design space, we conducted
experiments with up to 6 actuators included in a prototype
phone. The dimensions of the resulting design space are
comprised of the location of the active actuators, the
intensity of the vibration, and the variation of these
parameters over time. Based on several user studies and
interviews, we suggest design guidelines for rich tactile
output facilitated by several distinct actuators. We show
where vibration motors should optimally be placed and that
different information can be communicated by producing
different patterns of vibration output using a small number
of actuators.

Figure 1: Six vibration motors integrated in a dummy mobile
phone, placed to maximize the distance between them. The
motors can be controlled using a Bluetooth connection.
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To understand the current use of audio and vibration
feedback with mobile phones, we conducted a survey with
30 mobile phone users (13 females, 17 males, average age
26) about their personal use of each type of notification. We
found that 80% use vibration as a form of notification.
However, a great majority of the users used the preset
vibration output. Furthermore 70% of the participants were
not aware that their own phone model supported different
vibration alerts for different events such as incoming calls,
receiving SMS or MMS. Thus, using different pulse
intensities and timings with a single motor, as available in
many current phone models, seems to either leave little
impression on users or is processed subconsciously. To
investigate richer means for tactile output we created a
prototype with multiple vibration actuators and report the
initial study here.
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INTRODUCTION

For mobile phones, notification is of great interests as many
functionalities of a phone are triggered externally and
require the attention of the user. Audio notification is the
most commonly-used form of notification; however it is not
suitable in many contexts as it may disturb others or be
inaudible due to environmental noise. Using ringtones have
become a popular way to personalize one’s cell phone and
therefore became a standard feature offered by cell phone
providers. With incoming calls, ringtones can even reveal a
caller’s ID by using different ringtones for individuals or
contact groups.

PROTOTYPE FOR RICH TACTILE OUTPUT

We designed a system with a PIC microcontroller, six
controllable vibration motors and a Bluetooth module. The
vibration motors, can be remotely controlled using the
Bluetooth connection. For the tests we integrated the
electronics prototype into a dummy phone. The resulting
prototype looks and feels like a real Nokia N-70 mobile
phone, however only offers the vibration output and has no
phone functionality. The actuators are normal phone
vibration motors and the intensity is controlled using

Tactile output is used as a mean of discreet notification and
offers a basic alternative to audio output. Vibration stimulus
is an unobtrusive way to find out about incoming calls,
messages, or reminders without disturbing others and since
touch receptors can be found all over the body, it is usually
possible to find a suitable location to provide a haptic
stimulus. Vibration pulses are a widely-used output
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different pulse-width signals (30%–100%). Four motors are
located at the four corners of the phone, and two more in
the center of the phone, left and right (see Figure 1). Within
the device, the actuators are located close to the back cover.
The location of the actuators was chosen to maximize the
distance between them. The software running on the
microcontroller receives commands that specify which
motors should be switched on with what intensity over the
Bluetooth connection. With this prototype, we can generate
vibration pulses on the body of the mobile phone in six
different areas and with controlling duration and intensity.

It is widely recognized that haptic interaction offers another
channel to provide output to users as they may be in a
context where they need to multiplex their visual, auditory,
and cognitive attention between the environment and the
device [1]. It is generally agreed that tactile output as a
private medium provides an unobtrusive modality for
interaction and notification. Haptic augmentation with a
single actuator as vibrotactile output has been shown to
improve performance with mobile phones and handhelds
[2 - 6]. Similar to our idea, multiple actuators were used in
two projects that investigated vibrotactile output for
communication [7, 8]. The motivation here was either to
create a playful communication channel or allow discreet
communication without disturbing others.

EXPERIMENT

To explore the design space in detail, we conducted two
studies using the prototype. In both studies users were
asked to hold the device in their preferred hand.

CONCLUSION

Study 1: Locating individual actuators

Rich tactile output creates new options for providing
information to the user. Currently, this modality is used
only in its very basic form. Based on a prototype with
multiple, independently-controllable vibrating motors, two
studies have explored the effectiveness of multiple
actuators for rich haptic output.
Our initial results indicate that it is preferable to place
actuators for vibration in the corners of the device as in
these places the highest recognition rate for the users was
achieved. Additional results provide evidence that users are
able to recognize different patterns generated with
distributed actuators. Overall, our initial results motivate
further research on the use of multi-tactile patterns as they
may offer new opportunities for users to personalize their
phones and providing information.

The first study was conducted with 15 users (mobile phone
users, average age of 26). We showed the prototype to the
participants and asked them to spot the position of the
vibration stimuli. The experiment showed that users could
discriminate between left and right, as well as top and
bottom, with a recognition rate of 75% on average. We had
similar detection rate for actuators in the four corners (with
an average rate of 73%). However, the recognition rate for
the actuators in the middle of the device (as a group or
individually) was significantly lower (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The results show that users could locate the active
actuators in the corners better than in the middle of the
device.
Study 2: Discriminating between vibration patterns

In the second study we investigated how well users can
discriminate between three different vibration patterns. The
first pattern “Circular” activates one vibration motor at a
time in a circular sequence, the second one “Top-Down”
vibrates one row of motors (2 motors) at a time starting at
the top and moving downward. The last pattern “RightLeft” vibrates one column of motors (3 motors) at a time.
To assess the user’s ability to discriminate between the
patterns we also included a random pattern. Initial results
reveal that the participants were able to correctly identify
each pattern with up to 80% accuracy. The Circular pattern
had the highest recognition rate (82%), followed by the
Right-Left pattern (68%) and the Top-Down pattern (51%).
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ABSTRACT

value for users since it provides a way to only show advertisements which are of personal interest to a specific user.

Poster advertisement has a long tradition and is transforming rapidly into digital media. In this paper we provide an
overview of how sensing can be used to create online and
up to date information about potential viewers. We assess
what application domains can benefit from continuous
monitoring of visitors. As measuring with simple sensors is
inherently error prone we suggest the notion of comparative
advertising power which compares the number of potential
viewers in different locations. We address user acceptance
and privacy concerns and show technical mechanism to
increase privacy.

The information derived from the sensors can be used to
improve targeting the content of advertisements by creating
a user profile. A system can be designed that learns users’
interests and shows related advertisements the next time
they pass an outdoor advertisement [1].
BILLBOARD LOG FILE

In the World Wide Web, log files are widely used to estimate the number of visitors of a page. Different types of
information such as the origin of a user or the browser used
can be stored. This information may not be reliable because
of the use of proxies, bots, etc.; a good estimate can still be
achieved. By using sensors connected to displays such log
files can be created in the real world providing an estimate
of the number of passing people. We outline different techniques that can support the creation of such a log file.

Keywords

Outdoor advertising, tracking, targeted advertising, interactive billboards, public displays
INTRODUCTION

Traditional forms of advertisement include posters, wall
paintings, billboards, street furniture, etc. As public displays become more and more available, they provide novel,
digital advertising space. Digital advertisements overcome
several disadvantages of traditional displays like static
content and can be used to create targeted advertisements,
tailored to a specific group of people.

Bluetooth

The assessment of Bluetooth MAC addresses in a single
location can return the following data:
x

Estimation of the number of visitors (based on the amount
of Bluetooth devices scanned and an estimate of the ratio
between spotted devices and total number of people).
Estimation of the time spent in the vicinity.
Time profile (based on the number of visitors at specific
points in time). This information can also be used to determine when content should be changed.
Unique ID of visitors (regular visitors, people coming
back, and new people can easily be distinguished).
From the Bluetooth MAC address the manufacturer can be
derived as well as a guess be made about the model.

The combination of electronic displays with different types
of sensors for gathering context allows both online assessment as well as an estimation of the numbers of passersby
or even viewers. This can be achieved by using different
techniques such as Bluetooth scanning, motion detection
and image / voice recognition. Hence, our approach focuses
on means for using this data to create information similar to
page views and click streams, known from the WWW.

x
x

Important artifacts that help to achieve this goal are mobile
phones. Many mobile phones support Bluetooth and some
percentage of people has it turned on. Thus, it is possible to
estimate the number of users currently in the vicinity of a
public display. By connecting several displays, phones can
be tracked based on a unique ID such as the Bluetooth
MAC address. This raises concerns with regard to the privacy of the persons being tracked and mechanisms are
needed to assure their anonymity. Yet, the opportunity to
identify a specific phone has the potential to be of increased

Further Sensors

x
x

To gather further information, either a single visual sensor
or a camera integrated in a poster can be used to collect
visual data. Hence, “counting eyes” and the “time looked
at” can be used as a measurement of attention (similar to
counting link clicks on the web). Using visual sensor data
makes it possible to recognize people (how many, male /
female, how dressed, etc.), scenes (group, pair, talking,
waiting, etc.), objects (cars, shopping bags, etc.), and activities (eating, drinking coffee, using a mobile device).
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Applications examples

Microphones attached to a poster can be used to spot keywords explicitly (e.g., user talks to the advertisement which
can react accordingly) or implicitly (conversations taking
place in front of the poster can be overheard and advertisements adapted accordingly). Further, microphones can be
used to assess scenes thus determining whether a single
person (silence), two persons (dialogue) or a group is standing in front of the poster. Similarly, a classification of
background noise may be taken into account.

One possible application area is showing advertisements
related to previous shop visits. An ID scanned during a visit
to a shop can be used to later display a matching product
once the user is close to a poster. Hence, the moment of
change as well as the change frequency of an advertising
display can be optimized. Further, a campaign can be
created along the user’s statistically most likely path. Additionally, it can be assured that users do not see the same
advertisement too many times, but on the other hand ensure
that a certain brand reappears a certain number of times.

Using both microphones and visual sensors creates severe
privacy concerns since scenes are processed in order to act
based on the content. Hence, processing the data has to be
implemented in a way such that no data are permanently
stored and can only be extracted online.

CASE STUDY

In order to evaluate our approach, we equipped an installation of 6 public displays at the University of Münster with
Bluetooth scanners and cameras [3]. We use face detection
to measure view time for different information items, and
Bluetooth scanning to measure trajectories of users [2]. The
collected data reveal significant differences between displays, but noise makes it impossible to give absolute measures. Using the concept of comparative advertising power,
we are able to link manual evaluations from videos taken
by the cameras installed for face detection and thus achieve
more accurate viewing time estimations for all displays.

COMPARITIVE ADVERTISING POWER

Measurements derived from data gathered by those sensors
are in an absolute sense unreliable due to several reasons.
On the user side, not everyone has a Bluetooth-enabled
phone so that not all devices are discovered. Additionally, it
is not clear whether people look at the poster at all. On the
system side, Bluetooth devices can be missed during a scan,
or image / audio recognition may miss objects. Also, data
may be deliberately ignored or filtered in order to preserve
privacy. Hence, we use a comparison of data from several
posters in order to extrapolate the data efficiently and overcome this lack of reliability.

PRIVACY AND USER ACCEPTANCE

Using video and audio recognition in public places raises
severe privacy concerns. Hence, in order to support acceptance, it is inevitable to make the users aware of the system
or to even give them the opportunity to not being tracked
by the system. The system has to be non-deterministic, i.e.
people standing next to each other should not be able to
figure out that an advertisement is targeted to a specific
person. Further, the application should provide a real benefit to the user. This can be achieved by targeting advertisements towards the interests of a user and mixing them with
news. In our studies, we also found that there are significant cultural differences regarding privacy and acceptance.

Approach

The solution we suggest is the use of a so-called reference
poster which is placed at a specific location such as the
entrance to a railway station or a shopping mall. Our idea is
to equip this poster with all types of sensors included in the
other posters. For this reference poster, a detailed user
analysis is made using, e.g., existing counting infrastructure
(e.g. entrance to subway), expensive and reliable sensors or
even manual counting. The result of this analysis is then
compared to those of the other posters (e.g. how many
Bluetooth MAC addresses can be seen in the reference
poster in one hour vs. another poster). Based on the results
of this comparison, it is possible to derive an estimate of,
for example, how many users really passed the poster.

CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays advertisements in physical space provide little
opportunity to gather data about their viewers. Our approach provides an easy way of using data freely available
such as Bluetooth IDs to gain information about a user. To
overcome the lack of reliability of sensing we present an
approach of comparative advertising power. This information can be used to improve the user experience by tailoring
advertisements and to improve the understanding of the
advertising space.

Application

The data of our approach can be used for different applications including pricing models for advertisements (similar
to pay-per-click), determining the update frequency for
advertisements, and comparing user profiles.
CLICK STREAM
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EcoIsland’s design includes not only a richer psychological
theory but also a complete “virtual economy” for emission
rights trading. It targets householders instead of individuals,
and is intended to use besides everyday life. The purpose of
the work is to study the applicability and effectiveness of
these techniques for persuasive purposes through a realistic
functioning prototype evaluation.

ABSTRACT

Significant portions of the carbon dioxide emissions that
have been shown to cause global warming are due to
household energy consumption and traffic. EcoIsland is a
computer system aimed at persuading and assisting
individual families in changing their lifestyle patterns in a
way that reduces CO2 emissions. The system builds on our
earlier work on persuasive ubiquitous computing
applications, and applies ideas from behaviorism, social
psychology and emissions trading to motivate changes in
users’ behavior. In this paper, we briefly describe the
concept and the theories behind it, and provide preliminary
results from a user study measuring its effectiveness.

THE ECOISLAND CONCEPT
EcoIsland is a game-like
application intended to be
used through their normal
daily activities by a
family who wants to
behave in a more
ecological way. A display
in the household presents
a virtual island. Each
family
member
is
represented on the island Figure 1. EcoIsland main
by an avatar (Figure 1). The family sets a target CO2
emission level (e.g. national average minus 20%) and the
system tracks their approximate current emissions using
sensors and self-reported data. If the emissions exceed the
target level, the water around the island begins to rise,
eventually sweeping away the avatars’ possessions and
resulting in a game over.

Keywords
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INTRODUCTION

According to Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
[3], global warming caused by greenhouse gases released
into the atmosphere through the actions of man is a major
threat to the earth’s ecology. Along with technological
solutions such as improving energy efficiency, dramatic
changes in human behavior may also be necessary to avoid
catastrophic climate change.
Public and private efforts to change individual behavior
towards more environmentally friendly practices usually
rely on education, but there are psychological limits to the
ability of education alone to effect behavioral change. A
person tends to choose a short-term benefit even if it is
detrimental to their long-term well-being. Future
consequences, while widely known, are easily ignored in the
present.

On their mobile phones, the participants have a list of
actions that they may take to reduce the emissions: turning
down the air conditioning by one degree, taking the train
instead of the car, etc. Upon completing an action, a
participant reports using the phone, and the water level
reacts accordingly. Reported activities are also shown in
speech bubbles above the corresponding avatars. A lack of
activity causes the avatars to suggest actions.

In our earlier work on ambient lifestyle feedback systems,
we used ubiquitous computing technology to construct a
virtual “Skinner box” to motivate children to adopt correct
tooth brushing patterns [5]. The system monitors the user
and rewards desirable, while punishing undesirable behavior.
This approach may be described as falling in the field of
captology, computers as persuasive technologies [2].

Participants can see the other islands and their activities in
the display as neighbors, and can list buy and sell offers for
emission rights on a marketplace. Trading is conducted
using a virtual currency obtained from a regular allowance.
The credits are also used to buy decorations, so that
successful sellers can afford to decorate their island more,
while heavy emitters have to spend their allowance on
emission rights.

In captology, there are some proposals of using persuasive
technology to encourage sustainable behavior [4]. Social
psychological effects are mentioned in these works.
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from the system, such as saving the sinking virtual island
rather than using environmental reasoning.

The general approach from ambient lifestyle feedback
systems is to provide a feedback loop for user behavior. The
virtual island shown in the display acts as a metaphor and
makes the participants conscious of the ecological
consequences of their choices and activities.

A log of the reported emission reduction shows that five out
of six persons reported more actions in the third week than
the second week, lending support to the hypothesis that
social facilitation and conforming behavior can be used
effectively. During the fourth week, only two out of six
families used the emissions trading system. Ten participants
reported that the target reduction levels were so easy to
achieve that there was no need to resort to emissions trading.
This highlights a common challenge in game design: how to
set the parameters (in this case, target levels, effect of
actions and currency allowances) in such a way as to
provide an optimal challenge.

We also tap into social psychology, attempting to exploit
social facilitation and conforming behavior to encourage the
desired behavior. Social facilitation is the phenomenon
where a person performs better at a task when someone else,
e.g. a colleague, is watching [6]. Conforming behavior is the
desire not to act against group consensus [1].
EcoIsland’s design facilitates these by involving the whole
family instead of an individual, and by presenting the
participants’ activity reports in the speech bubbles and
providing contribution charts and activity histories.

As for the air heater electricity usage, there was no
observable correlation with the reported emission reducing
activities. While this is an alarming result, it does reflect
that the experiment period was short considering ordinary
day-to-day variance in electricity use. The time of the
experiment (in December and January) was also unusual
schedule for them. In the future, EcoIsland could be linked
to a HEMS (Home Energy Management System), which
would allow for a large variety of usage data to be
automatically reported to the system, also enabling a much
more comprehensive evaluation. However, some
participants noted that the act of manual reporting itself
probably contributed to the motivation, so we must be
careful when replacing self-reporting with sensor data.

Lastly, there is the trading system, which is based on the
same principle as industry level emissions trading systems:
reductions should be carried out where it is easiest to do so.
A family that finds it easy to make significant reductions
can sell emission rights to households that find it difficult
due to e.g. schedule or job. This should make it possible to
attain the same amount of total reductions with a lower total
cost (measured in disutility), promoting use of the system.
IMPLEMENTATION

We have developed a prototype system that implements the
functionality described above, except that sensors are not
yet used. The application is of the thin-client type: the client
display renders a visualization based on data from a server
running the EcoIsland application. The mobile phone clients
use a normal web browser to interact with the server.

Work on EcoIsland continues, probably in the form of a
larger and longer user study that among other things tries to
provide an evaluation of the trading system.

EVALUATION
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ABSTRACT

been developed that uses spinning beacons, in which the
spinning motion produce Doppler shifts to locate stationary
or slow-moving indoor targets. Experimental results reveal
that the SpinLoc system can achieve a medium error of 39
centimeters and 90% error of 70 centimeters.

We propose SpinTrack, a localization system enabling accurate tracking of both stationary and moving targets in the
indoor environments. SpinTrack integrated two complementary methods, SpinLoc (for tracking stationary targets)
and dTrack (for tracking moving targets) into one localization system. We propose how to eliminate the transitional
overhead between the two methods in order to optimize the
overall system performance.

We would like to integrate these two complementary methods, SpinLoc and dTrack, into one location system, called
“SpinTrack”, which enables accurate tracking of both stationary and moving targets in the indoor environments. A
key challenge in this integration is to eliminate the transitional overhead and allow for simultaneous execution of
both SpinLoc and dTrack methods to track both stationary
and moving targets within the same environment. Note that
an unacceptable method with a long switching latency
would be to attach an accelerometer on a target. When the
accelerometer reading indicates high/low motion, the target
would trigger the infrastructure location system to switch
between SpinLoc and dTrack accordingly. The remote triggering to the infrastructure yields unacceptable delay.

Keywords

Sensor Networks, Spinning Beacons, Doppler Effect, Angulation, Localization
INTRODUCTION

Location is often essential contextual information in UbiComp applications for inferring high-level application semantics from low-level data collected from wireless sensor
networks (WSNs). Although GPS is used for tracking in the
outdoor environment, it performs poorly and inaccurately
in indoor environments due to lack of direct line-of-sight to
GPS satellites. Current indoor localization systems employ
varying methods to achieve sub-meter positional accuracy
such as ultra-wideband (UWB) [5] and ultrasound [4].
However, UWB-based systems such as Ubisense [5] require specialized, expensive hardware to achieve highly
accurate, nanosecond time synchronization. Ultrasonic
based systems are limited by short propagation range and
uninterrupted line-of-sight. Received Signal Strength (RSS)
Fingerprinting based systems, such as Ekahau [2], have
recently gained popularity due to low deployment cost, but
their positional accuracy is in the range of 2-5 meters and
does not reach sub-meter range for high accurate indoor
localization.

To enable simultaneous execution of both SpinLoc and
dTrack, we propose to reverse the signal sender-receiver
setting in SpinLoc to match the sender-receiver setting in
dTrack, i.e., infrastructure nodes are receivers and targets
are senders. Having the same sender-receiver setting eliminates the extra calibration and computational overheads in
switching the sender-receiver mode on the nodes, thus reducing the positioning latency. However, reversing the
sender-receiver setting requires some algorithm changes in
SpinLoc. Therefore, a brief overview of SpinLoc is first
described, followed by explanation of our proposed algorithm change to SpinLoc to enable sender-receiver reversal.
SPINLOC OVERVIEW

A promising localization system developed by Kusy et al.
[3], called dTrack afterwards, provides an inexpensive and
highly accurate method for highly accurate indoor location
tracking. The method is based on a moving target transmitting RF signals, in which the movement of the target produces Doppler shifts observed by the stationary receivenodes in the infrastructure. The observed Doppler shifts can
then be used to estimate the direction of a moving target.
However, since the dTrack technique relies on the movement of the target to generate distinguishable Doppler shift,
it cannot locate stationary or slow-moving targets. To complement the dTrack technique, the SpinLoc system [1] has

SpinLoc employs spinning beacons anchored in the infrastructure to produce predictable and distinguishable Doppler signals for high precision localization of stationary or
slow-moving indoor targets. Two phases of the SpinLoc
method are angulation and localization. The angulation
phase measures the Doppler signal from a target and a reference node to a spinning beacon. The difference in observed Doppler shifts reveals the angle between the target
and the reference node to the spinning beacon. Such angulation is applied repeatedly to several different spinning
beacons. The location of the reference node, the location of
the spinning beacon and the estimated angle are then used
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sition of the target can be found from intersecting orientation lines to different spinning nodes in the localization
phase.

to determine the probable position of the target. The position of the target can be found by intersecting lines drawn
from estimated angles to different spinning beacons in the
localization phase. Figure 1 shows the SpinLoc system deployment in a parking garage.

Figure 1. SpinLoc system deployment in a garage.

Figure 3. SpinTrack angulation phase.
Figure 3 depicts SpinTrack angulation phase. The target X
and the reference beacon R transmit signals at different
times. Then the spinning node S observes their signal frequencies to obtain two frequency waveforms. Due to different rotational offsets, these two frequency waveforms
have an offset difference, which contributes to the time
delay between two frequency waveforms. The derivation of
the angle between X and R, i.e., ߠ, is thus modified with an
extra term offset difference as follows.
ߠൌ

Figure 2 depicts SpinLoc angulation phase. While the spinning beacon S is transmitting Doppler signal, the target X
and the reference node R simultaneously observe the signal
frequency. The angle between X and R, i.e., ߠ, is derived
from the period and the time delay between two frequency
waveforms as follows.
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In order to measure offset difference, S additionally records
the timestamp at the beginning of frequency observation
each time. The offset difference is the remainder of the
elapsed time between transmission of R and X divided by
the period. With the angle between R and X to each spinning node, the position of X can be found from intersecting
all orientation lines.

Figure 2. SpinLoc angulation phase.
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FUTURE WORK

We will prototype the integrated system and conduct evaluation in a real-world environment.
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angulation phase. All spinning nodes, i.e., the spinning receivers, measure the Doppler signal to the target and to the
reference beacon. To some spinning node, the difference in
observed Doppler shifts reveals the angle between the target and the reference beacon to the spinning node. The po-

4. Priyantha, N.B., Chakraborty, A., Balakrishnan, H., The
Cricket location-support system, in Proceedings of MobiCom ’00, 32-43.
5. Ubisense. http://www.ubisense.net
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ABSTRACT

WiFi signals and manually keyed in a number to label each
calibration point. At each calibration point, 30 samples
were collected at the sampling rate of 1 HZ. A corresponding war driving radio map was collected as follows. Since
drivers should not operate any device while driving, a GPS
receiver had to be used. The driving speed ranged from 10
to 40 kilometers per hour. A fingerprint-based positioning
engine [6] was implemented using probabilistic modeling
with sliding window to prevent error propagation of APs’
location estimation [5]. Additionally, interpolation [7] for
locations between calibration points was used to reduce
calibration efforts and/or making a dense radio map.

War-driving is currently the most widely adopted method
for building large-scale radio maps in metropolitan Wi-Fi
localization. Although the human effort cost for war driving is smaller than that of war walking, its positional accuracy is also lower than that of war walking. This work
compares radio maps built from war driving and walking
and analyzes how selective map characteristics affect positional accuracy.
INTRODUCTION

War driving is a term first coined by Shipley [1] who drove
around San Francisco to study WiFi network security problems. This war driving method of making use of the collected WiFi signal data for locating WiFi devices has been
adopted by Intel Place Lab [4], Skyhook wireless [2] and
others. War walking is similar to war driving except that
data are collected by walkers moving around the city’s
sidewalks rather than drivers moving on roads. Prior studies done by Kim et al. [5] observed that war walking produced more accurate radio maps than war driving. The reasons are (1) a walking path is closer to APs located in
buildings than its driving path; (2) Since walking speed is
slower than driving speed, walking can collect more signal
samples than driving.

To test accuracy of war driving/walking radio maps, traces
for walking and driving were collected throughout Taipei
city. Each test trace contains some 103~964 positional estimations. Fig. 1 compares the cumulative distribution
function (CDF) of positional errors between war driving
and walking. Results show war walking outperforms war
driving, giving twice the positional accuracy at median and
90% errors. Although war walking produced approximately
twice the accuracy as war driving, the cost of producing a
war walking map, measured by human working hours, is
about four times that of a war driving map.

Since 2006, we have acquired a war walking radio map
covering almost the entire Taipei city, as a part of the MTaiwan [3] project. In addition, a corresponding war driving radio map was collected. Comparison analysis focuses
on two questions. (1) What is the quality (measured by positional accuracy) difference between the war driving and
walking radio maps? (2) What are factors/non-factors affecting the quality difference between the war driving and
walking radio maps? Findings on these questions can help
developing new strategies to improve war driving.
COMPARSION ANALYSIS ON POSITIONAL ACCURACY

Figure 1. Positional accuracy comparison between war
driving and war walking radio maps.

The war walking radio map contains signals from 103,678
WiFi APs covering 133.4 km2 of Taipei city, which translates into a density of 777.2 APs/km2. Given a lack of differential GPS in Taiwan and the effect of urban canyons
from many high-rise buildings, GPS readings were inaccurate, hence not used in war walking. Instead, walkers carrying PDAs stood at planned calibration points to collect

FACTORS/NON-FACTORS

Among various characteristics between war walking and
driving radio maps, two factors were selected for further
analysis: (1) the amount of data collected for a radio map
and (2) the delay in GPS readings.
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A.

Amount of data in radio map

We observed a GPS delay phenomenon in which GPS readings output from the GPS receiver lagged behind the WiFi
signal data for several seconds. This GPS delay did not
affect our war walking, since GPS was not used. However,
this GPS delay considerably affected our war driving. For
example, if the delay were 3 seconds, the WiFi signal data
would be mapped to a GPS coordinates 3 seconds ago. If adriver traveled at 10 meters per second, the GPS coordinate
would be off by 30 meters.

Does a larger number of signal data collected to build a
walking map contribute to its better accuracy than a driving
map? The amount of signal data has two measures: (1) the
number of distinct APs and (2) the number of signal samples (each signal sample is 3-tuple of timestamp, coordinate, and received signal strength of a specific AP).
Given the area of our testing traces, 2,199 unique APs were
recorded on the war walking map and 1,687 unique APs
recorded on the war driving map. The number of common
unique APs found on both maps is 1,291. Did the additional
500 APs in the walking map contribute to its accuracy advantage over the driving map? To answer this question, two
new maps were created: (1) The “walking-reduced” map
has all signal samples from the walking map while removing APs absent from the driving map; (2) the “driving-plus”
map includes all signal samples from the driving map while
inserting additional APs on the walking map. Fig. 2 plots
CDF of positional errors from the “walking-reduced” and
“driving-plus” maps, which are compared to the original
walking and driving maps. Results show almost no difference between the “walking-reduced” and walking maps,
and again almost no difference between the “driving-plus”
and driving maps. Restated, adding or reducing these “AP
differences” (between the driving/walking maps) did not
affect positional error in any significant way.

An experiment was conducted to measure the effect of this
GPS delay by shifting the GPS readings ahead in the time
domain (1-3 seconds), as an attempt to offset this GPS delay. Results are shown in Fig. 3. A 3-second shift gives the
best result by improving the medium error from 29 meters
to 24.7 meters.

Figure 3. Effect of the GPS delay on accuracy.
FUTURE WORK

We would like to explore the effect of other map characteristics as potential factors to positional accuracy. These findings can help developing new strategies to improve war
driving.
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Figure 2. Effect of the number of APs on accuracy.
The numbers of samples collected by war walking/driving
maps are 88,720/38,603 samples respectively. Did the additional 50,000 samples in the walking map contribute to its
accuracy advantage over the driving map? To answer this
question, a new map called “walking-resampled” was created by randomly dropping samples from the walking map
such that it has the same number of samples as the driving
map. Results show almost no difference below the 85th percentile errors. The “walking resample” map produced an
increased error of 5 meters at the 90th percentile than the
walking map (25 Æ 30 meters). In general, the effect of the
number of signal samples does not significantly affect the
accuracy of a radio map.
B.

Delay in GPS readings
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ABSTRACT

RELATED WORKS

Nonverbal information is signiﬁcant in communication. We
propose an easy and effective way to make your presentation impressive by emphasizing nonverbal information.
Unconscious body movement is detected by a wireless
acceleration sensor (Wii Remote) held in the user’s hand.
And the emphasis is overlaid on the presentation slide with
manga-like exaggeration. For example, dynamic pointing
motion which appears when the presenter emphasizes
his/her talk raises concentration lines on the screen.
Besides, other features to support the presentation are
implemented. The presenter can concentrate on his/her talk
with the support and express his/her emotion better. The
system is especially effective in rooms with larger screens.

Acceleration sensors are used for estimating user’s posture
for context-aware computing [3]. Our approach is similar in
detecting user’s situation. However, we use the sensor(s) to
estimate motion instead of posture.
KokaCam [5] adopts manga-like effects for representing
presence information to the others in the ofﬁce in order to
activate informal communication. We use manga-like
effects for representing the presenter’s emotion in order to
impress his/her talk on the audience.
Presentation Sensei [4] is a presentation training system.
Presenters well-trained with the system like this will
perform impressively with our system.
OUR APPROACH

Keywords

We assume that the pointing motion contains presenter’s
intention. For example, such information as where to call
audience’s attention, what is important in his/her speech are
indicated by pointing motion. Our system visualizes such
intention on the display in manga-like expression, by
sensing and analyzing the pointing motion.
Visualization of body movement is effective when
presentation is performed in a large room where the
presenter stands at a distance from the audience.

Presentation support, visual effect, acceleration sensor,
nonverbal communication, user interface system
INTRODUCTION

Presentation is commonly associated with PCs, projectors
and screens these days. The information the presenter gives
to audience is conveyed through his/her whole body as well
as through the speech and the slides. Nonverbal information such as gestures plays signiﬁcant roles in communication [1]. It is necessary to take the following points into
consideration to give more impressive presentation because
the presentation is one of the communication styles.
•

Effect Lines in Manga

In manga, effect lines are drawn to visualize motion,
emotion and atmosphere. In this paper, concentration lines
are especially featured.
Concentration lines represent emphasis and have an effect
to concentrate readers’ eyes on what is emphasized.

Express freely: The presenter should be free from
being bothered by PC. Any overdoing equipments
aren’t favorable.

•

Communicate dynamically: The presenter’s performance should be received by audience both verbally
and nonverbally. Any factors that prevent it should be
avoided.
In this paper, we focus on nonverbal information like
movements of arms that appears with speaking. Ekman’s
categorization calls it illustrator [2]. We propose a
convenient and easy-to-use system to express the
presenter’s emotion. Taking two points described above
into consideration, we had the presenter hold an
acceleration sensor like a laser pointer to realize it, and
thus, illustrator is visualized on the display.

Fig. 1: Concentration lines in manga and the system image
Fig. 1 is an example of concentration lines’ usage. A girl is
giving a presentation in Fig. 1, and she is indicating a point
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his/her arms, the system shows the concentration lines on
the display.

on the slide on which she wants to emphasize. The
concentration lines represent her emphasis. Our system is
trying to realize the scene of Fig. 1. The audience will
notice the point emphasized by those effects.
IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM

The implemented system consists of a Windows PC (with a
Bluetooth receiver), a Wii Remote (described below) and a
large display (PDP, projector screen, etc.). The system
works with presentation software such as MS PowerPoint.
Features of Wii Remote

Wii Remote, which is the controller of game console Wii,
has remarkable features besides the feature of game pads
(buttons) itself, such as Bluetooth (wireless) connection, a
three-axis acceleration sensor, an IR camera for pointing
(by capturing the IR-LED array placed in front of the
screen), a rumbling motor and a speaker. Connected to a
PC, Wii remote can be used as a Bluetooth human interface
device.
Wii Remote is a suitable device for our purpose because it
is capable of both pointing and motion-sensing at low cost.
In addition it is originally made for manipulation.

Fig. 2: Concentration lines appear around the emphasized
point
The behavior of the system dependent on the situation is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The behavior of the implemented system
Ordinal
The cursor is
displayed
Not
The slide gets
pointing
darker
Additional Features
Pointing

Implementation Details
Setting and Preparation

Emphasized
Concentration lines
around the cursor
Concentration lines
over the screen

In addition, a timer is implemented to the system. The Wii
Remote rumbles when the presenter set beforehand to
notify his/her time is up.

Placing the IR-LED array in front of the display and
calibration of it should be done before using the system.
The process is the same as the one before playing with Wii.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Pointing and Slide Operation

The attempt to perform more impressive presentation by
exaggerating the presenter’s nonverbal information using
an acceleration sensor is described here. We are planning to
implement more effects for various cases and motion for
richer expression and to evaluate usability for presenters
and impression of audience. Communication supported by
computers around us improves with a little invention. We
can also add more features from this viewpoint.

Pointing feature can be easily implemented since the Wii
remote originally has the function. By overlaying a cursor,
the presenter can indicate where s/he is pointing.
Slide (page) operations and mouse-button operations are
assigned to the buttons of Wii Remote. Page operations
with buttons are not unnatural.
Thus our system has the features of conventional devices
for presentation.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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Motion Detection, Context Estimation and Visual Effects

The acceleration sensor reports the motion of the
presenter’s arm. Dynamic motion interpreted as illustrator
of emphasis can be detected from high frequency
component of motion data.
We assume there are two cases in presentation: talking on
the slide and speaking to the audience with his/her back
facing to the screen. The difference between these contexts
is whether the presenter is pointing the slide or not.
In the former case, when the presenter points the slide as if
s/he is striking it, the system estimates that s/he emphasizes
the very point on the slide. As soon as the cursor stops, the
system overlays concentration lines around the area of slide
where is pointed (Fig. 2).
In the latter case, the presenter doesn’t point the slide and
talks to the audience. When the system detects him/her not
pointing the slide for a while, it makes the slide darker so
that the audience pay attention to his/her talk. And, when
the presenter emphasizes what s/he wants to say with
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ABSTRACT

interviews with street vendors, taxi drivers, shopkeepers,
and students.

Based on an ethnographic study of urban mobilities around
Bangkok, we present an SMS-based, user annotated, public
transit route-finding system called MOBBMap (Mobile
Open Bangkok Bus Map). MOBBMap enables public
authoring and attempts to provide a forum for residents of
Bangkok to demonstrate local expertise, share their images
of the city, point out mobile dwelling resources, as well as
simply find out about bus routes. Development is currently
underway.

A Problem

Urban Computing, Public Authoring, Public Transit

Bangkok has an extensive bus system containing hundreds
of distinct lines, interconnecting with a subway line, two
skytrain lines, and several lines of water taxis. Maps are
provided for some individual bus lines [4], but the system is
not mapped as a whole. Guidebooks can be found, in Thai
only. In both these cases, there is no easy way to figure out
where to transfer. New routes are typically learned through
trial and error unless the user knows someone who already
knows the route personally.

ACM Classification Keywords

And Some Opportunities

Author Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.

Bangkok’s residents are highly mobile, and the ability to
“dwell” while on the move is a widely cultivated skill.
Many of the amenities of home can be found on the
sidewalks, whether you want to grab something from the
kitchen, or the back of your closet.

INTRODUCTION

Information technologies are also technologies of
representation. When we take them out in the city with us,
or when they mediate our movement through the city, then
they become a critical part of how we represent urban
space. A crucial infrastructure of mobility, urban public
transit systems are often our interface to the city, indelibly
influencing our experiences and representations of it as well
[2]. Here we present an ethnographically inspired design
proposal that explores, through the lens of public transit and
mobile technology, our capacity to collectively represent
and interpret an urban space – in this case a particularly
vibrant, chaotic, and temporally fluctuating mega-city.

Bangkok is the central city of a largely agricultural country,
and an important node in regional and global networks. It is
many cities to many people, depending on income, origin,
occupation, language, etc. No matter how well you know
Bangkok, that person standing next to you at the cross walk
has probably viewed it from a different angle.
Timing is everything. Businesses, as well as residents, are
very mobile. They might shift by the year, or by the hour.
Even the most detailed maps can't keep up with this, and so
they're often not very useful to residents. We wanted to find
a way to foreground temporal understandings of the city.

MOBILITY IN BANGKOK

Communication technologies are also information
technologies. For many people, friends and family remain
the most trusted and authoritative sources of knowledge
about the world.

MOBBMap was inspired by a long-term ethnographic
engagement with Bangkok, focusing on mobility (both local
and global) and mobile device usage in and around
Bangkok. This included 6 weeks with transnational families
in 2006 [3]; nearly 11 months in Bangkok in 2007-2008;
semi-structured interviews with transnational retirees and
their children; semi-structured interviews with local
expatriates, cosmopolitan Thais, and university students in
Bangkok; 29 cultural probes [1] returned from university
students, and 5 from taxi drivers and security guards,
detailing mobility habits, feelings about and representations
of the city, and mobile device use; and numerous informal

WHAT MOBBMAP DOES
Finding your route

At the most basic level, MOBBMap allows users to send an
SMS with a point A and a point B, and get back an SMS
suggesting which transit line(s) to take, accounting for the
transit lines’ varying hours of operation.
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Reading and writing about the neighborhood

USE SCENARIOS

Above this basic layer, we add the capability for user input.
Users can read or write to MOBBMap by SMS. Comments
are labeled with transit lines or place names, and then they
will show up when someone else asks about the place. An
examples of a user-written note might be: “Chitlom. Good
noodles in front of 7-11. These notes are stamped with date
and time information, so you can receive messages that are
relevant to the neighborhood right now.

Krich just started University…

He got a scholarship to attend Kasetsart, and moved in to
University housing. His mom, Kaew, lives across town near
Lumpini park. They mostly see each other on weekends.
She wants to pick up dinner and come visit him, but Kaset
is in a part of town that she has not visited alone. She is not
sure how to get there. As she orders two servings of pork
noodles, to go, from the excellent noodle stand near
Chitlom Station, Kaew texts MOBBMap: “Chitlom to
Kasetsart”. As she is counting up her payment, she receives
a message in reply, telling her that she can take the BTS to
Mo Chit station, and then hop on bus 26, 39, 59, or 103.

Users can build up a reputation for good advice, and come
to be seen as an expert on certain lines, certain
neighborhoods, or just an expert on where to eat at 2 a.m.
Users can send text messages to MOBBMap requesting
notes by line, by place, or from a particular user.

Gan’s brother Daeng is visiting from Canada...

He wants to go to Central Chitlom to buy some gifts to
bring back, and then maybe they can go eat nearby. Gan
doesn't know the neighborhood well, but she figures one of
her friends must. If she were alone she might call, but since
she's with her brother, she sends an SMS to MOBBMap:
"friend notes Chitlom". As they pull into Chitlom Station
on the BTS, she receives a reply suggesting the best place
in the neighborhood for pork noodles, just near the station.

Using your social network

Lastly, MOBBMap supports the idea of a user’s social
network as a trusted and authoritative source of
information. Via SMS, users can invite friends whose
phone numbers they know, view notes from their friends, or
learn their friends’ favorite (or least favorite) travel routes.
Keeping it simple

We would rather take on the challenge of creating a rich
user experience through SMS than exclude people who
don't have feature-heavy new phones with Bluetooth or
Java. We think it is critical that users be able to interact
meaningfully with MOBBMap using any mobile phone.
Based on prior work [3], we also believe it important to
avoid assuming that mobile phone users will have access or
desire to use computers and Internet connections in order to
configure the system. Existing SMS services [5] have
demonstrated that errors and inconsistencies, such as
spelling errors and variants on place names, can be handled
even in such a relatively impoverished medium.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

More than providing information about routes, MOBBMap
is a forum for residents of Bangkok to demonstrate their
local expertise, to share their experiences of the city, and to
point out useful resources. It is accessible to anyone who
has a mobile phone with SMS capability. In keeping with
MOBBMap’s participatory nature, while we can think of
many a feature we would like to add (i.e. traffic conditions,
speed of transit), in addition to the basic functionality
outlined here, we intend to draw from user generated
content to inspire future iterations. If, for example, food
venues, becomes a frequent topics of user comments, then
future work would aim to support these interests.
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Figure 1: Kaew inquires about routes to Kasetsart.
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ABSTRACT

these features. A multimodal and interactive user interface,
the MMBrowser (Multimodal Meeting Browser), is
presented for browsing interactions.

This paper proposes a multimodal approach for detection
and browsing of human social interactions in meetings. It
first presents a method to recognize interactions based on a
variety of contexts, including head gestures, attention from
others, speech tone, speaking time, interaction occasion
(spontaneous or reactive), and information about the
previous interaction. Then, a graphical user interface called
MMBrowser is presented for interaction browsing.
Experimental results verified the proposed approach.

INTERACTION DETECTION

Various interactions imply different user roles, attitudes,
and intentions about a topic during a discussion. We create
a set of interaction types that includes the following seven
categories of human social interactions: propose, comment,
acknowledgement, requestInfo, askOpinion, posOpinion,
and negOpinion [5].

Author Keywords

Context Extraction

Smart meeting, social interaction.

The contexts considered in our interaction recognition
include head gestures, attention from others, speech tone,
speaking time, interaction occasion (spontaneous or
reactive), and the type of the previous interaction. These
features are extracted from the raw audio-visual data and
motion data. Please refer to our earlier paper [5] for details
about context extraction.

ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
INTRODUCTION

Existing meeting systems mainly support meeting
preparation (before meeting) [2], information exchange (in
meeting) [3], and content review (post meeting) [4],
whereas little research has been conducted on social aspects.
Meetings encapsulate a large amount of social and
communicative information. Group social dynamics are
particularly important for understanding how a conclusion
was reached, e.g., whether all members agreed on the
outcome, who did not give his opinion, who spoke a little or
a lot. An important characteristic of group social dynamics
is human social interactions.

Interaction Recognition

With the basic context aggregated, we adopt the SVM
classifier for interaction recognition. Given the features of
an instance, the SVM classifier sorts it into one of the seven
classes of interactions. The meeting content is first
segmented into a sequence of interactions. Sample
interactions are selected and fed to the SVM as training data,
while others are used as a testing set.
INTERACTION BROWSING

Unlike physical interactions such as turn-taking and
addressing (who speaks to whom), the human social
interactions considered here are defined as social behaviors
among meeting participants with respect to the current topic,
such as proposing an idea, giving comments, expressing a
positive opinion, and requesting information. When
incorporated with semantics (i.e., user intention or attitude
toward a topic), interactions are more meaningful for
evaluating meeting organization. Understanding how
people are interacting can also be used to support a variety
of pervasive systems [1].

We present a tool called MMBrowser (Multimodal Meeting
Browser) for interaction browsing. It helps people to
quickly understand the meeting content (or topics) and
human interactions in a multimodal and interactive way
using graphics, video images, speech transcription, and
video playback.
Figure 1 shows the main interface of MMBrowser. It
consists of seven rows. At the top is the timeline, while the
images of the overview video are sampled and presented in
the second row. The following four rows display the
interaction dynamics of the four participants using
thumbnails of each. We use rectangles filled with different
colors to represent different types of interactions (e.g., pink
for the interaction of propose). The interaction’s
abbreviated name appears at the top of each rectangle, and
speech transcription is placed within the rectangle. The

In this paper, a multimodal method is proposed for
interaction recognition based on a variety of contexts, such
as head gestures, attention from others, speech tone,
speaking time, interaction occasion, and information about
the previous interaction. A support vector machines (SVM)
classifier is used to classify human interactions based on
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and whether all members agreed on a particular topic) in the
trip meeting. Two groups, Group A and Group B were
invited in this experiment. They were asked to review the
meeting, and answer questions about observations of
interest. Group A was invited to use our MMBrowser,
whereas Group B watched the raw video. With our
browsing tool, Group A was able to correctly answer about
60% of the questions in both categories, i.e., meeting topics
and social interactions. We observed that Group A
outperformed Group B in topic understanding, but the
difference is not substantial. For social interaction
understanding, Group A performed much better than Group
B (that only answered about 15% questions). This result
verifies the effectiveness of our browser in helping users
understand the meeting content and especially group
interaction dynamics.

length of the rectangle denotes the speaking time. The
arrow between two interactions denotes that one interaction
(the start of the arrow) triggers the other (the end of the
arrow). Interactions without arrows pointing to them are
spontaneous. We use a blue bar to represent the degree of
attention from others during the interaction. The bottom
lane displays images extracted from the screen video. The
browser provides zoom in and zoom out functions, which
allow people to browse meeting information with different
resolution levels and from different viewpoints. Using the
browser, the end user can easily access an area of interest in
the original video. He/she can simply select the area by
dragging the mouse, and click the “play” button. The
corresponding video segment will play back.

CONCLUSION
Speaking time

This paper presents our efforts in detecting and browsing
human social interactions in a smart meeting. The initial
evaluation results show that the approach can successfully
recognize interactions and provide appropriate support for
efficiently understanding. In the future, we plan to conduct
knowledge discovery based on the existing results by
applying data mining methods.

Interaction name

1. Select area
of interest
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Figure 1. Interaction browsing
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We developed a prototype smart meeting system for capture,
recognition, and browsing of human social interactions
during a discussion. We adopt a collaborative approach for
capturing interactions by employing multiple sensors, such
as video cameras, microphones, and optical motion sensors
(PhaseSpace IMPULSE).
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For the browsing tool, we evaluated its efficiency for
understanding the meeting topics (e.g., where to go, when
to go, how to travel, and what to do) and social interactions
(e.g., who spoke a little or a lot, who proposed a lot of ideas,
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The demonstrations provide researchers an opportunity
to interactively showcase their novel ideas. In this venue,
an expert audience gets hands-on experience with the
cutting edge concepts and prototypes at the conference
demo reception. The category focuses on research prototypes that have a clear research impact and are likely
to engage the audience and generate discussion at the
conference.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE:

We received 15 submissions this year and accepted 12
demonstrations (80% acceptance rate). Each demonstration submission consisted of at least two parts: the
demonstration abstract included in these proceedings
and a demonstration supplement (for review purposes
only) that detailed how visitors interact with the demo
during the conference. Each submission was reviewed
by at least 1 chair and 2 committee members of the Ubicomp 2008 Demonstrations Program Committee. We
additionally asked expert reviewers to evaluate some of
the submissions. The quality of the submissions this
year was exceptionally strong, as you will see in the
following pages of these adjunct proceedings.

EXTERNAL REVIEWERS:

Shwetak Patel, University of Washington, USA
David Merrill, MIT Media Lab, USA
Bjoern Hartmann, Stanford University, USA
Silvia Lindtner, University of California, Irvine, USA
Michael Rohs, Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, Germany
Enrico Rukzio, Lancaster University, UK

Petteri Nurmi, Helsinki Institute for Information
Technology, Finland
Kevin Li, University of California, San Diego, USA
Nithya Sambasivan, University of California, Irvine, USA
Jonna Häkkilä, Nokia Research Center, Finland

We would like to thank our program committee and
reviewers who dedicated time and energy to ensure a
high quality demonstrations track at Ubicomp 2008.
We hope you enjoy the demonstrations program.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a wristwatch-shaped wearable sleep
sensor to monitor sleep states. It measures pulse wave and
acceleration on a user’s wrist and stores the computed
pulse-to-pulse intervals (PPIs) and amount of body motion.
A PC calculates autonomic nervous activity from frequency
analysis of PPIs and estimates the sleep stages on the basis
of the correlation with polysomnography. We verified the
validity by comparison experiment between them. We also
discussed a distributed processing architecture and it is
effective for wearable medical sensor devices that are
expected to become increasingly popular in the near future.

Figure 1: Overview of the wearable sleep sensor

Keywords

Wearable sensor, sleep state analysis, autonomic nervous
activity, distributed processing architecture, Bluetooth
INTRODUCTION

The increase in insomnia has become a serious problem in
the world. The sum of direct and indirect economic costs of
insomnia in the United States was calculated to be between
$92.5 and $107.5 billion in 1994. Moreover, according to a
survey reported at the Japanese Society of Sleep Research
in 2002, more than half of Japanese people have some
anxiousness concerning sleep. Sleeplessness is mainly
caused by stress and the over-stimulation of living in a 24hour society. In order to maintain a healthy and high-quality
life, it is important to understand one’s own sleep state
correctly. When someone wants to examine their sleep state,
however, they have to be admitted to an adequately
resourced
hospital
and
undergo
an
overnight
polysomnography (PSG). We think a simple and convenient
sleep sensor for home use would be a great help to people
who are anxious about their sleep state. Although there are
studies on simple sleep sensing by using a stationary air
mattress sensor [1], we have been targeting a wearable
device to realize higher-accuracy sleep sensing in anywhere.

Figure 2: Display examples of sleep states
the user’s pulse wave and 3-axis acceleration during sleep.
After the user wakes up the next morning, a PC analyzes the
previous night’s sleep state and the result is displayed
graphically by connecting the sensor via a USB cable and
sending the stored data to the PC. Figure 2 shows display
examples of sleep state analysis. On the left is a detailed
graph for one night and on the right is a trend chart for two
weeks. In addition, there are many other functions available,
such as giving tips on how to sleep well, printing a report,
and displaying a chart of sleep indices: total sleep time,
sleep efficiency, sleep latency, arousal time during sleep
and so on. In this way, users can easily check their sleep
states without leaving home.
HARDWARE STRUCTURES

The wearable sleep sensor is equipped with a low-power 8bit MCU, an LCD, a lithium-ion battery, flash memory, a
photoelectric pulse wave sensor, a 3-axis accelerometer and
so on. The pulse wave sensor consists of a green LED (peak
wavelength is 545nm) to irradiate the user’s skin and a
photodiode to detect the strength of reflected light of the
LED that changes according to the blood flow. We think
green light is suitable for measuring pulse wave on a wrist
from the viewpoint of the optical penetration characteristics
in the subcutaneous tissue. The MCU digitizes these sensor
data every 15.625ms (64Hz) through A/D converters and

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We developed the wearable sleep sensor shown in Figure 1.
A user wears the sensor on the wrist like a wristwatch and
starts measuring before going to sleep. Then, it measures
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computes pulse-to-pulse interval (PPI) from pulse wave and
amount of body motion from acceleration on the wrist. The
computed data is stored in the flash memory. We optimized
analog and digital filters to remove the fluctuations of the
waveform amplitude and basal line, and reduced the
disruption of waveforms due to body movement by using
the accelerometer. As a result, the correlation coefficient
between PPIs detected by the sensor and R-R intervals
(RRIs) detected by a simultaneously measured
electrocardiogram (ECG) during usual sleep was 0.96. It is
sufficiently accurate for home use.

We also developed an algorithm running on the above
receiving equipment to estimate sleep state in real time with
comparable accuracy [3]. By using this system, we hope to
realize appropriate environmental control of networked
home appliances such as air conditioners and illumination to
promote a user’s comfortable sleep based on the user’s
sleep state at the moment. Moreover, it is also applicable to
comfortable wake-up alarm that detects a good time to wake
a user up around a specified time in the morning. We also
intend to apply this system to not only sleep measurement
but also diurnal biological measurement.

SLEEP STATE ANALYSIS

DISCUSSIONS

The PC analyzes the received data and estimates the user’s
sleep states, which include sleep-wake identification and
sleep-stage classification such as REM (Rapid Eye
Movement) / NREM (Non-REM) sleep and the depth of the
NREM sleep. Sleep-wake identification is estimated from
amount of motion on the wrist [2]. Sleep stages are
estimated on the basis of the correlation between sleep stage
and autonomic nervous activity. In general, autonomic
nervous activity is derived from frequency analysis of heart
rate variability. As mentioned previously, we confirmed the
accuracy of PPI detection on the sensor is comparable to
RRI detected by ECG, and the PC can estimate autonomic
nervous activity from PPIs with satisfactory accuracy.
Moreover, autonomic nervous activity fluctuates by
circadian rhythm or user’s condition such as age, stress, and
fatigue. In order to reduce the influence of the fluctuation,
we adopted the k-means clustering method for autonomic
nervous parameters in a 2-hour time window that exceeds a
sleep cycle. In this way, we realized robust sleep state
analysis by using the wearable sensor.

Wearable devices have various limitations in terms of
physical size, memory capacity, data traffic, power
consumption, processing power, and so on. If the wearable
sensor just stores the raw data, the amount of data to be
stored and transmitted increases. This affects the
measurable time ceiling and the data transfer time. In
contrast, if the wearable sensor computes not only PPIs and
amount of body motion but also autonomic nervous activity,
it needs larger memory capacity and higher computing
power, and, as a result, physical size and power
consumption increase. As previously described, this system
has a distributed processing architecture such that the
wearable sensor computes PPIs and amount of body motion,
and the PC analyzes autonomic nervous activity and
estimates sleep states. We think that the architecture is
suitable for wearable sensor devices within their limitations.
In this case, however, it is important to assure the accuracy
of PPIs, because the raw data no longer exists. For every
PPI detected, the MCU determines whether an error, that is,
detected PPI is out of targeted pulse-rate range or detected
acceleration exceeds a threshold, has occurred. It stores the
PPI as an error when it determines an error has occurred.
The PC calculates the confidence coefficient of received
data in each section by the error rate. The proposed
distributed processing architecture is effective for wearable
medical sensor devices that are expected to become
increasingly popular in the near future.

ACCURACY EVALUATION

In order to assess the appropriateness of the sleep state
analysis algorithm we developed, we conducted an
experiment to compare results of sleep stage analysis from
PSG and those from this system that were measured
simultaneously during usual nighttime sleep. The former
results were derived from visual judgment based on PSG
records by clinical technologists and the latter were judged
automatically by this system. Concordance rate of sleep
stages between them for 45 healthy subjects, 30 males and
15 females from 19 to 72 years old, was 73.5%. Although
this suggests there is still room for improvement, it is
important for users to understand their own sleep trends in
daily life. Actually, according to experienced sleep
clinicians, results of visual judgment vary between clinical
technologists and the error rate is about 20%. Therefore, we
received endorsements from the sleep clinicians that this
system would be applicable to monitoring everyday sleep
states at home.

SUMMARY

In this paper, we describe a wearable sleep sensor to
monitor sleep states. We verified the validity by a
comparison experiment with PSG. Moreover, we also
discussed a distributed processing architecture and it is
effective for wearable medical sensor devices.
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Additionally, we developed a wireless version of the
wearable sensor equipped with a Bluetooth module that
communicates with PC, cell phone, home server and so on.
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ABSTRACT

We propose a music-box-type interface, “HomeOrgel”, 
that can express various activities in the home with sound.
Users can also control the volume and contents using the
usual methods for controlling a music box: opening the
cover and winding a spring. Users can hear the sounds of
current and past home activities, such as conversations and
opening/closing doors, with the background music (BGM)
mechanism of the music box. This paper describes the
concepts and implementation of the HomeOrgel system.

opening (closing) of the cover.
(3)When the user closes the cover, the music stops.
(4)When the user winds the knob on the back of the
HomeOrgel by about a half-turn, the HomeOrgel plays the
sounds of past activities (e.g., 1 h ago).
(5)The knob turns automatically with a spring and will stop
in several seconds. Sounds of past activities are compressed
to within a certain length (e.g., 20 s).
(6)When the user winds the knob through more cycles, the
HomeOrgel will play the sounds of activities further back in
the past (e.g., 1 day ago)

Author Keywords

Auditory display, ubiquitous computing, smart home, HCI
INTRODUCTION

In the near future, it is expected that large numbers of
computers and sensors will be installed in the home. Many
research projects have been proposed to address this future
environment [4][6]. Although these projects help in the
recording of users’ activities in the home, there has been
relatively little discussion of display and playback methods.
We propose an auditory interface modeled on a music box,
“HomeOrgel”, which can present home activities by means
of natural sound.

Figure 1 : Usages of the HomeOrgel: (a)an acceleration
sensor to control volume. (b) a rotary sensor to play sounds
of past activities, (c) a magnetic sensor to play/stop BGM.

HOMEORGEL

Design of sounds

The HomeOrgel generates various sounds, based on home
activities that are detected by numerous types of sensor
installed in the home: in the entranceway, living room,
kitchen, bathroom, etc. Table 1 shows mappings of (1)
home activities, (2) installed sensors, and (3) generated
sounds. We designed these mappings taking account of the
balance between users’ privacy and expressiveness. First,
the system does not use “direct” sounds (i.e., connection of
a microphone and speaker directly). When simple activities,
such as opening/closing doors, cooking, or bathing, are
detected, the HomeOrgel plays pre-recorded sounds. The
HomeOrgel detects various other activities, such as
conversations or watching TV, using microphones. As these
activities contain rich ambient information, they are
recorded in short time intervals (e.g., 5 s) and played back
in reverse order. Thus, we can maintain voice quality and
intervals of conversation without disturbing the users’
privacy. As noted above, past home activities are
summarized in reverse order for efficient browsing.

The HomeOrgel helps users to hear various activities in the
home with natural sound. Users can control the HomeOrgel
in a manner similar to a music box; by opening the cover,
they can hear the sounds of home activities, such as
conversations and opening/closing doors, with the
background music (BGM) mechanism of the music box. As
shown in Fig. 1, the HomeOrgel consists of a cover and a
knob with a spring. Basic usage of the HomeOrgel can be
described as follows:
(1)When the user opens the cover, the HomeOrgel plays
music.
(2)The user can change the volume by movement of the
cover: the volume increases (decreases) with the extent of
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Situations

Activities

Equipped sensors

Generated sounds

Entrance

A person entering or
leaving the home

Push switches, magnet sensors

Interphone calling, opening/closing the
door

Living room

Conversations,
watching TV

Microphones, TV audio outputs

Conversation and TV sounds played in
reverse order

Kitchen

Washing, cutting ,
cooking

Water sensors, vibration sensors,
temperature sensors,

Washing , cutting, cooking

Table 1. Examples of event-sensor-sound mappings

digital information. When the cork is removed from a bottle,
the corresponding instrument becomes audible. The
HomeOrgel helps users access auditory contents based on
home activities simply and flexibly using the metaphor of a
music box. Sonic Interventions [5] reported interview data
and sound recordings gathered from seven households. This
study offers fresh insight into ways in which the domestic
soundscape can be managed and understood.

IMPLEMENTATION

We have developed a prototype of the HomeOrgel system,
which consists mainly of sensors and a speaker attached
within an existing music box (Fig. 2). The system detects
the state of the cover—open or closed—using a magnetic
sensor. It also detects the degree of rotation of the knob and
the spring using a rotation sensor. Moreover, the
HomeOrgel system detects the angle of the cover using an
acceleration sensor. Currently, we assume an environment
in which numerous sensors have already been installed, and
have therefore developed an auditory display system that
generates sounds from sequential sensor data.
DISCUSSION

Several methods are available for displaying home
activities using visual displays. First, the user can obtain
detailed information using a security camera-like interface:
by capturing videos of a room with a camera and displaying
them in another room. However, this approach not only
disturb users’ privacy it also prevents visual attention being
directed to other tasks. Next, ambient visual displays using
LEDs or lamps have several merits in that they neither
disturb users’ privacy nor prevent visual attention in daily
activities. However, it is quite difficult to create simple
mappings between lamps and home activities. For example,
simple LED arrays hardly offer clear mappings.

 
Figure 2. Prototype of the HomeOrgel: (a)rotation
sensor; (b) knob with a rotation sensor; (c) magnetic sensor.
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RELATED WORK

Several research projects have proposed techniques to
visualize home activities. Digital family portrait [3]
embeds wellbeing-related information into the picture in a
picture frame. The Video [4] proposes an always-on video
media space, balancing privacy and awareness in
compromising home situations. As HomeOrgel focuses on
auditory media, it has several differences in relation to
other systems. There are currently several research projects
investigating aural representations of home activities.
Music Monitor [6] illustrates how music can be used to
balance attention between two active rooms in the home
(e.g., kitchen and living room). Seamless User Notification
[2] describes a method for notifying users through auditory
cues embedded in an ambient soundscape in the
environment. MusicBottles [1] introduces a tangible
interface that deploys bottles as containers and controls for
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the system that aids people in
wearing makeup easily and make the process enjoyable.
The proposed system is the “Smart Makeup Mirror”
device, which is an electronic dressing table that facilitates
the process of makeup application. In this system, we place
a high-resolution camera on top of a computer display. We
developed some functions such as “Automatic zoom to a
specific part of the face”, “Display our face from various
angles”, and “Simulation of the lighting conditions”.
People who use this device for applying makeup will
obtain highly satisfactory results, while also enjoying the
process.
Keywords

Smart Makeup Mirror, makeup support, electronic
dressing table, mirror
INTRODUCTION

Most modern women in Japan apply makeup before
stepping outdoors. However, many women feel that
applying makeup every morning is troublesome.
According to a yearly poll of 650 women living in
metropolitan areas in Japan and who were in the age group
16-64, in 1999, 51.4% of them felt that applying makeup
was troublesome [1]. This figure increased every year and
became 63.5% in 2003. 70% or more of these women who
thought that applying makeup was “Troublesome” were in
their 30s.

Figure 1. Overview of the system.
of the smart makeup mirror is shown in Figure 1. In this
system, we place a high-resolution camera (Point Grey
Research, Grasshopper GRAS-50S5C-C, 1624 x 1224
pixels, 30 fps) on the top of the computer display. The
camera is trained on the woman and her image is shown
reversed on the screen; therefore, the device functions and
assists the woman in applying makeup effectively while
looking at her image. In order to realize the functions
described later in the paper, we processed the images
captured by a camera. We set up a low-resolution camera
(Logicool, Qcam Pro for Notebooks QCAM-200V, in 320
x 240 pixels mode, 30 fps) for this image processing. We
developed the following seven functions to support the
makeup application process.

In this study, we develop a device that facilitates the
application of makeup and makes the process enjoyable.
The proposed device is termed the “smart makeup mirror”,
which is an electronic dressing table that facilitates the
process of applying makeup. We are certain that people
who use this device for the application of makeup will
obtain highly satisfactory results.
SMART MAKEUP MIRROR

MAKEUP SUPPORT FUNCTION

A photograph of a woman applying makeup with the help

Automatic Zoom and Pan to a Makeup Part

During makeup, we may bring our face close to the mirror
to ensure that our makeup is satisfactory and check the
makeup near parts such as the eyes and mouth. This is a
critical part of applying makeup, is frequently needed, and
is often the most troublesome as it requires a strenuous and
awkward posture. For this purpose, we developed the
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automatic zoom function at a makeup part. When a user
brings the makeup tool, with the attached color marker,
near her eyes, the camera recognizes the marker, zooms in,
and switches to an enlarged portion of the eye. This
enables users to apply makeup without having to
physically approach the display.

office mode, cloudy mode, clear weather mode, red sunset
mode, and candle mode. The present lighting mode is
displayed in the title bar of the interface and can be
confirmed easily.
Makeup Log

The smart makeup mirror allows us to save the image
being displayed using a particular file name and date. By
using this function, we capture an image of our face after
applying makeup. This will help us to accurately compare
the color, brightness, or texture that suits our face by
capturing an image every time in the same environment.

When we apply makeup to the upper eyelid using a mirror,
we want to see our face from below. For this purpose, we
raise our head and lower the line of vision. Conversely,
when we apply makeup to the lower eyelid, we lower our
head below and glance upward. The smart makeup mirror
device captures this process of applying makeup to the
upper and lower eyelids and displays the magnified image
at the lower and upper part of the display.

Noncontact Operation

While applying makeup, our fingers become dirty and it is
undesirable to touch anything using the dirty hand. All the
operations of the abovementioned functions are performed
by a noncontact operation. Automatic zoom to a specific
part of the face and intuitive magnification rate control
have already been achieved by noncontact by using a color
marker (makeup tool) and the range sensor (position of the
body). We attached four proximity sensors to the right of
the display. On bringing our hand close to the proximity
sensor we can operate the left and right reversing mirror,
profile check, lighting mode, and makeup log functions.

Intuitive Magnification Rate Control

A professional makeup artist recommends having at least
one magnifying glass as it aids in a thorough checkup of
the applied makeup [2]. We developed the magnifying
glass function in order to provide finishing touches to the
makeup process, thereby improving the quality of the
applied makeup. The magnification rate of the display
image can be increased/decreased by simply and slightly
approaching/leaving the display and it therefore aids the
makeup process. Similar technique recently used for
document browser [3]. This system uses a range sensor to
measure the distance between the camera and the face.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed and implemented an electronic dressing
table that facilitates the process of applying makeup easy
and makes it enjoyable. During the feasibility test with a
female subject (23 years old), we have received favorable
comments to the system.

Left and Right Reversing Mirror

A professional makeup artist will always recommend the
checking of a person’s appearance from the viewpoint of
another person standing in front, with the help of a left
and right reversing mirror [2]. Therefore, we added this
functionality to this system as it would display the image
captured by the camera as a left and right reversing mirror
would.

The present system saves only the photograph of the face
as a makeup log function. In the future, we want to relate
the data of the cosmetics used in the saved picture of the
face. Additionally, we want to make familiar people such
as friends and lover choose the one thought in the
completed makeup to suit us. We might be able to find the
makeup that suits us as a result.

Profile Check

In everyday life, the face is observed not only from the
front but also from the side, beneath, and the diagonal
direction. Thus, while applying makeup, we must inspect
the face from various angles. In this system, the camera
captures the image of our face and displays it for several
seconds. Looking at that picture, we can inspect the
makeup on the face from various angles. As a result, it
became possible for us to check our profile and our view
from the back, which is not possible to observe in a usual
mirror.
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INTRODUCTION

Network lifetime is usually deﬁned as the up-time of a
wireless sensor network (WSN) as a whole (e.g. Impala [3]).
In other words, network lifetime is the life duration of the
longest running node in the network. Network lifetime is
fatally bounded by available energy resources, typically batteries. We deﬁne application lifetime as the duration a software application is up and running on the network. Application lifetime depends on system requirements and it is
bounded by the network lifetime.
Most WSN applications target requirements for a single
application and a single user. This type of requirements
leads to equality of network and application lifetime metrics,
as the system developer does not distinguish anymore the
network from the software applications. WSN are however
expected to be long-running systems, with multi-user and
multi-application usage patterns. The lifetime for a single
application then diﬀers from the network lifetime.
Maximizing network lifetime pushes the boundary of application lifetime, but there is no guarantee that an application can meet its lifetime requirements inside these boundaries. An application may require a speciﬁc number of software components to run on diﬀerent nodes. For example, a
location application usually needs three ranging beacons on
three distinct nodes to procure suﬃciently accurate estimations. If the node supporting one of those beacons runs out
of battery, the network is still up and running (at least the
two other beacons are running), but the application is down
as it cannot fulﬁll its design goals.
We propose in this demonstration to address this issue
with middleware services that include (i) a mechanism to
evacuate application code from nodes under energy depletion or weak connectivity, (ii) a cloning mechanism to create redundant copies of application code when necessary,
(iii) a model for robust mobility that guarantees successful
completion, and (iv) an alert protocol when the application
lifetime requirements cannot be fulﬁlled by the middleware.
In the remainder of this paper, we present our models
and justiﬁcation based on related work. We then present the
platform and case study for the demonstration. To conclude,
we discuss the performance of the approach and ways of
extending this work.

2.

MIDDLEWARE SERVICES

The middleware architecture focuses on providing application support with complementary mechanisms, introduced
in sequence in this section.
Code evacuation mechanism. This mechanism moves
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a running application from a low-reliability node to a higherreliability one in the neighborhood, given application requirements and runtime information: battery level, connectivity to neighbors, their respective battery levels, and an
ordered list. The list classiﬁes neighbors from the best evacuation target to the worst one. The mechanism selects the
ﬁrst element of the list when the evacuation is decided. We
chose a simple scheme that opportunistically refreshes the
list based on information extracted from received packets.
When evacuation is decided, the mechanism pauses the execution of the application, selects the ﬁrst neighbor from the
list, and moves the code there, where the middleware will
resume its execution. In case of mobility failure, the mechanism retries with the next target in the list. If the list is
empty, the mechanism triggers the alert protocol.
Cloning mechanism. This mechanism meets cardinality
requirements for an application. For example, environment
monitoring applications require that their sensing logic being deployed on each node of the network to collect accurate
data. The cloning model ensures that clones will be generated and moved to nodes that do not run this code. The
mechanism relies on similar inputs as the previous one, with
additional cardinality requirements, a list of local applications, and a list of applications in neighbors. Based on this
input the mechanism is triggered whenever the requirements
of a local application are not met. This application is then
cloned to the best known neighbor.
Reliable code mobility. Several mobile code schemes
for WSN have been developed, but none, to our knowledge,
addresses the question of reliability [4, 1, 2]. We propose a
light-weight protocol to this end. The input is a target node
identiﬁer ID, the code and serialized state (C, S) to move, a
timeout T, and a retrial counter R. The protocol (1) sends
a poll packet to ID and waits for an OK or NOK message.
(2) If OK arrives by T, it continues. If it times out, it retries
unless there are already R trials, in which case it terminates
on a failure. If NOK arrives by T, it fails directly. (3) From
here, the protocol sends the pair (C, S) to ID and waits for
an acknowledgement message. (4) If the ACK arrives by
T, it terminates successfully. Otherwise, it retries R times
before failure. The poll packet increases signiﬁcantly the
success rate of move attempts.
Alert protocol. The alert protocol aims at informing
system administrators that an application cannot meet its
lifetime requirements. The protocol takes as input the node
and application identiﬁers (N, A), and a retry timeout T.
The protocol builds a message M from (N, A) and runtime
information (conﬁgurable). (2) It routes M to the base sta-

tions and waits for at least one ACK. (3) When an ACK
arrives by T, it terminates successfully. Otherwise, it retries
from (2). The protocol termination is undetermined to state
that the alert message M must reach a base station. This
choice can drive the node to completely deplete its batteries
for this aim, but it is essential that the administrator being
notiﬁed of an application failure.

3.

DEMONSTRATION CONTENTS

The demonstration is the exploitation of a warehouse by a
company. Cost and maintenance requirements lead the system designers to deploy a single WSN infrastructure across
the warehouse, which will be used concurrently by the diﬀerent stakeholders of the company. A warehouse environment
leads to deploy the WSN as a regular grid of nodes.

Stakeholders and implementation
The stakeholders are the (1) warehouse operators, (2) the
trucks that serve as cargo for the warehouse, (3) the security
guards, and (4) item-speciﬁc caretakers (e.g. for precious
items that require special treatment). Each stakeholder exploits the WSN with its speciﬁc application. We use a single
base station for all stakeholders. The middleware is implemented on TinyOS and deployed on the MICAz platform
from CrossBow, Inc. and the TOSSIM simulator.
Caretakers. The application is deployed ‘around’ the target items to (1) localize them accurately, and (2) collect
item-speciﬁc data. In practice, we deploy 3 beacons around
the zone of the target items. The requirements is to guarantee that 3 beacons can cover the target items with their
sensors. For sake of demonstration, we assume that the target items of a same type are gathered inside a ‘cell’ deﬁned
by the WSN grid. In other words, the requirements become
that 3 beacons must run on the nodes that deﬁne the cell,
without specifying which node.
Warehouse operators. The application is deployed on
each node to collect general environmental data for ﬁre detection. The requirements specify that the application must
be deployed on each available node.
Cargo. The application is a tracking agent that roams the
network according to the truck movements. The aim is to
provide soft real-time information for the logistics. The requirements specify that the application must move to the
closest available node from the real location of the truck.
Security. The application is deployed on each outside ‘corner’ of the warehouse, so as to cover a security perimeter and
perform intrusion detection. To simplify the demonstration,
we assume that placing in the corners is suﬃcient to cover
the security perimeter.

Scenarios
Evacuation for Caretakers. The demonstration will specify a cell of the grid where 3 beacons must execute, randomly
on the 4 nodes of the cell. By turning oﬀ one of the cell with
a beacon, the cloning mechanism will illustrate the recovery
of the lost beacon by the cloning mechanism. In this case,
the cell will get larger, as a node of the grid will be missing.
A second scenario shows that the depletion of the batteries
on one node will lead the middleware to evacuate the beacon
to an appropriate neighbor.
Cloning for warehouse operators. We will show the
reactions of the middleware when adding and removing a
node. The addition of a node shows that the middleware
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deploys the application to the new node, as the presence on
each node is required. The removal of a node is provoked
by manually turning it oﬀ to simulate a sudden battery depletion. The middleware does not react to this event as the
requirements are still fulﬁlled in this situation.
Reliable mobility for Cargo. We will show the tracking
agent moving to follow a truck in the warehouse, selecting
nodes according to application requirements. The middleware does not override application requirements. However,
additional moves occur whenever the current node is running out of battery, toward the closest node. For sake of
demonstration, the closest node is determined by extracting the signal strength readings, although this information
gives unreliable estimation of the actual distance. The cargo
scenario will be only simulated as the hardware for its reproduction will not be available for demonstration.
Alert for Security insurance. When a node executing
the security application is running out of batteries, the application requirements imply that the middleware will evacuate the code and its state to a neighboring node. The node
selection is such that a node on the WSN boundary will be
selected as target. Usually, this restricts the choice to two
nodes. If both these nodes cannot receive the security code,
an alert raised as a security breach may arise. Such situation occurs when the two neighbors are running and host
too many applications already.

4.

DISCUSSION

The middleware implementation is designed to be minimal in meeting application lifetime requirements. As such,
this implementation can be integrated in existing middleware that need these functionalities. The publication of
performance evaluation and more detailed information on
the underlying mechanisms is the topic of related papers.
The current design of the middleware has however an issue
that we intend to address in next versions. The example
location application requires 3 beacons on nodes, and the
mechanisms can recover from the loss of up to 2. If the
3 beacons disappear, there is no code to clone or evacuate
anymore, so there is no mean for the system administrator to
easily know that an application has collapsed. We elaborate
on a pheromone infrastructure to maintain awareness in the
network of applications that should be available.
This research is partially funded by the Japanese Society
for Promotion of Science.
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ABSTRACT

testing and miniature mock-ups for prototyping to software-based simulators [1]. While all these are promising
approaches, they either provide only specialized (nongeneric) solutions, or lack true 3D interaction with the
simulated virtual environment. Let us now take a closer
look at solutions that feed real-world data from sensors
into Second Life. In [4] data from a specialized powerplug based sensor network are fed into the virtual world
by means of a (latency restricted) Second Life scriptbased implementation of a XML-RPC protocol. The
data is used for visualization but there is no support
for interaction with it. [5] reports about a work where
sensors embedded in commercial mobile phones are used
to infer real-world activities (whether the user is idle,
walking or running), that in turn are mapped to visual
metaphors in the virtual environment.

This paper introduces a simulation framework and testbed for sensor-based systems utilizing “Second Life”,
a popular virtual three-dimensional multi-user online
world. The main contribution of our work consists
of a bi-directional interface to Second Life, which can
greatly beneﬁt developers of sensor-based systems for
ubiquitous computing applications. While simulators
for individual sensors exist, testing a complete system is
still a major challenge. Our approach aims to solve this
problem by proposing a framework that embeds complex sensor-based systems into Second Life, and utilize
its versatile and intuitive three-dimensional user interface.
ACM Classification Keywords

I.6.7 Simulation and Modeling: Simulation Support Systems—Environments

Because of the lack of interactive and generic solutions,
we have created a novel simulation framework for Second Life, which we brieﬂy describe in the following section and then explain by our demonstrator application.

General Terms

Design, Experimentation

SIMULATION FRAMEWORK FOR SECOND LIFE

Author Keywords

The main task of the simulation framework is to provide
an interface to existing systems, sensors and simulators
and to mediate the exchange of data with Second Life
for visualization and interaction. The key component
of the simulation framework is the Twin-World Mediator. It ensures the bi-directional data exchange of the
components of a sensor-based system with their virtual
counterparts in Second Life. The Twin-World Mediator consists of several communication and database
modules. In order to improve performance, to circumvent technical limitations, and to interface eﬀectively
with Second Life, communication methods of both the
scripting language LSL, and the libsecondlife API are
used. Sensor-based systems can transmit and receive
arbitrary data from the framework encoded in XML.

Simulation, testbed, Second Life, sensor-based systems
INTRODUCTION & RELATED WORK

Ubiquitous computing environments and sensor-based
systems are highly active ﬁelds of research. Many exciting new devices are being developed and the amount
of powerful and versatile sensors is rapidly increasing.
The implementation and testing of new ubiquitous systems in a real environment are laborious tasks. While
simulators for speciﬁc types of sensors are available, it
is still diﬃcult to evaluate a heterogeneous complex system. Hence the visualization of all the simulated sensor
data is desirable and an intuitive interaction capability
to change the parameters and spatial position of the
devices would be helpful to optimize the system. Because of these requirements, we proposed Second Life
[7], a three-dimensional (3D) virtual environment, for
the simulation and testing of sensor-based systems [3]
In Second Life, 3D content can be created with relative
ease, and anyone (online) can interact with the environment.

DEMONSTRATOR APPLICATION IN SECOND LIFE

As a simple motivating example for our simulation framework, we chose an existing indoor positioning system
[2]. Sensor placement for such a system is a non-trivial
task as it depends on several factors such as the infrastructure, the amount and type of available sensors, and
interferences.

Currently, the development and testing of new systems
is realized in diﬀerent ways, ranging from real-world

To simulate this system we created virtual objects in
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devices. Sophisticated simulators can be also adapted
and connected to the system.
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The 3D interaction capability of Second Life combined
with the embedded simulators oﬀers many advantages
and opportunities. Virtual sensors and devices can be
moved intuitively by ‘direct’ (avatar-mediated) manipulation (Fig. 1) and their parameters can also be changed
by editing the object properties through the user interface of Second Life. Most importantly, such changes
can also be monitored and fed back via the Twin-World
Mediator and aﬀect the connected system.

D l
DeveloperAvatar
A t
Niban Bimbogami

VisitorAvatar
IchibanBimbogami

In our future work, we plan to implement a user-friendly
interface and toolbox for developers of ubiquitous computing systems. To reach a broader audience and ensure higher ﬂexibility, the Twin-World Mediator will
be adapted to the emerging and open-source virtual
worlds system OpenSimulator [6]. Furthermore, we intend to use the simulation framework for running systematic experiments of sensor-based systems. Speciﬁcally, computer-controlled agents, i.e. Second Life “bots”,
will populate the environment, and the behavior of the
sensor-based system will be evaluated in the multi-agent
setting.

VirtualPDA

Figure 1. Example of the simulated positioning system
in Second Life with a Visitor Avatar experiencing the
system, and a Developer Avatar interactively adjusting
the properties of a virtual RFID tag.

SL that represent the RFID emitters and can be positioned within the virtual environment interactively (see
Fig. 1). Visitors who wish to be positioned by the system in SL have their avatar take a copy of a PDA object. The PDA communicates with the virtual emitters
and takes the relative distance and signal strength to
estimate the position, which is visualized as a ﬂoating
sphere in the virtual environment (see Fig. 1). If a user
logs in to Second Life as a Visitor Avatar, he or she
can experience and interactively test the sensor-based
system. As a Developer Avatar, the user can additionally adjust the virtual sensors and devices in the virtual
environment. The simulated system provided the developers of the real system with intuitive interaction and
the possibility of rapid prototyping diﬀerent conﬁgurations. In this way, the system oﬀers valuable insight
into the eﬀects of sensor placement.
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The paper proposes a novel simulation framework based
on the 3D virtual environment of Second Life, which
can be used as a testbed for sensor-based systems. To
our knowledge, our contribution is the ﬁrst to propose
a versatile architecture allowing developers of sensorbased systems to utilize existing systems and simulators in combination with the virtual environment of
Second Life. The main beneﬁt of our approach is the bidirectional interaction with our Twin-World Mediator.
Events from the real world are reﬂected to the virtual
world and vice versa.
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Furthermore, extensibility ensures that new sensor types,
such as temperature sensors, accelerometers, or light
sensors, can be included. Spatial characteristics of devices can be modeled and visualized to identify problems, e.g. when walls or other objects in the virtual
environment would inﬂuence the characteristics of the
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ABSTRACT

in the form factor design of a PrOP and its functionality, by
building and testing it (in user’s homes) using off-the-shelf
components and Ubicomp technologies. Our testing has
been related to a) finding the problems with video calling at
home today, b) getting feedback on what a proposed
solution to some of those problems should look like and do
c) how well the device we built really works at home and d)
the effectiveness of our concept of remote gestures for
improving the richness of the call.

Video calling has great potential to bridge the gap between
phone calling and face-to-face interaction, but research on
its user acceptance has focused on usage in enterprise
scenarios. As homes become Ubicomp environments,
equipped with faster networks and bigger displays, new
approaches to realizing video calling become possible. We
applied a user centric approach to study video calling at
home and successfully built and tested a device which
addresses many of the user needs discovered. Our work
indicates that networked service robots play an important
part in providing the elements needed for more appealing
video communication between households.

Our first tests were made in 6 households in Finland and
Holland with 18 persons and helped us to understand what
works and does not work in the current video calling
possibilities offered by phones and PCs. The main insights
from the study were that more fun and emotion would be
welcomed by users and that a lot of video communication is
about showing what is happening rather than just watching
faces. It was also clear that the living room would not be a
suitable place for a fixed video calling device, despite the
fact that there is usually a large screen TV there. Based on
this information, we decided that a movable calling device
with a non traditional form factor would have potential. It
could address the fun aspects with a novel form factor. It
could be usable from all parts of the house for “showing the
moment” by being able to be moved or carried around the
home. Allowing the remote caller to also move it would
allow for more personalization in the call as they could use
the device as a remote avatar. The next step was to create
some clay models of what the device should look like and
run an internal concept poll to select which form factor had
most appeal and evaluate if the approach selected made
sense to a wider group of people.

Author Keywords

video calling, home networking, robots, user-centric design.
In the 1960's AT&T introduced a radical new concept
called the Picturephone and they foresaw that it would
change the way people communicate. It was a whole new
device class and accompanying service and it was expected
to find a place in the homes of millions. Today, some
people use video calls with Skype or MSN Messenger, but
as already pointed out in [4] many problems still exist. The
arrival of WLAN and Ubicomp to the home presents new
opportunities for making video communication a more
useful and enjoyable tool. Also pollution and road
congestion make video calling as an alternative to travel
more compelling than ever before. It is evident in many
user studies, e.g. Casablanca [3] that staying in touch with
distant relatives and friends via traditional phone calls is not
enough, so this lack of user acceptance for dedicated video
calling devices is surprising.

The three clay models are shown in figure 1 and
emphasize utility, familiarity and modern design styles:

We have taken a practical and inquisitive approach to the
problem of making video calling at home more appealing.
We visited users at home to conduct interviews and test
how consumers feel about video calling. We then ran a
concept poll in order to get input before building a novel
concept device targeted to meet the identified user needs.
The device has a novel design and can behave as a remote
avatar for a caller. Paulos and Canny [5] introduced the idea
of a personal roving presence (PrOP), with mobility used to
extend the field of view over a traditional webcam videocalling approach. They coined the term tele-embodiment to
describe the way a remote caller is able to steer and have an
effect on the device as part of the video call. We have taken
this work further by taking more user feedback into account

Figure 1: Design Probe Options

In total there were 57 answered questionnaires received in
the poll with a 50-50 split between participants having
children at home and those not (the results showed this had
no impact). We asked people to select one or more models
that a) felt fun to use and b) they felt comfortable talking to
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should it present them a family member. The results
showed an overwhelming preference for the familiar,
playful and animal like form factor, represented by the
turtle clay model. It scored highest in all questions asked,
being ranked as most fun to use (84%), preferred avatar for
both relatives (78%) and the participants themselves (75%).
When an affinity wall approach [1] was applied it emerged
that the key appeal of the concept was its fun aspect and the
richer and more lifelike calls it could enable.
Encouraged by the poll, our next step was to build the
design probe and to give it a name - Jeppe. The Nokia N800
Tablet was chosen to be the probe engine as it is easy to
develop for and has a camera and a video enabled VOIP
client (Google Talk or GTalk). We selected Lego NXT as
the base platform to allow Jeppe to move. The N800 was
connected to the NXT brick over a Bluetooth link using a
direct commands API which can read the sensors data and
control motors connected to the brick. A UPnP [6] service
runs on the N800 linking the WLAN and NXT to allow for
remote steering and service discovery of Jeppe. Ultrasound
sensors help with the device movement, which is based on
2 motors. The resulting combination of NXT and N800
work off one battery to support easier charging. A plastic
shell with 3 wheels and a removable face plate was
constructed and the resulting device is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Jeppe Prototype

Figure 3: Caller UI

By using standard Ubicomp protocols and inexpensive CE
devices, we think Jeppe represents a very interesting and
quite well user-driven research platform for experimenting
with caller personalization. We have run a series of user
tests (also in-situ) which indicate the device is well
received, especially in families with children and that the
remote gestures idea actually works. The results were
analyzed using the hedonic/pragmatic user experience
model of [2] and a more detailed publication will follow.

Currently the prototype is intended for receiving rather than
making calls. Callers to Jeppe use GTalk on a Nokia tablet
as well as a set of remote control buttons implemented as a
UPnP control point overlaid on the GTalk client. The caller
selects the Jeppe device as from their GTalk address book
and calls as normal. They can elect to turn their own camera
on and allow their image to be visible to the Jeppe owner
(who removes the faceplate to see these images) or leave it
off, meaning Jeppe receives only audio. At the receiving
end, the Jeppe N800 GTalk client is running and announces
an incoming call. The GTalk call is answered by lifting the
faceplate and then the caller receives all that Jeppe sees and
hears at the remote location. The N800 cursor keys now
allow the caller to move Jeppe around remotely and so
follow the callee. The overlaid buttons can be used to
trigger remote gestures. Gestures are like emoticons and
cause the device to perform some pre-programmed
movements in order to add some fun and emotion, e.g.
causing Jeppe to move rapidly backward to express surprise
at something that was said during the call.
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ABSTRACT

adventurous journeys in the old times, or even computer
JDPHV ZKHUH QRWLRQV OLNH ³KHUH EH GUDJRQV´ XVHG WR
indicate unexplored territories. The exploration of photos
in Columbus takes place in the physical world where the
XVHUPXVWSK\VLFDOO\JRWRDSODFHWREHDEOHWR³GLVFRYHU´
it, and tKXV³XQORFNLW´WRJHWDFFHVVWRDOUHDG\H[LVWLQJJHRtagged pictures. We believe that this deliberate design
decision to restrict browsing can actually enhance the user
experience.

This paper presents Columbus ± a mobile application for
physically exploring the world of geo-tagged photos. Using
*36 XVHUV PXVW JR WR D SKRWR¶V SK\VLFDO ORFDWLRQ WR
discover it. This allows individuals and groups to explore
the world around them and make the discovering of geotagged photos a fun and exciting endeavor.
Keywords

Mobile, photo, exploration, browsing, GPS, geo-tagging
INTRODUCTION

There is a tremendous amount of geo-tagged photographs
on the Internet today, allowing us to browse pictures from
all over the world at the computer. Geo-tagged photos are
pictures that are tagged and presented with the geographical
location where they were taken. The most obvious and
common way to explore such photos is through maps,
where small landmarks often indicate where uploaded
photos can be found. At the same time as this huge amount
of photos from all around the world can be both fun and
useful, it can also be overwhelming. Even a search on the
photo sharing site Flickr (www.flickr.com/map) for photos
taken in a medium sized city in Sweden reveals tens of
thousands of photos. Browsing a world map can be a nice
way of looking at the world when at the computer, but when
out and about you might be more interested in your most
immediate surroundings. Therefore tools for finding photos
taken in your current vicinity have been proposed for
mobile terminals, e.g. [2]. We are interested in taking this
one step further and enrich the experience of geo-browsing.

Figure 1. Two views when in explore mode. Found
different groups of photos to the left, quickly going
through their thumbnails on the right by switching
through the marks on the map.
COLUMBUS

Columbus enables individuals and groups of people (a
group of friends or a community) to collaboratively explore
the world through browsing existing geo-tagged photos.
Columbus is a Java Micro Edition application developed
for mobile phones with GPS support. The application uses
WKH XVHU¶V FXUUHQW *36-coordinates to find photos taken in
the immediate surroundings and show them on the map
interface (see Figure 1). It also allows you to take your own
photos, which are uploaded and geo-tagged and
automatically found on the map. Columbus can be used
alone, but there is also support to form and join groups.
When used in a group, the members collaboratively explore
the world, implying that when one member discovers a
photo, it is propagated to all group members.

In this work, we argue that the sharing of online geo-tagged
SLFWXUHVKDVVRPHWLPHVPDGH³H[SORULQJ´WKHZRUOGWKURXJK
pictures too effortless ± even remote villages in a distant
country can be viewed in details from home on e.g. Flickr.
With the mobile photo application Columbus that we
present here, our aim is to bring back a sense of discovering
(or re-discovering) the world to the user, including the
familiar places we pass by daily. The concept is inspired by
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Exploring and browsing

which are cached on the device to minimize data transfers,
and increase rendering speed.

Like in old times where unexplored territories were
LQGLFDWHG ZLWK ³KHUH EH GUDJRQV´ WKHUH DUH H[SORUHG DQG
unexplored territories in Columbus. Explored territories are
areas that the user has visited DQG WKXV ³GLVFRYHUHG´
existing pictures, or uploaded his/her own ones. You can
navigate the world in two different ways: exploring and
browsing. When exploring the world, your current GPS
coordinates are used to center the map, and nothing else of
the world can be seen. All available photos at this location
are displayed as landmarks on the screen, and they are
color-coded to denote if you have already viewed them, if
they are newly found, or uploaded by yourself or by a group
member. You can navigate between the landmarks to see a
list of all photos at this landmark, and further select pictures
to view in fullscreen. In Figure 1 the user is at a location
when there are several photos around. On the left you can
see the landmarks and on the right she is going through
them, seeing one photo at the landmark marked. Viewing a
photo in fullscreen makes the photo explored and enables
other group members to find this photo when browsing.

RELATED WORK

There are numerous photo-sharing sites for geo-tagged
photographs. Flickr is one, as mentioned before and
Panoramio (www.panoramio.com) by Google is another
where the data is integrated with Google Earth. There are
also
mash-ups
available
such
as
loc.alize.us
(http://loc.alize.us).
Using your current position to browse photos on a mobile
device has also been done in the past. Yahoo! Research has
two mobile applications: ZoneTag [1] and Zurfer [2].
ZoneTag is an application which automatically tags a photo
with GPS coordinates and uploads to Flickr. Zurfer on the
other hand uses your current position to show you photos
taken near. Zurfer displays photos at your location, where
location can be as broad as a city, as a photo stream
commonly used by Flickr. Where Zurfer gives access to the
ZRUOG¶V SKRWRV IURP \RXU SKRQH ZH LQVWHDG ZDQW WR
encourage the user to explore local geo-tagged photos by
having to physically go to their location.

In browsing mode, you can view the entire explored world.
The explored world is the part of the world where you and
the group have been and found photos. You are able to pan
and zoom the map, however, you will only be able to look
at photos that are explored. This means that although a
group member might have been at a location where there
are geo-tagged photos, if the user has not looked at the
photos in fullscreen, the photos will not be seen in browsing
mode. By sharing explored photos it informs other group
members of the users activities, and it also encourages them
to visit a location by them self for further exploration.

There have also been other uses of position and photos.
Pauty et al present a system where photos are used to
virtually go to places and to see photos from this area [3].
For instance, instead of going into a building, the
application allows you to virtually walk inside by looking at
photos from inside.
CONCLUSIONS

We have presented Columbus ± a mobile application that
lets users physically explore the world of geo-tagged
photos, individually and with a group of people. By
connecting digital geo-tagged photos more tightly to
locations where they were taken, and encouraging users to
physically go there to explore them and the physical
environment, we believe that Columbus open for a new and
interesting photographic experience. Future work includes
conducting studies with users in everyday life, where we
want to learn how people use and experience this kind of
photo sharing and browsing.

Comments

Columbus provides a simple tool for users to write
comments on photos in order to remark on or discuss what
they have seen. These comments are only visible to other
group members. There is also a group wall where the group
can have general discussions. This allows group members
to more collaboratively participate in the exploration.
Implementation
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ABSTRACT

RELATED WORK

Talking-Points is a community-driven urban orientation and
contextual information system for non-sighted and sighted
users. It consists of two components: a shared online
database, facilitating user-generated content for Points of
Interest (POIs); and a mobile device that detects POIs,
retrieves the contextually relevant information from the
online database and presents it to the user. Talking-Points
presents both a speech user interface (SUI) and a graphical
user interface (GUI), allowing it to be used by both visually
impaired and sighted users.

Systems that provide users with contextual information
based on their current location have emerged as a
significant area for both research and commercial
development. Some systems have been designed
specifically to cater to the needs of visually impaired users
[e.g., 2, 3]. Other systems have been designed to leverage
user-generated content [e.g., 4]. What makes the TalkingPoints system novel is the fact that it combines these two
approaches. Isolated systems designed solely for the
visually impaired often suffer from a too small user base,
which makes the devices expensive and the content
coverage incomplete. By inclusively designing a system for
sighted as well as visually impaired users, communitydriven content with a broad coverage becomes a possibility.
In turn, sighted users can benefit from accessibility features
like a speech user interface, which makes the system usable
in more contexts.

Author Keywords

Accessibility, urban orientation, contextual information
system, location-based service, blind, mobile computing.
ACM Classification Keywords

H5 Information interfaces and presentation
INTRODUCTION

SYSTEM DESIGN

Talking-Points is an urban orientation system designed to
enhance the walking journeys of visually impaired and
sighted people by providing location-specific information
about Points of Interest (POIs) along their routes. The
information provided to users is drawn from a communitymaintained database linking user-contributed data to
physical locations. Based on formative studies with both
sighted and visually impaired persons [1], the TalkingPoints system was designed and implemented with a fully
functioning prototype. This abstract describes the
implementation of the system, its most important technical
features and how it differs from other urban orientation
systems. It features a contextual information system
targeted at both sighted and non-sighted users through its
GUI and SUI. Additionally, it incorporates communitygenerated content into the end-user experience. This
approach represents a novel combination that differentiates
Talking-Points from previous urban orientation systems.

The Talking-Points system is depicted in Figure 1. The left
side of the figure represents the online location database as
well as the community of contributors who fill it with data
by creating new POIs or adding information to existing
ones. This makes a broad coverage of locations with highly
user-centered information possible. On the right side of the
system diagram is the mobile device that (1.) detects POIs,
(2.) queries the online database, (3.) receives contextual
information and (4.) presents it to the user by means of two
different interfaces: a speech user interface (SUI) for the
visually impaired and a graphical user interface (GUI) for
sighted users.

Figure 1: Talking-Points system diagram
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IMPLEMENTATION

an audio than from a graphical user interface. Therefore, the
type and amount of information to read must be carefully
evaluated. An example of interaction with the TalkingPoints SUI can be found in the next section.

A prototype has been implemented using existing and
affordable technology. An OQO Model 02 ultra-mobile-PC
was chosen as the device. It offers the performance,
interfaces and software of a desktop PC, while still being an
unobtrusive and mobile device. For the software we chose
standard Java (J2SE v1.6) because of easy development,
many available libraries (e.g. CMU Sphinx for speech
recognition) and the option to eventually port to Java
mobile. Following are more detailed descriptions of some
of the novel features of Talking-Points.

USAGE SCENARIO

The owner of Espresso Kingdom, a small coffee shop, is
interested in advertising his business and making it more
accessible for visually impaired customers. So, he installs a
small Bluetooth tag and enters his information into the
Talking-Points online database. Other users contribute
additional information to his entry. For instance, one user
makes a comment about his fondness for their cappuccinos.

Location detection using Bluetooth

Many location-based systems employ GPS to determine a
device’s current location. However, GPS is a poor choice
for an urban orientation system because of its inability to
work indoors or in proximity to large buildings. Other
positioning solutions based on cell tower (e.g. GSM) or wifi
triangulation, also do not provide adequate precision for the
fine-grained orientation needs of the visually impaired. A
solution based on tags situated in the environment allows
precise positioning that maintains its effectiveness in the
face of high building and POI density. We considered using
RFID as a tagging technology, but readers with an
acceptable range are bulky and expensive. Because of this,
Bluetooth was chosen for our prototype, since it is already
supported by millions of current mobile devices, has a good
operating distance, and also works indoors. Nevertheless,
the Talking-Points system is designed to allow for different
methods of location detection. So, in the future, modules
using GPS, RFID or wifi-triangulation can be “plugged in”
with minimum difficulty.

A visually impaired user is using Talking-Points for
orientation when walking around the city. With help of the
system, she knows what she is passing while walking down
her memorized routes without having to ask other
pedestrians. The system also makes memorizing new routes
much easier, giving her a new level of independence. She
passes by Espresso Kingdom and hears this through the SUI
of her device: "Espresso Kingdom, coffee shop. For more
information say 'more'" ; "more" ; "A coffee shop serving a
variety of coffees and teas. Open for another 2 hours until
6pm. The following options are available: for menu say
'menu', for comments say 'comments', for accessibility
information say ‘accessibility’ ..."
She listens to the menu, gets to know that they have special
accessibility accommodations and also that another
customer has praised their cappuccinos. Intrigued, she
decides to go inside and order one. Without Talking-Points
she may have passed the shop without realizing it was
there. Or, she may not have been comfortable entering it
without that additional information.

Up-to-date, user-generated location information

No single content provider would be able to provide usercentered contextual location information for a significant
number of POIs. A system leveraging user-generated
content is a better option. But attaining the critical mass of
users and data would be difficult for a system designed
exclusively for the smaller community of the visually
impaired. Talking-Points follows an inclusive strategy that
targets sighted as well as non-sighted users. To implement
this strategy, a community website has been developed
using the Ruby on Rails web framework, where users can
create new locations and contribute to existing ones.
Communication between the mobile client and this online
database takes place via XML over HTTP. The mapping
between real world POIs and entries in the database is
provided through the MAC addresses of the Bluetooth tags.

CONCLUSION

Talking-Points demonstrates a feasible and usable approach
to a system that aids both sighted and visually impaired
users on their daily urban journeys. It allows users to add
their own contextual information, and thereby shape their
own ubiquitous computing experience.
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ABSTRACT

x

The Common Sense project is developing mobile
environmental sensing platforms to support grassroots
community action. To this end, we are building a family of
hardware and software components that can be used in a
range of applications, as well as developing new
communication paradigms that enable communities of nonexperts to gather and produce information that is “credible
enough” for experts and policy-makers. The demonstration
showcases one such platform, currently deployed on streetsweeping vehicles in a major U.S. city.

x

Hardware/software sensing platforms that allow
individuals to collect environmental information.
These consist of commodity mobile devices that
communicate with custom data acquisition boards
containing environmental air quality sensors.
Mobile and Internet-based software applications that
allow people to analyze, share, and discuss
environmental information in order to influence
environmental regulations and policies.

A FAMILY OF RESEARCH PROTOTYPE PLATFORMS

If the kind of sensing-based applications we envision prove
out, we would expect the required sensors to be integrated
directly into mobile devices. For prototyping, however, we
are developing a set of board designs and embedded
software and we plan to release these components to the
research community as they stabilize. All board designs
are based on the popular TI MSP430 microcontroller, and
flexibility across consumer devices is maximized by
making
Bluetooth
available
as
a
short-range
interconnection option.
Boards can be selectively
populated with carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxide
(NOx), and ozone (O3) gas sensors as well as temperature,
relative humidity, and motion (3D accelerometer) sensors.
Location data is provided by GPS on the associated mobile
phone. We are currently using single-board designs for
human-carried devices, as well as split-board designs for
vehicular use. The split-board designs isolate most of the
electronics from exposure to the environment (Figure 1).

Keywords

Air quality sensing, environmental science, environmental
justice, mobile participatory sensing, street sweepers.
INTRODUCTION

Mobile participatory sensing [1] uses consumer electronics
(such as mobile internet devices and mobile phones) to
capture, process, and disseminate sensor data,
complementing alternative architectures (such as wireless
sensor networks) by “filling in the gaps” where people go
but sensor infrastructure has not yet been installed. While
some types of sensors are already commonly present in
consumer devices (e.g., geolocation, motion, sound, etc.),
other kinds of compact, low-power sensors (e.g., air
quality) are not yet commonly included but offer the ability
to collect additional data of individual and social interest.
To make environmental sensing useful for practical action,
one must do more than just “collect” and “present” data.
Environmental activists have continuous requirements to
produce information artifacts that are “credible enough” to
engage with bureaucracy; appealing enough to be useful in
community mobilization; and personally relevant enough to
maintain interest and motivation [2]. We therefore seek to
enable community members to engage in collaborative
“citizen science” [5] or “street science” [2] that will be
useful in interactions with government agencies and nongovernment organizations (NGOs). In doing so, we posit
that one can go beyond the groundbreaking and
inspirational work of electronic artists in using
environmental sensor data for awareness-raising and social
provocation, exemplified by work such as that of
Jeremijenko (http://www.nyu.edu/projects/xdesign/feralrobots/)
and da Costa (http://www.pigeonblog.mapyourcity.net/).

GOIN’ MOBILE: THE STREET SWEEPER DEPLOYMENT

We believe it is critical to develop not only technology
components, but experience in working with all parts of the
environmental policy “eco-system” – local and regional
governments, public health NGOs, atmospheric scientists,
activists, concerned citizens, and so on. Our initial trial is
therefore one we expect to involve all relevant parties.
In this trial, we are collaborating with the City of San

To this end, the Common Sense project is developing both:

Figure 1. Split- and single-board sensor board designs.
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Figure 2. Variants of the sensing platform, enclosure-mounted on city street sweeping vehicles.
Francisco to put our air quality sensing systems on the
municipal fleet of street sweepers. Street sweepers are
vehicles that use mechanisms such as water sprays,
brooms, and collection bins to clean debris from city streets
(Figure 2). Our devices collect street-by-street air quality
readings as the vehicles do their work, and the street
sweepers have the key property that instrumenting a few
vehicles provides both extensive and systematic coverage
of the city.

mobile phone (Figure 2).
We have deployed our air quality sensing system on
several street sweepers and are currently collecting CO,
NOx, O3, temperature and humidity data. These sensor
readings plus GPS data are sent to a database server via
GSM text messages.
In the near future we expect to
launch a public website which will provide live and
historical data from this deployment.
Web-based
visualization tools have been developed to show this data
(see, e.g., Figure 3) but the website will also provide online
community features to support discussion of interesting
phenomena (c.f. [3]) and strategies for practical action.
With concrete data artifacts in hand, we will then work
iteratively with a range of community groups (already
engaged through prior design fieldwork) to develop
additional applications.

The street sweepers also offer us the opportunity to test and
refine our system in a very challenging real-world
environment. For example, there is the question of whether
the emissions from the street sweeper affect the readings.
We attach the enclosure to the front or top of the trucks to
reduce that effect and we are planning studies to compare
readings from our devices with readings taken a few meters
away from the street sweepers in order to better calibrate
our data and assess potential effects of emissions.
Similarly, the street sweepers present challenges for
enclosure design. The enclosure must ensure appropriate
airflow to the sensors while simultaneously protecting the
electronics against water, dirt, and physical hazards such as
low-hanging tree branches. To address these issues, we
have developed a robust enclosure split into two
compartments. The first compartment contains the gas
sensor board, a fan, air flow vents with baffles to minimize
water intake, and drains for condensation. The second
compartment is sealed and contains the main board and a
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Figure 3. A sample visualization tool (detail).
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a single powerful sensor does not sufﬁce. And wiring of
the sensing area can be undesirable for cost, convenience, or
aesthetic reasons. Due to these characteristics, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) - especially low-power, low-cost ones
- become an attractive platform for realizing these scenarios.

Detecting people motion, especially in cluttered environments,
is a valuable activity sensing primitive for many ubiquitous
computing applications. While traditional motion sensors
can be used to detect people motion, most suffer from the
drawback that they can be triggered by other types of motion
that is not of interest such as vibrating or rotating objects and
even plants or bushes blowing in the wind. In this demonstration, we illustrate how robust people motion detection is
achieved using a coherent Pulsed Doppler Radar and a novel
algorithm for Displacement Detection.

WSNs have been prototyped and ﬁelded in a variety of people sensing settings, including elderly monitoring, interactive media, gesture recognition, and intruder detection and
tracking, to name a few. A basic design tension in these systems is between information-rich sensing on the one hand
and low-power, so-called “mote-scale1 , processing and communication on the other. The former risks being high-cost as
well, while the latter mandates low-cost.

The technical basis of our work is the ability to separate positive and negative Doppler frequencies using complex (i.e.,
real and imaginary) data produced as a result of the radar
being coherent. Using this information, our Displacement
Detection algorithm computes the net displacement of targets in its range and eschews detections of objects that move
at or around the same physical location with a net displacement below a speciﬁed threshold. The demonstration will
show how our algorithm robustly detects people that traverse
a certain minimum distance across the radar’s ﬁeld of view
and rejects localized motions such as a ﬂuttering object, a
blowing bush, or a person moving only in their ofﬁce chair.

Consider, by way of example, distinguishing the presence
of people in urban campus or residential area settings. The
common solution of using a low-cost, low-power sensor such
as a Pyroelectric Infra Red (PIR) achieves sensitive motion
detection but is not accurate for discriminating the motions
of targets-not-of-interest, such as ﬂuttering objects, rotating
or vibrating machinery, blowing plants and bushes, etc. On
the other hand, using networked video camera is accurate but
requires a signiﬁcant resource investment and processing. A
question of interest, therefore, is how to realize the necessary
information-rich sensing in mote-scale WSNs. Low-power
imaging devices, such as cameras [1] and radars become natural candidates of attention.

Our demonstration has been realized on a TelosB mote, which
is interfaced to Pulsed Doppler Radar. This low-cost, lowpower and wireless solution lends itself readily to several
ubiquitous computing people activity application scenarios.

RADARS FOR INFORMATION-RICH MOTE-SCALE SENS-

INTRODUCTION

ING

People activity sensing is at the heart of many ubiquitous
computing scenarios. The classical example of smart spaces
involves detecting the presence of a human and adjusting
their internal conﬁguration parameters using networked, embedded devices. For instance, a room could automatically
detect the presence of humans and adjust the lights and temperature accordingly. Or, a museum could detect the proximity of one or more visitors to a particular exhibit and in turn
play the relevant audio narrative. More generally, quantifying utilization of public spaces, i.e. playgrounds and emergency wards, helps in judging their effectiveness and in improving their design. And proﬁling types of anthropological behaviors, i.e. mob formation, stopped work, and falling,
helps in detecting atypical or anomalous behaviors.

Dutta et al. [2] ﬁrst proposed the use of Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) Radars in mote networks. They also demonstrated [3]
motion detection for human targets using mote-scale UWB
radars. The radar was able to distinguish people motion from
some targets-not-of-interest, such as rain; it was however not
coherent, which somewhat limited its ability to discriminate,
especially in cluttered environments.
We have therefore extended this line of investigation, looking at the implications of signal compression, gain-control,
and different receiver architectures. As a result, we ﬁnd that
a mote-scale, coherent Pulsed Doppler Radar signiﬁcantly
expands the scope of applicability while negligibly impacting the cost, power, and form factor. Radars are also not

Characteristic to people activity sensing is the need to gather
high-resolution information across signiﬁcantly sized areas.
Also, obstructions in the sensing area typically imply that

1
The deﬁnition of mote-scale is fuzzy but roughly means that the
sensor node should use about 1-10mW of power, be about 1-10
cubic inches in size, and cost about US$10-100
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• Local Center of Rotation Tracker: We apply a nondistorting Finite Impulse Response (FIR) low-pass ﬁlter
to the radar output to estimate the local center of rotation. This step improves robustness in the presence of
other weaker targets in the range which tend to perturb
the center-of-rotation.

subject to privacy concerns that surround the use of cameras.
In this demonstration, we illustrate this conclusion by using
a coherent Pulsed Doppler Radar to robustly detect human
motion while rejecting the motion of background objects not
of interest such as bushes. We use a novel Displacement Detection algorithm that estimates the total distance traversed
by an object in its ﬁeld of view. Our algorithm exploits the
fact that several targets-not-of-interest such as swaying trees
or rotating fans have localized motion that always occurs at
the same physical location. We use spatio-temporal thresholding to robustly detect only those objects whose cumulative displacement in a certain time window exceeds a certain
threshold.

• Rejection of Noise-only Samples: We use a simple, amplitude based method of ignoring samples that correspond
to the absence of a moving target.
• Phase Unwrapping: For all non-noise samples, we then
use a simple phase unwrapping algorithm to estimate the
total displacement from an arbitrary starting point. The
starting point is reset wherever there is a long sequence
of noise-only samples. Figure 1(b) shows the phase unwrapping results (in terms of wavelengths) from our algorithm. We clearly see that whenever a human motion
event occurs, the unwrapped phase changes by the amount
and in the direction corresponding to the motion of the
human. At all other times, i.e., in the presence of noise
only, the unwrapped phase output remains stable. These
results demonstrate how a simple thresholding scheme for
the cumulative displacement (phase change) over a time
window, is sufﬁcient to robustly detect human motion.

Our algorithm does not assume any speciﬁc motion models,
nor do we tweak algorithm parameters to match the speciﬁcs
of the target motion. As a result, these results are fully general with respect to different patterns of motion (as long as
the target remains within the observability window).
We use the BumbleBee, a low-power, low-cost, mote-scale,
coherent Pulsed Doppler Radar sensor newly developed by
The Samraksh Company [4]. The BumbleBee operates in
the 5.8GHz ISM-band, has an adjustable range from 1 to 10
m, and is tuned to be responsive to people motion, with radial velocities ranging from 2.5 cm/s to 2.5 m/s. It should be
noted that the BumbleBee radar itself is highly sensitive and
capable of detecting the slightest of human and non-human
motions in its range, yet our algorithm succeeds in ﬁltering
out the motion of targets-not-of-interest.

The unwrapped phase is sent over a serial USB link to a
laptop where it is displayed. If the displacement detection
threshold is exceeded, the laptop visualization program emits
audible beeps to notify the observer that it has detected motion whose displacement corresponds to a human target.
EXTENSIONS

DISPLACEMENT DETECTION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Although our algorithm ﬁlters out localized environmental
motion and makes the BumbleBee radar better suited for
outdoor conditions than other motion sensors, it is insufﬁcient for distinguishing between humans and other targets
such as wildlife, which move at speeds comparable to humans. An open research problem is to identify additional
signal features or unique patterns of motion based on which
these can be distinguished. Another extension is to use the
Displacement Detection primitive in a network of radars to
concurrently track the motion of more than one target.

Our Displacement Detection algorithm is implemented on
the TelosB mote, which is a popular, commercially available
WSN platform. The TelosB mote is interfaced to the BumbleBee and it samples the radar output and calculates the
instantaneous displacement of the target (i.e., from arbitrary
initial conditions) and relays this information to the laptop
for visualization. Our mote-based system thus includes the
following building blocks:
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Figure 1. Raw and processed sensor data from Displacement Detection

• BumbleBee driver: The radar driver enables applications
to acquire radar data as well as perform key radar functions such as on/off and range control. As described earlier, the radar produces a complex signal. Figure 1(a)
shows raw data sampled by the mote that contains several
events involving a human walking towards or away from
the radar. Note that this data was collected outdoors so it
includes noise from a variety of environmental sources.
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wireless sensor network for target detection,
classiﬁcation, and tracking. Computer Networks, Special
Issue on Military Communications Systems and
Technologies, 46(5):605–634, 2004.
4. The Samraksh Company. BumbleBee Pulsed Doppler
Radar. http://www.samraksh.com/products.htm.
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Flying Low: A Minimalist Wearable Computer
to Curtail Embarrassing Situations
Nicolas Villar
Microsoft Research
Cambridge, UK
nvillar@microsoft.com
Abstract

Our prototype is made from a regular pair of denim
trousers that have been equipped with a small analog
computing device - fitted into the coin pocket - and an
electrical circuit that connects the device to two
electrical switches: one that closes when the waist
button is fastened and opens when the button is
unfastened; the second switch closes when the zipper
fly is pulled up, and opens when it is pulled down (see
Figure 1).

We present a prototype for a wearable computer
integrated into a pair of trousers that notifies the
wearer of the potentially embarrassing situation of
being found with their trouser fly open. The computer
is able to discreetly alert the user of this event, taking
its cue from the combined sensed states of the waist
button and zipper fly. The implementation is simple
and lightweight, with the computing element consisting
of only five basic electronic components. We believe
this minimalist approach may also be applicable to
other scenarios, such as safety clothing.

1. Introduction
The wearable computing and ubicomp research
communities have explored the use of body-worn
computers, sensors and actuators to assist people in
their daily lives. Notable applications include helping
people to monitor and correct their posture [1],
remember things [3] and find the nearest pub [2]. In
our own efforts reported here, we target a very specific
clothing-related problem: the potential situation of
EHLQJ IRXQG ZLWK RQH¶V WURXVHU fly inadvertently open
or undone. Colloquially this is referred to as flying low,
and, from personal experience, we assume that it is a
generally undesirable and possibly embarrassing
situation to be found in.
We propose a solution to the problem of flying low
through the application of a minimal wearable
computing device, used in conjunction with a pair of
trousers that have been discreetly augmented with
electrical switches in the waist button and zipper fly.
The design is lightweight, low-cost and requires only
minimal alterations to the trousers, resulting in a
simple but robust intelligent garment that can
accurately detect and inform the wearer of a potentially
awkward social situation.

Figure 1. The trousers can sense and notify
WKHZHDUHUZKHQWKH\DUHµIO\LQJORZ¶
The waist button switch is made up of two contacts:
the first is a conductive fabric (Swisstulle Nylon/Silver
Bobbinet 166NS46, a robust and highly conductive
material) stretched around the buttonhole. The second
part is the metallic button itself ± fastening the button
through the buttonhole completes the circuit (see
Figure 2). Both contacts are wired back to the
computer using enameled copper wire, stitched along
the trouser seams to minimize the stress caused by
sharp bends and reduce the risk of breaking.
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Figure 2. The waist button switch, using conductive fabric and a metallic button (left), and the fly
switch, using a magnetic reed switch and a strong rare-earth magnet (right).
The fly switch uses a magnetic reed switch stitched
into the covering flap, and a strong rare-earth magnet
fixed to the zipper handle. When the zipper is closed,
the magnet rests against the reed switch (through the
fabric) and closes the circuit.

If the waist button is fastened but the fly is down,
the likelihood of a flying low situation begins to
increase. It is reasonable for the fly to be open for a
short period of time, so the capacitor acts as a time
delay circuit as it slowly charges through the currentlimiting resistor. After roughly one minute the
capacitor will have charged sufficiently to activate the
motor, which begins to vibrate. In our prototype, this
delay is hard-wired to what was deemed to be a
sufficient average period, but the introduction of a
variable resistor would allow this time window to be
adjusted on a personal basis.
As the capacitor continues to charge, the motor
gradually increases its vibration intensity, discreetly
alerting the wearer with an increased urgency, but
without drawing external attention to the fact. At any
point, the wearer can zip up the fly to bring the
vibration to an immediate stop, safe in the knowledge
that they have curtailed a flying low situation.

Figure 3. Computing device schematic.
The computer consists of only five basic electronic
components, in addition to a 3V coin cell battery and a
vibrator motor (see Figure 3). The inverter is a logical
NOT gate, implemented using an NPN transistor and
two resistors. A 1000µF capacitor with a current
limiting resistor completes the circuit. The computer is
encased in a plastic shell, and can be removed for
washing (which we have done successfully using a
domestic washing machine). We have also considered
the use of conductive threads weaved directly into the
fabric to increase the washability and robustness of the
circuits.

3. Discussion
We believe that the minimalist nature of the
wearable computer presented here is its strongest
feature, making it practical to completely integrate into
an article of clothing. Because it is simple, the system
is reliable and easily understood by the wearer. For
these reasons we believe this approach is an interesting
option for more serious wearable computing
applications, such as ensuring that safety clothing is
being worn correctly.

2. Operation

References

The waist button acts as the power switch: when
unbuttoned, the system is off and no sensing takes
place ± an appropriate state when the trousers are
stored, or when they are worn but the wearer is
occupied in the toilet.
While the waist button is fastened during regular
wear, the computer will respond to the state of the fly
switch: if the fly is closed the magnetic reed switch
will close, the inverter will reverse the input and the
computer will, appropriately, take no action.

[1] Dunne, L.E., Walsh, P., Smyth, B., Caulfield, B.
³Design and Evaluation of a Wearable Sensor for
Monitoring Seated Spinal Posture´ Proc. ISWC. 2006.
[2] Randell, C. Muller, H. L. ³The eSleeve: A Novel
Wearable Computer Configuration for the Discovery of
Situated Information.´ Distributed Computing Systems
Workshops. 2002.
[3] 5KRGHV % - ³7KH :HDUDEOH 5HPHPEUDQFH $JHQW $
6\VWHP IRU $XJPHQWHG 0HPRU\´ Personal and
Ubiquitous Computing. Vol 1 (4). December, 1997.
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$'HPRQVWUDWLRQRI8&RPPHUFH 80HGLDZLWK0RELOH
5),'DQG=LJ%HH


.\RXQJ-XQ/HH+\XQ6HRN/HH
-XQJKR-XQ(XQ-XQJ<RRQ-RQJ&KXO/HH
6FKRRORI%XVLQHVV.\XQJ+HH8QLYHUVLW\
+RHJL'RQJGDHPXQ
6HRXO.RUHD

NOHH#NKXDFNU


6XQJ%DH(XQ7DH6DQ/HH.\X,O.LP
-L6XS<RRQ1D5DH.LP
'HSDUWPHQWRI,QIRUPDWLRQ&RPPXQLFDWLRQ
+DQQDP8QLYHUVLW\
2MHRQJ'DHGHRN
7DHMRQ.RUHD

VEHXQ#KQXNU

DUH IL[HG LQVWHDG WKHRWKHUZD\ DURXQG0RELOH5),'KDV
VRPH PDMRU DQGREYLRXVDGYDQWDJHVRYHU5),'1RZLUHV
WR IL[HG UHDGHUV DUH QHHGHG DQ\PRUH DQG VHYHUDO PRELOH
UHDGHUVDUHHQRXJKWRFRYHUDZKROHDUHDLQVWHDGRIGR]HQV
RIIL[HGUHDGHUV=LJ%HHXVLQJVPDOODQGORZSRZHUGLJLWDO
UDGLRVLVFKDUDFWHUL]HGE\ZRUNLQJEDVHGRQVKRUWGLVWDQFH
VHQVRU DSSOLFDWLRQV LQ GLYHUVH ILHOGV VXFK DV 8+RPH 8
+HDOWKDQGHWF

$%675$&7

7KLVGHPRQVWUDWLRQSUHVHQWVWKHSURWRW\SHLPSOHPHQWLQJ8
FRPPHUFH DQG 80HGLD EXVLQHVV PRGHOV DQG EXVLQHVV
PHWKRGV 0RELOH 5),' DQG =LJ%HH WHFKQRORJLHV DUH XVHG
WRHPEHGDQGLQWHJUDWHFRPPHUFHDQGPHGLDIXQFWLRQVLQWR
SURGXFWV SODFH DQGSHRSOH 7KH VFHQDULRV DQG SURFHVVHV
RI µ85HIHUUDO 0DUNHWLQJ¶ µ8&RPSDULVRQ 6KRSSLQJ¶
µ7DJ 0DWFK $GYHUWLVLQJ¶ ¶8'LVSOD\¶ DQG µ86SHDNHU¶
EXVLQHVVPRGHOVDUHLOOXVWUDWHGLQWKLVGHPRQVWUDWLRQ

,QWKLVGHPRZHDSSO\0RELOH5),'DQG=LJ%HHWRWKHILYH
8&RPPHUFH DQG 80HGLD EXVLQHVV PRGHOV VXFK DV µ8
5HIHUUDO 0DUNHWLQJ¶ >@ µ8&RPSDULVRQ 6KRSSLQJ¶ >@
µ7DJ 0DWFK $GYHUWLVLQJ¶ >@ µ8'LVSOD\¶ >@ DQG µ8
6SHDNHU¶7KHUHIHUHQFHVKDYHGHDOWZLWKRQO\WKHEXVLQHVV
PRGHOV UDWKHU WKDQ WKH LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ ,Q WKLV GHPR ZH
LOOXVWUDWH KRZ WKHVH EXVLQHVV PRGHOV DUH LQWHJUDWHG XVLQJ
VLPSOHWHFKQRORJLHV

.H\ZRUGV

8ELTXLWRXV &RPSXWLQJ 8&RPPHUFH 80HGLD %XVLQHVV
0RGHOV5),'6HQVRU1HWZRUN
,1752'8&7,21

7KH DXWKRUV GHILQH 8&RPPHUFH DV WKH FRPPHUFLDO
LQWHUDFWLRQ DPRQJ SURYLGHUV FRQVXPHUV SURGXFWV DQG
VHUYLFHV HQDEOHG DQG VXSSRUWHG HVSHFLDOO\ E\ VHDPOHVV
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ RI HDFK HQWLW\¶V GLJLWDO  LQIRUPDWLRQ >@
DQG GHILQH 80HGLD DV D PHGLD ZKHUH KXPDQFUHDWHV DQG
FRQVXPHV FRQWHQW WKURXJK QRW RQO\ KXPDQ FRJQLWLYH DQG
SHUFHSWXDO SURFHVVHV EXW DOVR WKURXJK WKH LQWHUDFWLRQV
EHWZHHQ VXUURXQGLQJ GLJLWDO V\VWHPV >@ 7KH FRUH RI 8
&RPPHUFHDQG80HGLDOLHVLQWKHVHDPOHVVLQWHJUDWLRQRI
UHDOZRUOGVSDFHDQGYLUWXDOLQIRUPDWLRQVSDFHDVSUHYLRXV
UHVHDUFKHVDOUHDG\H[SODLQ>@

85HIHUUDO0DUNHWLQJ

,QXELTXLWRXVHQYLURQPHQW JRRGVPD\KDYH,'VLQDIRUP
RI 5),' 'EDU FRGHV RU FRORU FRGHV WKXV GLJLWDO
LQIRUPDWLRQLVHPEHGGHGLQWKHJRRGV$FRPSDQ\FDQXVH
DSURGXFWDV D WRRO WRGHOLYHUSURGXFWLQIRUPDWLRQDQGWKH
SURGXFW SOD\V D UROH RI D PHGLXP WR OLQN SURGXFWV DQG
FRQVXPHUV ,Q WKH HQG D FRPSDQ\ LV DEOH WR HVWDEOLVK D
FRPPHUFHPHGLDLQWHJUDWHGV\VWHPWKDWFRQWUROVPDUNHWLQJ
PHVVDJH DQG UHZDUG FRQVXPHUV IRU LQWURGXFLQJ RU
UHFRPPHQGLQJWKHSURGXFWWRSRWHQWLDOFXVWRPHUV>@

7KH FRPPHUFH DQG PHGLD IXQFWLRQV FDQ EH HDVLO\ DQG
VHDPOHVVO\ LQWHJUDWHG E\ DXWRLGHQWLILFDWLRQ DQG ZLUHOHVV
FRPPXQLFDWLRQ WHFKQRORJLHV VXFK DV 0RELOH 5),' DQG
=LJ%HH0RELOH5),'LVDVHUYLFHWKDWSURYLGHVLQIRUPDWLRQ
RQ REMHFWV HTXLSSHG ZLWK DQ 5),' WDJ RYHU D
WHOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ QHWZRUN 7KH UHDGHU LV LQVWDOOHG LQ D
PRELOH GHYLFH VXFK DV D PRELOH SKRQH RU 3'$ 7KLV
DSSURDFK LV GLIIHUHQW IURP WUDGLWLRQDO LPSOHPHQWDWLRQV RI
RUGLQDU\5),'>@1RZWKHUHDGHUVDUHPRELOHDQGWKHWDJV

8&RPSDULVRQ6KRSSLQJ

,Q WKH WUDGLWLRQDO FRPPHUFLDO WUDQVDFWLRQ SHRSOH DUH
UHTXLUHGWRYLVLWVKRSVWRPDNHDSXUFKDVH1RZWKDQNVWR
WKH ,QWHUQHW FRQVXPHUV FDQ FKRRVH WR XVH WKH ,QWHUQHW
VKRSSLQJLQVWHDGRISK\VLFDOO\YLVLWLQJVWRUHV,QWKHFXUUHQW
VKRSSLQJHQYLURQPHQW ERWK W\SHV RI FRQVXPHUV DUH IDFHG
ZLWKGLOHPPDVRIIOLQH FRQVXPHUV FDQQRWEH VXUH ZKHWKHU
WKH\ DUH JHWWLQJ D JRRG SULFH ZKLOH RQOLQH FRQVXPHUV
FDQQRW EH DVVXUHG RI WKH TXDOLW\ RU GHVLJQ RI WKH SURGXFW
WKH\ DUH JHWWLQJ RU WKH FUHGLELOLW\ RI WKH PHUFKDQW VHOOLQJ
WKHSURGXFW'XHWRWKHVHVKRUWFRPLQJVLQEULFNDQGPRUWDU
FRPPHUFH VKRSSHUV PXVW YLVLW VHYHUDO VWRUHV WR FRPSDUH
SULFHV DQG RWKHU WHUPV ZKLOH FRPSDULVRQ VKRSSLQJ KDV
HPHUJHG DV D VROXWLRQ LQ WKH FDVH RI RQOLQH VKRSSLQJ
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1HYHUWKHOHVVWKHVHWZRPDUNHWVUHPDLQGLYLGHGZLWKHDFK
FRQVWLWXWLQJ D GLVWLQFW RQH 7KH RQO\ ZD\ WR PDNH
FRPSDULVRQVEHWZHHQRQOLQHDQGRIIOLQHPDUNHWVLVWROHDUQ
DERXWWKHWUDQVDFWLRQVWHUPVRIWKHRIIOLQHPDUNHWDQGWKHQ
SHUIRUP DVHDUFK RQOLQH RUYLFHYHUVD7KH IRUPDWLRQRI D
XELTXLWRXV HQYLURQPHQW ZLOO DOORZ WKHVH WZR GLYLGHG
PDUNHWVWREHLQWHJUDWHG>@

FRQQHFWLRQV EHWZHHQ FRPSDQLHV DQG FXVWRPHUV LQ
XELTXLWRXVHQYLURQPHQWE\XVLQJPRELOH5),'DQG=LJ%HH
%DVHG RQ VXFK PRGHOV LW LV H[SHFWHG WKDW YDULRXV PRGHOV
ZLWK YDOXH IRU ERWK FRPSDQLHV DQG FXVWRPHUV ZRXOG EH
GHYHORSHGLQWKHIXWXUH
$&.12:/('*0(176

7KLV UHVHDUFK LV VXSSRUWHG E\ WKH 8ELTXLWRXV $XWRQRPLF
&RPSXWLQJ DQG 1HWZRUN 3URMHFW WKH 0LQLVWU\ RI
.QRZOHGJH(FRQRP\VW&HQWXU\ )URQWLHU5 '3URJUDP
LQ.RUHD

7DJ0DWFK$GYHUWLVLQJ

7DJ 0DWFK $GYHUWLVLQJ LV D QHZ PRGHO ZKLFK FRPELQHV
IHDWXUHV RI WKH PRELOH 5),' FKDUDFWHULVWLFV DQG FRQWHQW
PDWFK DGYHUWLVLQJ PRGHORQ WKH,QWHUQHWVXFK DV$G6HQVH
7DJ 0DWFK $GYHUWLVLQJ PRGHO FDQ EH GHILQHG DV DQ
DGYHUWLVLQJ PRGHO EDVHG RQ PRELOH 5),' DSSOLFDWLRQ
ZKLFK RIIHUV WKH PRVW DSSURSULDWH DGYHUWLVHPHQW IRU XVHUV
DIWHU WKH FRQVLGHUDWLRQRIXVHUV¶ GHPRJUDSKLF LQIRUPDWLRQ
WKHORFDWLRQDQGWLPHZKHQXVHUV UHDGD5),'WDJDQG WKH
FRQWHQWRIWKHWDJZKHQLWZDVUHDG>@

5()(5(1&(6

 %UROO * 6LRUSDHV 6 5XN]LR ( 3DROXFFL 0
+DPDUG - :DJQHU 0 6FKPLGW $ 6XSSRUWLQJ
0RELOH 6HUYLFH 8VDJH WKURXJK 3K\VLFDO 0RELOH
,QWHUDFWLRQ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH )LIWK ,(((
,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFHRQ 3HUYDVLYH &RPSXWLQJDQG
&RPPXQLFDWLRQV 1HZ<RUN0DUFK 

8'LVSOD\ 86SHDNHU

 /HH . DQG -X - ,QFHQWLYHEDVHG DQG 3HHURULHQWHG
'HVLJQRI8ELTXLWRXV&RPPHUFHLQ3URFHHGLQJVRI7KH
WK,QWHUQDWLRQDO&RQIHUHQFHRQ(QWHUSULVH,QIRUPDWLRQ
6\VWHPV 0DGHLUD-XQH 

7KHFXUUHQWGLVSOD\DQGVSHDNHURQO\DSSHDOWRWKHSHUVRQ¶V
H\HVDQGHDUV7KHOLQNEHWZHHQWKHSHUVRQDQGWKHFRQWHQW
GRHVQRWH[LVW,QRWKHUZRUGVFXUUHQWO\WKH VHDPH[LVWVLQ
WKH FRQWHQW FRQVXPSWLRQ DQG WKH GLUHFW FRQQHFWLRQ WR WKH
FRPPHUFLDO WUDQVDFWLRQ LV LPSRVVLEOH  ,I D µOLQN¶ FDQ EH
JHQHUDWHGWRJHWKHUZKHQWKHGLVSOD\DQGVSHDNHUJHQHUDWHV
FRQWHQWV DQG LI WKH SHUVRQ FDQ REWDLQ WKLV WKURXJK WKH
GLJLWDO V\VWHP WKDW V KH RZQV WKHQ D IRXQGDWLRQ IRU
FRPPHUFLDO WUDGH EHFRPHV SRVVLEOH 7KH LPSRUWDQW
OLPLWDWLRQRI WKHFRQVXPHG FRQWHQW RI WUDGLWLRQDOPHGLD LV
WKDWLWLVOLPLWHGWRRQHPHGLXP+RZHYHULQDXELTXLWRXV
HQYLURQPHQW VHDPOHVV FRPPXQLFDWLRQ EHWZHHQ D SHUVRQ
DQG REMHFWV YLFH YHUVD REMHFWV DQG REMHFWV EHFRPH
SRVVLEOH  ,Q WKH XELTXLWRXV HQYLURQPHQW WKH FRQWHQWV GR
QRWEHFRPHOLPLWHGWRRQHPHGLXPEXWPD\EHGHOLYHUHGWR
WKHFRQWHQW¶VOLQNGLIIHUHQWPHGLXPRUDGLJLWDOV\VWHPWKDW
D SHUVRQ RZQV ZKLFK LV SRVVLEOH WKURXJK XVLQJ WKH
PHWDGDWD

 /HH . DQG -X - 8ELTXLWRXV &RPPHUFH %XVLQHVV
0RGHOV %DVHG RQ 8ELTXLWRXV 0HGLD LQ 3URFHHGLQJ RI
7KH WK ,QWHUQDWLRQDO &RQIHUHQFH RQ %XVLQHVV
,QIRUPDWLRQ6\VWHPV 3R]QDQ$SULO 
 /HH.-XQ-/HH-'HVLJQRI$GYHUWLVLQJ%XVLQHVV
0RGHO XVLQJ 0RELOH 5),' )RFXVLQJ RQ 7DJ 0DWFK
$GYHUWLVLQJ LQ.RUHDQ LQ3URFHHGLQJRIWKH)DOO
.2506&RQIHUHQFH 6HRXO1RY 
 /HH . DQG /HH - 'HVLJQ RI 8ELTXLWRXV 5HIHUUDO
0DUNHWLQJ $ %XVLQHVV 0RGHO DQG 0HWKRG /HFWXUH
1RWHVLQ&RPSXWHU6FLHQFH 6HS 
 /HH . DQG 6HR < 'HVLJQ RI D 5),'%DVHG
8ELTXLWRXV &RPSDULVRQ 6KRSSLQJ 6\VWHP /HFWXUH
1RWHV LQ &RPSXWHU 6FLHQFH  2FW   


8'LVSOD\ DQG 8VSHDNHU 0RGHO PD\ KDYH DOWHUQDWLYH
WHFKQLFDODUFKLWHFWXUHVXVLQJDXWRLGHQWLILFDWLRQ HJ0RELOH
5),'  DQG ZLUHOHVV QHWZRUNLQJ WHFKQRORJLHV HJ =LJ%HH 
WR GHOLYHU WKH OLQNHG LQIRUPDWLRQ RI WKH FRQWHQW WKDW LV
VKRZQRUSOD\HGRQWKHYLHZHU¶VGLVSOD\RUVSHDNHU>@

 /HH.DQG<RRQ(80HGLD%XVLQHVV0RGHO'HVLJQ
5HDOL]LQJ 6HDPOHVVQHVV %HWZHHQ 'LVSOD\ DQG 0RELOH
'HYLFHV LQ.RUHDQ LQ3URFHHGLQJVRI)DOO.,,66
&RQIHUHQFH 6HRXO1RY 

&RQFOXVLRQ

 5XN]LR ( /HLFKWHQVWHUQ . &DOODJKDQ 9 6FKPLGW
$+ROOHLV3&KLQ-$Q([SHULPHQWDO&RPSDULVRQRI
3K\VLFDO 0RELOH ,QWHUDFWLRQ 7HFKQLTXHV 7RXFKLQJ
3RLQWLQJ DQG 6FDQQLQJ LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI 8ELFRPS 
&DOLIRUQLD6HS 

7KH XELTXLWRXV VSDFH FDQ EH FRQFHSWXDOL]HG DV D PHGLD
FRPPHUFH LQWHJUDWHG VSDFH ZKHUH PHGLD IXQFWLRQ LV
HPEHGGHG LQWR 3 3URGXFWV 3ODFH DQG 3HRSOH  DQG
FRPPHUFHIXQFWLRQLVHPEHGGHGLQWRH[LVWLQJPHGLD,QWKLV
GHPR ZH FDQ VHH D SUHFXUVRU RI FRPPHUFHPHGLD
LQWHJUDWHG VSDFH ZKHUH PHGLDHPEHGGHG SURGXFWV PHGLD
HPEHGGHG SODFH PHGLDHPEHGGHG SODFH DQG FRPPHUFH
HPEHGGHGPHGLDLQWHUDFWHDFKRWKHU

 :DQW 5 $Q ,QWURGXFWLRQ WR 5),' 7HFKQRORJ\ ,(((
3HUYDVLYH&RPSXWLQJ -DQ0DU 
 :DQW 5 )LVKNLQ . 3 *XMDU $ +DUULVRQ % /
%ULGJLQJ SK\VLFDO DQG YLUWXDO ZRUOGV ZLWK HOHFWURQLF
WDJV LQ 3URFHHGLQJV RI WKH 6,*&+, &RQIHUHQFH RQ
+XPDQ)DFWRUVLQ&RPSXWLQJ6\VWHPV 3LWWVEXUJK0D\
 

7KH XELTXLWRXV HQYLURQPHQW LV H[SHFWHG WR SURYLGH D
FRQWDFW SRLQW IRU FRPSDQLHV WR KDYH DFFHVV WR PRUH
FXVWRPHUV 7KH µ85HIHUUDO 0DUNHWLQJ¶ µ8&RPSDULVRQ
6KRSSLQJ¶ µ7DJ0DWFK $GYHUWLVLQJ¶ µ8'LVSOD\¶ DQG µ8
6SHDNHU¶ LQ WKLV GHPRQVWUDWLRQ DUH PRGHOV WKDW SURYLGH
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Doctoral Colloquium
Albrecht Schmidt
University of Duisburg-Essen
Germany

Ho-Joon Kim
Handong University
South Korea

In the submissions we asked to students to outline their
work and addressing following issues:

In this year Ubicomp Doctoral Colloquium we invite PhD
students and candidates to present, discuss and defend their
work-in-progress or preliminary results in an international
and renowned audience of researchers and developers. The
scope of the doctoral colloquium is equivalent to the
conference and hence includes all major aspects of
ubiquitous computing. Students were selected based on
their written submissions and we aim to provide advice and
suggestions to improve their work. Participants will give
short presentations outlining their work and ideas for their
PhD followed by an in-depth discussion.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Original key idea of the thesis
The problem domain
The specific problem addressed
An overview of related work
Their methodological approach
Research carried out so far
The (expected) contribution to Ubicomp

Designing easily learnable eyes-free interaction
Kevin A. Li
Computer Science and Engineering
University of California, San Diego
k2li@cs.ucsd.edu
Advisors: William G. Griswold, James D. Hollan
ABSTRACT

stimuli. People receive tactile feedback either from
touching an object or another person. Auditory feedback
comes in the form of music, speech or other sound effects.

Environmental factors in mobile scenarios often prevent the
user from being able to interact with a device via visual
interfaces. Tactile feedback offers a promising eyes-free
alternative. However, haptic research typically focuses on
increasing the bandwidth of the tactile communication
channel, resulting in complex patterns that can be difficult
to learn. I propose the way to enable easily learnable eyesfree interaction is to create tactile feedback based on stimuli
users already have semantic associations with. In my work,
I examine how music, human touch and speech can be
mapped to the tactile channel and how this can be done in a
way that generates pre-learned tactile feedback.

ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚĞǇĞƐͲĨƌĞĞŝŶƚĞƌĂĐƚŝŽŶ
ƚŽƵĐŚ

sense

stimulus
class
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Figure 1. Stimuli people use for eyes-free interaction, in the
absence of technology.

H5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation]: User
Interfaces, Haptic I/O; B 4.2 Input Output device s.

The key question to be answered is how to design eyes-free
interaction in a way that maps the pre-learned stimuli to the
tactile channel in an appropriate way. Laboratory setting
user studies with both quantitative and qualitative measures
will be used to evaluate whether the information has been
mapped appropriately. I also plan to evaluate how users will
use these technologies in their day-to-day lives with long
term field studies.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

Mobile phone interfaces are typically designed based on PC
design, where the device has the user’s undivided attention.
This assumption no longer holds in mobile scenarios where
a number of distracters may compete for a user’s attention.
Visual interfaces are unusable in situations such as driving
where the user’s visual attention is required. In other
scenarios, as in the middle of a meeting, attending to a
device can be socially unacceptable.

Although a theoretical construct for this space may be
possible, I believe the work I have done thus far suggests
there may not be a single unifying metaphor for the space
of eyes-free interaction. Instead, I focus on lessons for
application designers. Within each of the stimulus classes
shown in Figure 1, I plan to explore one possible technique
for mapping stimulus to an eyes-free interface. In doing so,
application designers will be able to use these results to
inform haptic icon design, even if not designing for the
particular type of interaction I have developed.

I propose the way to enable easily learnable eyes-free
interaction is to leverage pre-learned associations users
already have from their interaction with auditory and tactile
stimuli from the physical world. The stimuli I plan to
examine are human-human interaction, music, and speech.
First, I present the space of stimuli that I plan to explore.
Then, I demonstrate how each of these stimuli can be used
to convey information in a pre-learned way. Finally, I
present examples from my work in the areas of music and
human touch.

RELATED WORK

Traditionally, haptics research has focused on generating a
large number of differentiable haptic icons. Brown and
Brewster’s work with multidimensional Tactons is
representative of this approach [1]. By varying rhythm,
roughness and spatial location, they demonstrated a variety
of tactons could be generated. However, a complex

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Figure 1 illustrates the space of stimuli used in eyes-free
interaction in the absence of technology. For the touch and
hearing senses, I describe a number of different types of
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sequence of vibrotactile patterns can be difficult to learn.
Geldard proposed a vibrotactile encoding of the English
alphabet [3]. Users were able to obtain 90% accuracy at a
speed of 38wpm but this required 65 hours of training. In
contrast, Chang’s ComTouch explored what could be done
without learning (i.e., training) and explored how users
would send vibrotactile cues to each other when used in
conjunction with an audio channel [2]. Since users were
given no training, the resulting tactile cues they generated
were fairly simplistic, consisting of binary or simple
numbering schemes. It remains to be studied what can be
done with a little bit of training, or with informed haptic
icon design.

played. Otherwise, a corresponding vibrotactile cue is
played. This system consists of a buddy proximity
algorithm as well as a sensor noise filtering mechanism.
However, as these components are outside the scope of this
paper, I omit them, focusing only on the component that
maps music to vibrotactile sequences.
Mapping music to vibrotactile sequences that will play on a
mobile phone is a non-trivial process. First of all, the
vibrotactile actuators on commodity mobile phones only
turn on and off. To create different levels of intensity, I use
a software technique similar to pulse width modulation. By
varying how long the motor is pulsed on for, 10 user
differentiable levels of vibration can be generated.
However, because of the pulsing nature of this approach,
the shortest unit of vibration is 20ms; playing anything
shorter than this yields no mechanical response. As a result,
this approach is only capable of generating a signal of about
50Hz, three orders of magnitude coarser than the range of
what a human can hear (20Hz-22kHz).

One potential approach to eyes-free interaction is to use
auditory feedback. Auditory feedback is easily learnable; a
system could simply read whatever information aloud to a
user, allowing her to use it eyes-free. I explored eyes-free
interaction with auditory feedback in a project called
blindSight [4]. BlindSight is an application that replaces the
in-call menu of a mobile phone. Users interact using the
phone keypad, without looking at the screen. BlindSight
responds with auditory feedback.

The music information retrieval literature suggests beat and
lyrics are important for identifying music. However, these
do not map well to 50Hz vibrotactile sequences, due to the
disparity in fidelity. Instead, I attempt to capture the energy
levels of the music. This involves three main steps, as
outlined in Figure 2. First, I remove noise using a bandpass
filter, keeping only components between 6.6kHz and
17.6kHz. Next, I take a running sum of the absolute value,
generating 1 value every 20ms. This keeps the length of the
music cue and vibrotactile sequence consistent. Finally, I
compose the resulting output with a power function to
exaggerate the features. The result is a sequence of
vibration intensity values ranging from 0-10, with each
value representing a vibrotactile pulse of 20ms.

While effective, auditory feedback has a number of
drawbacks. Manipulating a device can be unsafe when
driving or socially unacceptable when in a meeting.
Additionally, audio cannot always be heard because of
environmental factors such as a busy road, or at a loud
concert.
The remainder of this discussion centers on mapping tactile
and auditory stimuli to tactile feedback. The focus of my
work is to achieve a rich tactile language that can be
learned quickly by leveraging pre-learned associations users
already have.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

I have already done work exploring how music can be
mapped to vibrotactile patterns and how human touch can
be computationally mimicked.
Mapping music to vibrations

Given the strong associations that people make with music,
it is natural that they map information to music. In
particular, buddy identity is often mapped to music, in the
form of ringtones. However, there are no techniques for
mapping an audible ringtone to an appropriately
unobtrusive cue. As described earlier, there are a number of
situations where an audible cue would be annoying or
unacceptable.

Figure 2. General process for converting music to vibrotactile
sequences.

I conducted a field study on 3 groups of friends over 2
weeks. Each group had a different cue condition. The
Nature group mapped buddy cues to different nature
sounds, since these are commonly cited by the peripheral
cue literature. In the MyChoice group, users selected what
they would hear and in the YourChoice group, buddies
would choose what their friends would hear.

To explore the question of how to map audible cues to a
vibrotactile sequence, I built an application called
PeopleTones. PeopleTones is an application that runs on
commodity phones running Windows Mobile [5]. A user’s
friends are each mapped to different music cues. When a
buddy becomes near, the cue for that buddy plays. If the
ringer is on, the audible cue corresponding to that buddy is

I conducted a pre-study and post-study experiment
examining how well participants could map the sounds to
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the vibrotactile cues I had generated. The purpose of this
was twofold. First, I wanted to examine if people were able
to map the vibrotactile cues to the associated music cue
with no training. Secondly, I wanted to see if there were
learning effects that occurred throughout the study
regarding the mapping of audio clip to vibrotactile
sequence. I found no significant differences between the
pre-study and post-study results, suggesting no learning
effects. Additionally, many users were consistent in the way
they matched vibrotactile patterns to sound, with 7 of 17
participants responding consistently in the pre and post
study experiments.

are perceived as being similar to touch interactions
exchanged by humans.


audio out

The MyChoice group was the only condition with an
appreciable amount of cue identification from vibration,
demonstrating 25% identification rate from vibration cues
alone and 83% identification from both vibration and
auditory cues. While not overwhelming, this acts as a
proof-of-concept for the delivery of ambient information
via low fidelity haptic channels. 75% of the MyChoice
group was able to correctly map vibrations to sounds and
then to people.

voice coil motor

head

amplifier

Figure 3. soundTouch prototype.

In the first study, I examined participants’ perceptions of
tapping. I was very careful to not mention the word
“tapping” or any other word that was suggestive of this
term because I was particularly interested in how users
would describe the sensations they felt. When describing
their perceptions, many participants used terminology
drawn from human-human interaction. Thirteen of the 16
participants used the word “tap” in their descriptions.
Additional descriptions included: “getting flicked on the
finger”, “tickling”, “brushing something off”, “drumming
fingers” and “touch”. Twelve participants volunteered that
the experience had a human quality to it, often citing that it
felt like “getting tapped on the shoulder, but on your
finger”.

Some participants mapped vibrotactile cue directly to
participant first, and then to the sound, even though that
was not the task they were given. This suggests that the
semantic association of buddy to music clip does carry over
when the music clip is mapped to a vibrotactile pattern.
Participants in the Nature and YourChoice conditions were
less successful in mapping vibrotactile patterns to music,
possibly because of the larger number of cues or because
they were not as familiar with the songs selected for cues.
These findings suggest that when mapping music to
vibrotactile cues, using music cues users are familiar with
promotes both cue identification and the ability to identify
corresponding vibrotactile sequences.


rubbing head
(under user’s hand)

Human-human-interaction: tapping and rubbing

One of the most common forms of tactile feedback people
experience is from human-to-human interaction. These are
well understood as people have all experienced them. Since
two of the most common forms of human-to-human
interaction are tapping and rubbing, I examined how taps
and rubs could be generated and what types of sensations
they would give [6].

soundTouch

a

b

Figure 4. (a) tapping prototype. (b) rubbing prototype.

The second study was similar to the first one, but this one
investigated user perceptions of rubbing instead of tapping.
Half of the participants felt that the faster rubs felt more
natural while the other half thought the slower ones were
more natural. Those who cited faster ones being more
natural mentioned that it felt more like “sliding your hand
across a table” or “dropping a marble through your hands”.
These participants said that for the slow ones, you could
feel the actuator moving against the palm and could tell it
was an artificial thing. Participants who said slower was
more natural used comments like “I don’t come across
anything that moves that quickly” To describe their
experiences. They also described the sensation as being
more like “rubbing your hands together or “running a

To generate a variety of measureable, controlled taps and
rubs, I built a prototype called soundTouch (Figure 3). Input
is provided by generating waveforms via a laptop’s sound
card, which is then amplified by a custom amplifier.
SoundTouch generates tactile feedback via an arm mounted
on a voice coil motor taken from a hard drive. By moving
the actuator perpendicular to the contact surface, taps are
generated. Figure 4a shows the tapping prototype. Rubs are
generated by moving the actuator parallel to the contact
surface. Figure 4b shows the rubbing prototype. Tapping
and rubbing convey a distinct emotional message, similar to
those induced by human-human touch. My findings from
two exploratory user studies indicate tapping and rubbing
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cotton swap through my hand” or “playing with a rubber
eraser”.

of these characteristics are most important, and how to map
them.

The participants consistently described their experiences
with terms like tapping and rubbing and seem to readily
relate the experiences to common human-human
interactions.

Messaging backchannel field study

Once I have refined the technique for mapping spoken
language to tactile patterns, and formalized the emotive
aspects of tapping and rubbing, I will validate them with
controlled laboratory experiments. I then plan to combine
the components that I have talked about thus far into a
messaging backchannel application. The techniques used
for mapping music to vibration could act as a form of eyesfree caller-id. Pre-learned vibrotactile messages could also
be generated using the results from my work with tactile
messages. Finally, these messages could be augmented with
emotive aspects with tapping and rubbing.

The softer taps were consistently reported as feeling
natural. The naturalness of taps was tested at the higher
ends of amplitude and frequency. The fastest taps were
frequently described as vibrations. This implies that tapping
and vibration are perhaps on a frequency continuum, yet
perceptually distinct.
The results from these studies validate that the prototypes I
have built are indeed able to create rubbing and tapping
sensations. There is some evidence of emotive connotations
and further work needs to be done to formalize what
emotive aspects exist in this communication medium.

A field deployment with dyads will be used to examine how
close friends and significant others use such a messaging
backchannel in their daily lives. Post-study interviews will
be used to further examine interesting usage habits and
scenarios.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

In addition to exploring the emotive aspects of tapping and
rubbing, I also plan to pursue a tactile mapping of spoken
language. The results of these two components will be
incorporated with the other work presented here in a
messaging backchannel application.

Benefits for Ubicomp

With these elements in place, I will have explored how to
map different stimuli to the tactile channel and
demonstrated how to generate easily learnable eyes-free
interaction. This will allow users to use their mobile devices
in scenarios they are currently unable to. Additionally, this
will enable a new class of applications that users will be
able to use eyes-free without requiring a lengthy training
process.

Mapping English to the tactile channel

One promising area for future work is a vibrotactile
messaging backchannel. This could be used to keep in
touch with a spouse or significant other throughout the day.
Key to realizing this is determining how to map the English
language to a vibrotactile channel. To explore this idea, I
ran a pilot study. First, 20 vibrotactile sequences were
generated. Then, for each vibrotactile sequence, participants
had to select 1 of 5 text phrases that best matched it, in a
forced choice response. The text phrases were selected from
commonly sent text messages. The same 5 phrases were
used for each vibrotactile sequence: “hello?”, “goodbye.”,
“I miss you.”, “where are you?” and “are you there?” At
least 10 of 16 participants agreed on a single vibrotactile
pattern for each of the 5 phrases.
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ABSTRACT

important factors. There a number of studies on context
aware mobile services, especially location aware service,
for example, Active Campus Everyday Encounters with
context-Aware Computing in a Campus Environment [2],
Multi-sensor context awareness in mobile device [3] and
context detection for mobile users [4]. Although location is
one of the most fundamental factors in mobile environment,
there is scarcity of studies, which applied social context
awareness. User’s location can be measured more and less
accurately depending on the positioning system in use, but
other context cannot be easily identified or measured.
Misunderstanding of context poses several problems [5] in
developing mobile application in terms of uncertainties,
accuracy, ambiguity, and privacy and security. There are a
number of studies on advertising in a pervasive computing
environment [6], they presented a list of challenges and
possibilities as well as some ideas of solutions for
advertising in pervasive environments. Related works with
my research can be found in various areas; SMMART [7]
presents a context aware, adaptive and personalized
application designed to deliver targeted promotions to the
users of mobile devices. B-MAD [8] presents a system for
delivering permission based location aware mobile
advertisements to mobile phones using Bluetooth
positioning and WAP push. Those studies also have many
similarities with my research. However, they focused more
on technical parts rather than user behavior and said user
studies are needed to be made.

Mobile phones have become multi-functional devices that
enable to access information anytime anywhere, and may
sense their context of use. Although contexts for mobile use
are continuously changing depending on the user’s
situation, current mobile services can be enhanced with
context aware features. Mobile marketing has a potential
for targeting a very specific audience. To achieve
successful marketing using mobile phone, it should deliver
appropriate product information to the right people, at the
right place, and in the right time. To do so, context
awareness in mobile computing is the essential issue to
consider and this requires identifying and researching user
behavior. Furthermore, issues of customization by the enduser, improving accuracy and privacy will have to be taken
account into the research.
Author Keywords

Context awareness, Pervasive computing, Mobile
marketing, Personalization, Persuasive computing
ACM Classification Keywords

H5.2. [Information interfaces and presentation]
INTRODUCTION

Unique features of mobile devices such as mobility,
personalization and location awareness have brought out
new types of application including mobile marketing.
Mobile marketing and advertising application deliver
various information to consumers based on their needs.
Developers constantly struggle to find users’ needs and
what kinds of surrounding factor influence interaction
between user and application. Anind K. [1] defines context
as ‘any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object
that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user
and an application, including the user and applications
themselves’. So far, many solutions have been proposed on
the technical part of the problem and very little attention
has been paid to the non-technical part of the problem. For
successful mobile marketing, better understanding of user
behavior and contexts of mobile use are considered as

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The aim of this research is to explore and investigate the
use of mobile devices as marketing tools, and to develop
applications supported by the research. The main concerns
of mobile marketing are;
1.
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How people will resolve the conflict between the
freedom of 'any time communication' and 'any
time intrusion'

2.

To what extent people will be prepared to divulge
personal information about themselves

3.

Most significantly, what variables influence
people's behavior

4.

If users should take control over context by
personalization, this may conflict against the
principle of 'simple, easy quick' mobile services.

by time and activity, and I collect detailed information
using a variety of data collection procedures over a
sustained period of time [11]. Some of case study will take
place in campus to examine students’ reactions, responses
toward trigger I send in various place. Trigger messages
could be information about bookshops, discount for student
products, or even some freebies.
The use of focus groups is to determine why people feel the
way they do in depth rather than examining what people do.
Focus group in this study is for requirements elicitation,
participatory design and developing evaluation of the
application. I expect focus group to bring to the fore issues
in relation to their shopping behavior, psychological
decision making, their perceptions towards mobile
marketing, and what they would like to see in the
application to be proposed. So far, 2 groups have been
formed (6 women, 7 men), if needed additional groups will
be formed. I am currently on literacy study on focus group
techniques.
Ideally, I would like to develop a working prototype as
soon as initial studies are conducted. This prototype’s initial
requirements come from interviews and observation.
Developing this early prototype will be based on ‘Wizard of
Oz’(WOz) simulation. WOz allows design concepts,
content and partially completed applications to be tested on
users without the need to first create a completely working
system. It will be difficult to have working sensors during
the prototyping stages of design. WOz simulation method,
where some application and sensor functionality is
simulated by a wizard behind the scenes, is an effective and
practical tool for testing real world prototypes [12]. This
working prototype will be simplified one in the beginning,
and it will be detailed and improved as more data is
collected. The functions of the application will be
determined based on the finding from the initial studies.
This prototype will be evaluated using walkthrough by endusers. Creating the marketing messages, for example, what
kinds of information, how and when to deliver them, and
how to target audience should be handled carefully on
business perspective. I personally need more literacy study
on them. Although there is need for quantitative data
including survey and questionnaires, this research, overall,
will be based on qualitative research methodology.

Identifying and measuring contexts will be the biggest
question and challenge of this research. Contexts of mobile
use are continuously changing, and the collected data will
be various and dynamic. There is need for better
understanding of context awareness. What I hope to
accomplish with my research is to contribute to a
framework of how mobile application should be designed
especially for marketing methods. Furthermore, many
studies show that privacy [10] is one of the issues to be
considered and taken account into the research, in terms of
intrusiveness.
APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

In the beginning of the research, I am currently doing a
preliminary, literature review of how context has been
acquired and how context has been used, especially mobile
environment. Main research approach is iterative and
empirical; Design concept will specify prototype, and
deployment of prototype to real world activity will be
assimilated into the design concept.
First, I will attempt to find how the present mobile
marketing is carried out, and what the user’s perception is.
The study will be empirical to determine the differences in
different contexts, for example, different time, place, social
status, etc. The study will rely on user modeling,
interviews, and focus group. Observation for natural user
behavior without interruption based on grounded theory
will be carried out in addition to other methods. Grounded
theory attempts to derive a general, abstract theory of a
process, action, or interaction grounded in the views of
participants in a study [9]. It is a process of constant
comparison of data with emerging categories and
theoretical sampling of different groups to maximize the
similarities and the differences of information. Grounded
theory will be mostly used for gathering and analyzing
qualitative data for different contexts of mobile use. I
expect grounded theory as a method to produce categories
of variables, and these categories will be used for further
thesis development and scenario planning. I believe that
some experiments based on scenario development will help
to examine variables of contexts. Scenario planning is an
effective learning tool and helps me understand
developmental logic as well as distinguishing the driving
forces, key factors, key players and the possibilities of
influencing events. These scenarios will lead to a few case
studies that I intend to carry out. Case studies allow me to
explore in depth a program, and event, an activity, a
process, or one or more individuals. The cases are bounded

RELATED WORK

Most related work can be found in study [7], where mobile
device deliver promotional information to consumers based
on their preferences and location and this study was
conducted with prototype SMMART. This study
approached user’s personalization with pocket PCs or
PDAs, however, this study was more focused on technical
part of the problem in ubiquitous computing rather than
user study. Better understanding of context, especially in
ubiquitous computing environment, is very important part
of my research. Study [1] shows the definition of context
and how context can be used by context aware applications.
Since grounded theory is main research method, study [13]
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examined the theory effectively in to the user experience.
Also it shows case studies which is relevant to my
research’s case studies. The book ‘Beyond Mobile’ [14]
looks into the future at the human aspects of mobile
technology. Author has also given some future predicting
methods from scenario planning methods.

5. Thomas, E., Some problems with the notion of contextaware computing. Commun. ACM, 2002. 45(2): p. 102104.
6. Anand, R. and H.C. Roy, Advertising in a pervasive
computing environment, in Proceedings of the 2nd
international workshop on Mobile commerce. 2002,
ACM: Atlanta, Georgia, USA.
7. Stan, K. and H. Karthik, Using ubiquitous computing in
interactive mobile marketing. Personal Ubiquitous
Comput., 2006. 10(4): p. 227-240.
8. Lauri, A., et al., Bluetooth and WAP push based
location-aware mobile advertising system, in
Proceedings of the 2nd international conference on
Mobile systems, applications, and services. 2004, ACM:
Boston, MA, USA.
9. John, W. C., Research Design; Qualitative, Quantitative,

CONTRIBUTION

My research concentrates on two main issues in mobile
marketing; context awareness and user personalization.
This framework will present how mobile marketing should
employ information and how they should interact with
users. Also by providing customizable application direct to
user’s mobile phone, it will enable user to take control
depending on their contexts. The set of produced data will
help designer to develop and consider end user’s context
better for mobile devices. At the end of my research, I
would like to provide a set of design guidelines for
interactive mobile marketing, and a new framework. I will
examine several techniques to analyze and evaluate user’s
experiences of mobile marketing use and demonstrate how
these methodologies can be used to generate design ideas.
This will help the potential users to identify and customize
the useful information for them. From business perspective,
it will help create more opportunities to meet its potential
consumers.

and Mixed Methods Approaches, 2003. California, Sage
Publications

10. Oliver, J., Q. Gerald, and J. Oliver, A privacy enhancing
mechanism based on pseudonyms for identity protection
in location-based services, in Proceedings of the fifth
Australasian symposium on ACSW frontiers - Volume
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Australia.
11. Stake , R. E., The art of case study research, 1995.
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ABSTRACT

that are in synch with their values. I will also contribute a
reflection on methods for studying domestic technological
infrastructure.

Many domestic Ubicomp applications will rely on a
seamless network of technological infrastructure in the
home. Yet we know little about how people currently
engage with domestic technological infrastructure, what
joys and struggles it creates for them and how it reflects or
enhances their values. I am investigating how people
engage with contemporary domestic infrastructures to better
understand how we can create a usable platform for
envisioned Ubicomp systems in the home. I have chosen
two infrastructures to help me explore how domestic
WHFKQRORJLHVDIIHFWKRPHOLIHDQGWKHH[SUHVVLRQRISHRSOH¶V
values: home networks and resource delivery systems for
gas, electricity and water. My contributions include design
implications for realising the vision of a usable Ubicomp
domestic infrastructure that is in synch with the values of
those that use it and a reflection on methodological
challenges for studying domestic infrastructure.

I seek to answer my central research question by
LQYHVWLJDWLQJ SHRSOH¶V HQJDJHPHQW with domestic
infrastructure in American homes, where Ubicomp has
continued to seep into and proliferate into the domestic
space for a variety of reasons including telecommuting and
leisure. I have chosen to study two types of contemporary
domestic technological infrastructure, each having been
introduced and adopted into the modern home at different
times: home computer networks which have entered
American homes in the last decade and resource delivery
systems for gas, electricity and water, which have long
become part of standard home infrastructure. Home
networking infrastructure is made up of Ubicomp devices
like modems, routers, computers, mobile devices and audio
visual systems which are built up, connected together,
configured and reconfigured fairly frequently for
householder needs. Resource delivery systems on the other
hand remain fairly stable after a home is built and offer set
points of interaction for occupants through plug outlets,
faucets or thermostats.

Author Keywords

Infrastructure, home, sustainability, home networks
ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.

Both these domestic technological infrastructures have
interesting similarities because they force householders to
piece together an understanding of how they work even
when much of the information in them is not visible. For
instance, in home networks, it may not be easy to determine
LI DQ\RQH LV WUHVSDVVLQJ RQ RQH¶V ZLUHOHVV QHWZRUN.
Similarly, in resource delivery systems, at a glance
householders are not able to tell how much electricity they
are using for various activities like doing the laundry,
running a web server at home or so forth.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

Imagine systems of sensors, wires and devices making up a
rich domestic computational platform which householders
use to manage their health care, scheduling, and
entertainment needs²this is one vision of Ubicomp for the
home, a technological infrastructure to be leveraged for a
plethora of applications. How will householders react to
this rich framework of technologies that are potentially
more invasive than what they are accustomed to today (in
terms of the data that is recorded, where the sensors are
placed and so on)? How will this infrastructure affect
KRXVHKROGHUV¶ articulation of core values, given that homes
are usually private havens for self-expression of beliefs and
principles? By understanding more about how householders
deal with various contemporary domestic technological
infrastructures, I expect to contribute design implications
for enabling 8ELFRPS¶VYLVLRQof a smarter home platform,
one that meets householder expectations and needs in ways

These two infrastructures are also dissimilar in other
ways²for instance they sit at different levels of awareness
for the average householder, with people more actively
engaging with various home networking devices but rarely
reflecting on resource delivery systems other than at their
specific points of interaction (e.g. plug outlets) and when
utility bills arrive. Further, information about a home
network is unlikely to be needed except when major
changes occur to the setup such as when a device is added
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or removed or if something breaks. By contrast to home
networks, arguably people need information about their
consumption of utilities more frequently if they are to
correlate behaviors with energy usage and form a picture of
their energy footprint. Understanding how householders¶
lives and values are affected by both recent technologies
like home networks and more taken for granted
technologies like resource delivery systems will offer
insights into designing future domestic technological
infrastructures. Specifically I will better understand how
domestic technological infrastructures affect the expression
of values of those who use them, how they can be improved
to better meet householder needs and how to better study
these types of systems or platforms. Those interested in
broadly in studying infrastructure in the home, networked
Ubicomp technologies or Ubicomp for sustainability in the
home would benefit from my research.

such as home networking set-up, troubleshooting and
maintenance and how householders engage with, monitor
and manage resource delivery systems.
Based on my initial empirical studies, I will probe specific
issues further through additional qualitative studies. More
importantly, I am using theories from my empirical work to
design a technology probe for each type of infrastructure to
further investigate how to improve ease of use of these
Ubicomp systems. I plan to evaluate the technology probes
I develop to determine if they improve the ease of use in
ways that support householder values. By assessing how
well home occupants react to my probes, I will also be able
to determine if my design assumptions distilled from
empirical work hold true.
My methods are appropriate for Ubicomp research in the
home, where home visits, qualitative interviews and
sketches have all been used to study home life and
technology use. Specifically, I chose field studies because
they provide me with insight into the ground truth of
SHRSOH¶V LQWHUDFWLRQV ZLWK LQIUastructure. I will reflect on
and use various methods for studying domestic
technological infrastructure. To complement my qualitative
understanding of these systems, I will collect quantitative
data of how people use their home computers and energy
systems e.g. by looking at utility bills. This mixed methods
approach coupled with technology probes, will provide me
with a holistic understanding of how people deal with each
of these infrastructures in the home.

Specifically, my research questions are:
1.

How do householders use, setup and manage different
contemporary domestic technological infrastructures?

2.

How do these domestic technological infrastructures
inhibit or enhance the expression of householder
values?

3.

What are the best ways to study domestic technological
infrastructure?

4.

How can we design technological infrastructures in
ways that better allow the expression of values of those
who use them and will design implications change if
we want to encourage a particular set of values e.g.
being environmentally friendly?

Alternative approaches might include laboratory based
studies of different interfaces for infrastructure management
but these do not reflect in-the-wild usage scenarios. My
probes will serve as tools for testing my theories of how to
improve the design of home infrastructures as opposed to
being finished systems in of themselves.

Once my thesis is completed, we will know more about
realizing the vision of a seamless technological home
infrastructure and the potential effects of this platform on
home life and the expression of values. We will also know
more about how to study these systems. More specific
contributions include an understanding of how multiple
occupants setup, manage and troubleshoot home networks
and how multiple occupants can work together to reduce a
KRPH¶VRYHUDOOHQHUJ\IRRWSULQW

RELATED WORK

The work of others continues to shape my own but I have
chosen four publications to discuss that have fundamentally
impacted my research agenda.
)LUVW 6WDU¶V ZRUN [7] has influenced my thinking about
importance of studying infrastructure. In her paper on the
ethnography of infrastructure, Star defines core properties
of infrastructure, such as thinking of infrastructure as those
systems which are largely taken for granted until they
break. She also defines how infrastructure is viewed
differently by those who use it or in other words how it is
relational. In a home with multiple occupants, that means
that a particular domestic infrastructure may reflect
different values to those using it.

Expected contributions of this work are:
1.

Understanding how these two contemporary domestic
infrastructures affect the expression of values in the
home

2.

Design implications
technologies

3.

Methodological implications for studying domestic
infrastructure systems

for

domestic

infrastructure

Second, Rodden and Benford¶s [5] work sparked my
interest in how the evolving nature of various aspects of a
home can affect Ubicomp technology designs. They used
%UDQG¶V IUDPHZRUNIRU KRZ EXLOGLQJVFKDQJHRYHUWLPHWR
point out stakeholders for various parts of a home. They
also highlight the lack of Ubicomp research on certain

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

My approach is to first conduct empirical studies
LQYHVWLJDWLQJ SHRSOH¶V HQJDJHPHQW ZLWK LQIUDVWUXFWXUH
Specifically, I have studied how households manage issues
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aspects of home infrastructure, for example examining how
the location of domestic technologies affects both design
and use.

the politics in the home related to who holds the purse
strings for purchasing decisions (e.g., who buys devices?). I
elaborate on one of these value laden themes around
network security below.

Third, Grinter et al. [4] painted a story of how networking
devices in the home turns on multiple occupants who may
all view this infrastructure differently. I chose to build on
this work to see if households with children have different
perceptions of their networks or whether their needs were
dissimilar to dual income households with couples
(assuming they desire to express different values).

Network Security: My results show people were very
sensitive about who had access to their physical site, or the
KRPH¶V JHRJUDSKLFDOO\ ERXQGHG SORW LQ WHUPV RI ZKR ZDV
allowed on the premises. However, they were less certain
about how to treat their virtual or digital wireless
networking site. Participants spoke of the inability to tell
who was on their wireless networks, and expressed
difficulties with preventing access or securing their digital
sites. More importantly, although participants desired
restricted access for others on their wireless networks, they
ZHUH TXLWH ZLOOLQJ WR XVH RWKHU SHRSOH¶V GLJLWDO VLWHV RU
wireless networks when their own was not available. Thus
the values that people place on security for their physical
site (with more immutable and definitive boundaries) were
very different from their views on their virtual or digital
sites (with fuzzier boundaries). Further, current networking
infrastructure does not necessarily support the expression of
these values well.

)LQDOO\%OHYLV¶VZRUNRQVXVWDLQDELOLW\ [1], where he calls
for rethinking the entire technology design process to
incorporate sustainability as a core value, prompted my
interest in the effects of infrastructure on the beliefs and
principles of the home. He describes a sustainable
interaction design framework outlining the implications of a
technology design from its creation to its eventual disposal,
highlighting the ways we can better design products for
reuse, repurposing and to use as inputs to the creation of
new products.
To tie it all together, my work utilizes the ideas from Star
and Rodden and Benford as frameworks for thinking about
how to study and understand domestic Ubicomp
technologies as infrastructures which people manipulate to
achieve aims in ways that also allow them to express their
values. I have built on Grinter HW DO¶V work by
understanding how home networking is viewed by
households with families and children [2] and through
creating design implications for home network management
technologies [6] :LWK UHVSHFW WR %OHYLV¶V ZRUN P\ RZQ
work focuses on resource delivery systems in the home, and
I see his framework as a lens with which to examine this
domestic technological infrastructure.

Building on this work, , KDYH DOVR HOLFLWHG SHRSOH¶V
perceptions of their networking infrastructure through
sketching to inform the design of systems that make the
³LQYLVLEOH YLVLEOH´ or more obvious to the user e.g., those
parts of networking that are non-obvious such as wireless
connections [6].
Resource Delivery Systems: My study around SHRSOH¶V
interactions and engagement with resource delivery systems
has also surfaced issues related to being environmentally
conscious [3], a nascent agenda for Ubicomp and related
communities. My results thus far show that people not only
desire more real-time information about their own resource
consumption in meaningful terms (other than
Kilowatt/Hours), they also desire benchmarking
LQIRUPDWLRQDERXWRWKHUV¶FRQVXPSWLRQWRVHHKRZWKH\DUH
doing in terms of expressing the value of EHLQJµJUHHQ¶7KH
challenge here lies in not introducing more technology that
increases energy consumption to display the very
information needed to reduce a home¶s energy footprint.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

My contribution to the Ubicomp field is a better
understanding of how to design ubiquitous infrastructure in
the home so that we can help people achieve their aims in
ways that support their values. From my work, I also intend
to contribute methodological reflections on studying
domestic technological infrastructures. Both contributions
are in aid of realizing the vision of Ubicomp systems in the
home that not only become part of taken for granted
infrastructure, but which also serve their purpose well. My
preliminary results are presented below in terms of the two
domestic infrastructure case studies I have chosen.

I am testing my empirical results through the creation of
technology prototypes that use my design implications to
GHWHUPLQH LI , FDQ LPSURYH SHRSOH¶V XVH RI GRPHVWLF
infrastructure in ways that support the expression of their
values. For instance, based on the principles from both the
work in [2] and [6], I have developed a prototype probe
called VisualNetwork. VisualNetwork is a Java based tool
ZKLFK SXOOV LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP D KRPH QHWZRUN¶V URXWHU WR
display all the devices connected to the router. One of the
design goals in this tool was to highlight space or where
devices are located in the home (e.g. which room) as well
as the logical network layout.

Home Networking: I have already surfaced issues around
how networking infrastructure affects the expression of
values in a home [2]. These included issues surrounding the
division of labor in managing the network (e.g., who does
what?); parenting styles where the built environment and
QHWZRUNLQJ WHFKQRORJ\ LV XVHG WR VWUXFWXUH FKLOGUHQ¶V
activities (e.g., when and how children access the network),
gendered uses of technology in the home (e.g., what are
gendered roles in home network management?) and even
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CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
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My research plan moving forward is to refine and evaluate
VisualNetwork as well as to create and evaluate a
technology for reflection on resource consumption. Once I
have completed these steps, I will be in a position to more
fully answer my research questions. I welcome feedback on
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ABSTRACT

Public terminals are often exposed to people intending to
steal private information. In some cases this can be serious,
for instance talking about ATMs. A successful theft of a
person’s private data (in this case the PIN) can lead to a loss
of money. Even talking about less important data, people
might not be willing to expose themselves to persons in
their vicinity. Surprisingly, shoulder-surfing [6] that is
trying to look over one’s shoulder to gather information is
still the most common attack on personal information at
public terminals.

Interacting with public terminals exposes their users to
privacy risks due to the lack of appropriate interaction
techniques to keep their in- and output secret. The large
variety of terminal interaction tasks (authentication,
entering personal information, viewing personalized data
etc.) raises the need for different solutions. While some
solutions might be appropriate to input large amounts of
personal information, they might be too complex for small
tokens like PINs or passwords and vice versa. In this work,
I will propose and evaluate solutions for these problems to
find out their strengths and limitations for different
categories of interaction tasks.

Another important aspect that has to be considered is the
ad-hoc nature of interaction in the public, which means that
users have to interact with terminals with which they most
probably do not share any knowledge.

Author Keywords

Privacy, public terminals, interaction techniques, personal
data, mobile devices.

With the rise of public terminals for different kinds of tasks,
new interaction techniques are required to overcome these
new privacy and security threats. In this work, I focus on
the development of new interaction techniques for private
interaction with public terminals to solve the above
mentioned problems. This includes new direct interaction as
well as new visualization methods. The most important
aspect in this work is not only to find techniques to solve
the privacy problems but to find methods that have the
potential to replace existing approaches. That is, the
evaluation has to consider usability in a non-marginal way.

ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.2 [Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI)]:
User Interfaces - Input devices and strategies, evaluation.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

These days, the use of public terminals as interfaces to
various kinds of services is increasing mainly to achieve
improvements in productivity. Examples of public
terminals include ATMs (cash machines), ticket vending
machines, information-screens in the subway, tourist
information terminals and the like.

It can be assumed that not one single solution can be found
but a diversity of solutions which are suitable for different
situations and tasks. For example, the amount of data to
input (and output) may vary from small junks (like a PIN)
to bigger amounts (like addresses, payment information
etc.). Additionally, for different tasks, different terminal
configurations (screen sizes, input capabilities etc.) have to
be considered. In this work, selected solutions will be
investigated with the aim to cover a set of these tasks as
large as possible.

The fact that terminals are publicly available is an obvious
source for security and safety concerns. Since the terminals
are accessible to everyone at (almost) any time, they are
vulnerable to manipulations. Moreover, interacting with
them may take place in crowded situations and thus, public
terminals expose their users to privacy risks since an
important characteristic of public terminals is that they
mostly utilize publicly visible screens.

The expected outcome of this work is a classification of
privacy threats of the interaction with public terminals and
a set of recommendations of suitable privacy respectful
interactions for specific tasks. This classification will be
based on the empirical evaluations of different prototypes
of privacy-respectful interactions with public terminals
developed throughout this work.

There is a social codex that lets users have their private
space. Nevertheless, the more public terminals and public
services arise, the more this codex looses its effectiveness.
Another problem is that a non-marginal amount of these
services takes place on rather large public displays that can
be easily observed by people in the surrounding.
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APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

serve as a basis for the design of privacy respectful
interaction with public terminals in future work.

The approach chosen for this work consists of different
parts outlined in this section.

RELATED WORK

The first step is to conduct a thorough analysis of privacy
threats of different tasks of interaction with public
terminals. This will be done with a focus on technical and
environmental characteristics as well as data requirements
that foster those risks. Examples for characteristics of
public terminals are screen size (from wall-sized displays to
small, easy-to-hide screens), distance (users can be close or
far away from the terminal/display) and current input
mechanism (from touch-screen to number pads). The most
important data requirement is the amount of data that has to
be exchanged with the terminal starting from small junks
like a password or a PIN to bigger amounts of data like a
person’s complete address. For these two different types of
input data, different solutions might be suitable.

The problem of privacy threats in public interaction is not
new and has already been addressed by various researchers.
The focus of most work performed in this area has been on
interaction with large displays.
For instance, Tan et al. [8] built an input system for touch
screens called the spy-resistant keyboard that enables
private input even within the vicinity of other people. It
uses highly increased complexity of the input by requiring
several steps to input one single letter, which makes it
impossible to follow with the eyes. More elaborated attacks
like video surveillance cannot be solved with this method.
Additionally, the input time of password entry is
considerably prolonged by using this method. Nevertheless,
this work shows that it is possible to create usable input
methods that keep the users’ privacy even on large screens
without relying on additional tools. On the other hand, it
gives first hints that more appropriate solutions could be
found when using additional hardware.

The analysis is conducted both theoretically by studying
related research as well as practically by conducting
analysis of existing public terminals and their tasks. The
expected result is a classification of privacy threats of
public terminal interaction and at the same time a
classification of public terminals (resp. their tasks) into
different risk-groups. It is most likely that the theoretical
analysis and literature study will reveal only a part of the
existing privacy threats. Thus, this work intends to
incorporate new threats into the classification as soon as
they occur (e.g. during user studies).

Therefore, most of the work performed in this area exploits
additional hardware to solve the privacy problems.
One prototype that falls into this are is “shake well before
use” by Mayrhofer et al. [5] that uses shaking patterns
generated by users to recognize them and therewith
authenticate them with a public terminal. More
sophisticated interaction than a simple authentication is not
possible with the system. However, since the main
interaction with public terminals nowadays still is
authentication, this work has a non-disputable value for the
field of private interaction in the public.

Based on this classification, in the second part of this work,
different solutions for specific problems are proposed.
Those concepts are implemented and evaluated with respect
to different aspects. Firstly, it will be investigated whether
they are suitable to increase privacy and security, that is,
whether they are really fitting to solve specific privacy
problems. Secondly, an important aspect is whether they are
appropriate for the end-users. This means to execute
usability studies mainly to compare the proposed systems
with the common interactions of public terminals and to get
first ideas about whether the solutions are suitable for the
end-users. Usability tests are even more important due to
the fact that public terminals are used by a wide variety of
people.

One of the most elaborated and most complex privacy
respectful interaction technique has been introduced in
2006 by Sharp et al. [7]. They developed a system that
enables private input and output using PDAs. The idea is
that users can censor the whole display of the terminal at
any time (e.g. blurring filter) and use the PDA that shows
only a small part of the screen to scroll through it and read
privacy relevant data or fill it in. The main drawback of the
interaction with it is that a lot of interaction time is used on
navigating through the screen to find the right spot on it
because even privacy unrelated information has to be
entered and read using the PDA as long as the private mode
is active.

When evaluating them, it is important to perform a
comparison of those systems with respect to the different
categories of existing tasks. That is, an evaluation should
show, for which tasks the respective technique is
appropriate (and why) and explain its limitations for other
tasks. At this point the comparison should show, which
other techniques are able to close those gaps and thus more
appropriate for those tasks.

The most recent work discussed here is an approach by
Kumar et al. [4], who evaluated the two most common
interaction types of eye-gaze interaction on their
appropriateness for password entry on public displays to
avoid attacks like shoulder-surfing on ATMs. Besides the
other research discussed here, this work is not about
inventing a new interaction mechanism but exploiting an
existing approach in a field (private input) where it had not
been used before.

The last step in this work is to provide something like an
experience repository of: a) suitable solutions for private
interaction with public terminals and b) design criteria for
privacy respectful public terminals respectively privacyaware public interaction. This repository is intended to
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standard authentication with a PassShape performed with
the eyes since it is resilient against most of the common
privacy threats in public like shoulder-surfing. For example,
a user could “look” a square to authenticate with a terminal.
EyePassShapes has already been implemented and is
currently being evaluated in different formal user studies on
its memorability, security and usability.

The related work discussed in this section shows the big
variety of possible solutions for the privacy problems of
public terminals. The main areas as discussed here are
software solutions [8], solutions based on additional
hardware owned by the users [5,7] and solutions utilizing
existing input/output methods for the purpose of private
It also highlights the previously
input/output [4].
mentioned fact that there are different tasks to solve for
which some solutions might be appropriate while others are
not and vice versa. For instance, eye-tracking might be
appropriate to input short tokens like passwords or PINs but
not for longer texts. Furthermore, it cannot provide privacyaware output. In contrast, a system as discussed by Sharp et
al. [7] is good to read huge amounts of private information
(maybe even to input them) but not to input or output small
information tokens.

Figure 1: PassShapes examples

The work performed in the sector of eye-tracking showed
that it is a suitable and more secure/private input technique
for small junks of information like PINs. However, the
evaluation also showed the limitations of this technique
because it is often necessary to input much larger amounts
of personal data than just an authentication token. For
instance, a terminal might require payment information or
the address of the users. In these cases, methods like eyetracking are less suitable since it is a time consuming and
harder-to-perform technique. Another weakness is that
longer eye-gaze interactions are tiring for the users’ eyes.
Even more, EyePassShapes only enables the secure input of
shapes for authentication and thus is not qualified for input
of more complex information.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

After the first basic analysis of privacy threats in public
interaction was finished, first concepts have been developed
and prototypes have been implemented and evaluated. This
section will outline what has been done and how it is
related to the topic of this work.
One of the most obvious privacy and security threats of
interaction with public terminals is spying on the PINs of
ATM users to gain access to their bank account. Since PINs
are rather short junks of information to input into a
terminal, which makes them even easier to spy-on, the idea
came up to build a prototype that utilizes eye-gaze
interaction for security enhanced PIN-entry. Three different
interaction methods have been implemented and evaluated
on their security and usability: dwell-time interaction (look
at the number for a short period), look and shoot (look at
the number and press a button) and a newly developed
interaction called gaze-gestures (perform a gesture with the
eye for each number). In contrast to Kumar et al. [4], the
focus has been put on the new eye-gaze interaction
technique gaze-gestures that seems more appropriate for the
use of eye-tracking in public settings. The evaluation
showed that eye-tracking is a suitable technique for
inputting PIN numbers and is able to increase the security
of this procedure. More information on the evaluation can
be found in [1].

Thus, a concept has been thought of that utilizes the users’
mobile devices (mainly mobile phones or PDAs) to input
private information on public screens. The PocketPIN
system (based on the same basic idea as the prototype
proposed in [7]) has been developed to evaluate this
interaction.

Based on these results, the approach has been extended with
a focus on gaze-gestures in combination with the
PassShapes system [2, 9]. PassShapes is an authentication
mechanism developed within the first period of my work,
which replaces standard passwords and PINs with strokebased drawings like the ones for authenticating users to a
system as shown in Figure 1. The main advantage is its
increased memorability compared to PINs. Since these
shapes consist of simple strokes, they are suitable to be
executed with the human eye, which can only perform
saccades from one point to another (thus strokes).
Therefore, it has been combined with gaze-gestures to build
the EyepassShapes system [3]. The idea is to replace

Figure 2: A user interacting with the PocketPIN prototpe

The main difference to [7] is that it enables a mixed-mode
interaction that uses the mobile device to input private data
and the terminal to input non-private personal data and thus
use the more elaborated input capabilities of the terminal.
The users can mark the personal data which they consider
private, which enables them to input it on their mobile
device instead of the terminal (where it is displayed
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blurred). That is, the users’ privacy preferences (which
personal data is private or not) can be addressed in an adhoc manner. The user study (see Figure 2 for a user
interacting with the prototype) showed its appropriateness
for the specific task and encouraging results on the usage of
mobile devices in combination with public terminals.

In the end, based on the results of the evaluations of the
different techniques, the concepts have to be compared to
create the desired classification of public interaction tasks,
their privacy risks and possible solutions.
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ABSTRACT

information and services more intuitive and convenient due
to the increased directness and simplicity of interacting with
physical objects that are associated with this information.
These objects facilitate the access to information by
advertising them and supporting their discovery. They can
serve as real world interfaces that complement mobile
interfaces and adopt some of their features. That way, users
are less confined to the constrained input/output facilities of
mobile devices. Instead, they can interact with digital
information by simply touching or pointing at associated
objects, respectively by taking a picture of a visual marker
or by touching an NFC-tag with their mobile devices.

The advancement of Ubicomp technologies provides
increasing opportunities for mobile interaction with
information that is available from the real world and its
objects. In my research I follow a top-down approach to
explore the mobile interaction with this information. I will
define a design space to identify common interaction
patterns according to the way information is acquired, used
or communicated by physical objects and mobile devices.
The goal of my research is to evaluate how these patterns
can be combined with the typing of information in order to
make the mobile interaction with it more flexible, usable
and efficient.

Mobile interaction with physical objects is adopted by a
growing number of applications for service discovery and
invocation, ticketing, mobile payment, advertisement,
information services, sharing data or games. The further
advancement of systems enabling or using PMI provides
new opportunities for mobile interaction with an increasing
amount of information that is available from a growing
number of tagged real world object. However, these
developments also provide new challenges regarding the
complexity, design and usability of the interaction process
between mobile devices and physical objects.
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Physical Mobile Interaction, physical interfaces, Physical
Mobile Applications, physical interfaces, interaction
patterns, Single/Multi-Tag Interaction, Collect&Drop
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

During the last years, the advancement of Ubicomp [1]
technologies and applications has increased the possibilities
for mobile interaction with “people, places and things” [2]
from the everyday world. NFC, RFID, visual markers or
GPS make it possible to tag arbitrary objects, make them
machine-recognizable and associate them with additional
information. That way, physical objects act as bridges into
the digital domain as they facilitate the discovery of digital
information or services and make the interaction with them
possible. Complementary, mobile devices provide the
technical means for discovering, capturing and using this
information.

Despite the benefits of PMI for mobile interaction, many of
its challenges have not been addressed yet. Most physical
mobile applications (PMA), applications using PMI, take
only little advantage of its potential. PMI is usually
restricted to the interaction with single tags to facilitate the
first step in an interaction process. Further interaction with
services or applications is confined to mobile devices and
suffers from their usability constraints. Apart from
advertising information or services and supporting their
discovery, the further usage of physical objects is usually
neglected. In most cases, the information from a tag is
coupled with a specific service or application and cannot be
combined with other tags or reused with different
applications.

Physical Mobile Interaction (PMI) [3] takes advantage of
these developments and uses mobile devices for the
interaction with tagged physical objects. That way, PMI has
the potential to make mobile interaction with digital

So far, the research on mobile interaction with physical
objects has focused on enabling technologies (e.g. NFC,
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visual markers, GPS …) and interaction techniques like
Touching, Pointing, Scanning [4], Hovering [5] or
Browsing [6] to make their usage more convenient. In my
research, I will deviate from the current technology-driven
bottom-up approach to the design of PMA. Instead, I will
follow a goal-driven top-down approach to the design of
PMAs, starting from the real requirements appearing in
users' tasks. My approach to PMA design focuses on the
information to be manipulated first and starts from a
comprehensive information model of the application
domain. Depending on the users' workflow to be supported
by the system, appropriate interaction patterns have to be
identified. The resulting interaction may involve using
multiple objects in one workflow and will require
integration of the information attached to these objects. In
order to achieve a well-structured and comprehensive
system design for mobile interaction with information from
tagged objects, typing of this information promises to play
an important role. Since the development process is based
on an analysis of the user's situation, it is very likely that a
high degree of usability can be achieved compared to
current approaches. In order to justify this claim,
prototypical systems will be developed and evaluated
thoroughly.

These patterns are partially based on the categorization of
context-aware application features defined by Dey et al. [7]:
x

Presentation of Information: The simplest pattern of
mobile interaction with information is to use a mobile
device to read information from tags on physical
objects and show them to the user.

x

Physical Hyperlinks: Information acquired from tags
can trigger associated actions on mobile devices, thus
acting as “physical hyperlinks” [8]. They provide
shortcuts that reduce complex chains of interaction
steps, e.g. to open a webpage in a browser to a simple
physical interaction, e.g. touching an NFC-Tag.

x

Tagging: Opposite to the acquisition of information
from physical objects, mobile devices can be used to
write information to the real world and tag its objects
with arbitrary information.

x

Broadcasting: Broadcasting employs objects that
actively push information to mobile devices, using e.g.
Bluetooth or active RFID-tags. Typical use cases for
broadcasting include info-points or mobile adverts.

x

Tag Emulation: Apart from reading information from
tags, mobile devices can act as tags, thus emulating
them. Users simply swipe their devices over a reader to
interact with vending machines, doors or barriers in
stations. This pattern covers common use cases for
PMAs including identification, ticketing or mobile
payment.

x

2-way Interaction: PMAs using this pattern carry out
more demanding tasks and often comprise several
interaction steps with smarter objects that actively
communicate with mobile devices thus implementing a
mutual 2-way interaction between them.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

My approach to mobile interaction with information from
the real world that was outlined above is both theoretical
and experimental. Next to the study of related work, the
first step in this approach is to develop a design space for
the specific properties of PMI that will be derived from the
requirements of typical use cases for PMAs. The purpose of
this design space is to classify the properties of PMI in a
comprehensive way and to assess their influence on the
interaction design of PMAs.
Many of these properties become relevant due to the
advancement of PMI from Single-Tag Interaction (STI) to
Multi-Tag Interaction (MTI), which can be defined as PMI
with multiple tags that are used for the same interaction
process. MIT indicates and uses the increasing
opportunities for mobile interaction with multiple objects,
tags and information. Properties of PMI that influence the
interaction design of PMAs are for example the number of
employed physical objects and tags, patterns of interaction
with tags (ordered, unordered, partially ordered,
alternatives), context-dependency of tags or their semantic
meaning.

These patterns will provide the foundation for the next steps
of my research approach that will investigate the interaction
design of PMAs that interact with real world information
according to these patterns. In order to increase their
usability, I will address the usage of everyday objects as
physical interfaces, new techniques for interaction with real
world information and new ways to make effective use of
them in PMAs. The main approach to these issues is the
development of mechanisms for typing real world
information in order to identify them more accurately,
providing the foundation for their reuse and better
interoperability between different physical mobile
applications.

The design space will also integrate existing categorizations
for PMI, e.g. according to enabling technologies or
interaction techniques. In order to provide a comprehensive
taxonomy for PMI, these will be complemented with
general patterns of mobile interaction with information in
PMAs. So far, the following patterns have been identified
according to the way information is acquired, used or
communicated by physical objects and mobile devices.

In previous work on a framework for PMI with Web
Services [9], the typing of information turned out to be a
very effective means to implement Multi-Tag Interaction in
a flexible and efficient way. For the developed use-cases –
interaction with Web Services for mobile ticketing through
tagged posters - the typing-mechanism added semantic
meaning to information items on the posters and identified
them as movies, cinemas or train stations. That way, it was
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possible to map acquired information-items to Web
Services and use them for their invocation (see Figure 1). In
an advanced version, the typing of information-items also
enabled their reuse with different applications. That way,
information acquired from one object could be (re)used
with Web Services associated with other objects.

motivation and his activity. This work shows how the
research on PMI has so far focused on its technical aspects
and the interaction with physical objects while neglecting
the interaction with associated information and the way it
can be used by PMAs. My work will build upon the
presented technologies and techniques, but focus on the
interaction with information.
The SmartTouch project developed applications that use
mobile interaction with multiple NFC-tags for a meals-onwheels service [11]. Elderly people could use their NFCenabled mobile phones to choose from alternative meals for
home-delivery by touching corresponding NFC-tags on a
menu card. In addition, the delivery personnel documented
their routes by touching single NFC-tags at different
stations. This application shows the feasibility and
usefulness of Multi-Tag Interaction. PMAs can benefit from
the interaction with multiple objects and tags as an
alternative to the constrained input-facilities of mobile
devices, motivating the interaction with multiple objects
and information.

Figure 1. Multi-Tag Interaction with posters for
mobile ticketing (movie and transportation)

Geven et al. [12] assessed and investigated user experiences
with NFC on four different levels of usage: reading from
passive objects, verification for services, payment and p2p
sharing. This work is a good example for different
evaluations of the usability of interaction technologies such
as NFC. In addition, the categorization of using NFC-tags
influenced the definition of more general interaction
patterns in my won research.

Based on these initial results, I will focus on the further
development of mechanisms for typing real world
information in order to make the interaction with them
more flexible, usable and efficient. In order to evaluate the
effects of information-typing on the usability of PMAs in a
systematic way, these mechanisms will be implemented and
tested with different prototypes that apply the previously
defined interaction patterns

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

RELATED WORK

Some preliminary results motivate the outlined approach to
mobile interaction with real world information: After the
initial definition of common interaction patterns for PMAs,
their preliminary evaluation showed that they are well
understood and accepted. However, this can be highly
dependent on the value for customers, security issues or the
overall complexity of the interaction process [13]. The
further evaluation of the patterns will investigate these
issues in more detail and also focus on their interaction
design. In the future, these patterns will be integrated into a
comprehensive design space for PMI in order to support the
identification of additional patterns.

The presented research on mobile interaction with
information from the real world and its objects is influenced
by different previous work:
In [10] Riekki et al. present a framework for requesting
pervasive services by touching NFC tags with different
functions using mobile devices as mediators. A user study
revealed that subjects are able to learn and understand the
usage of general tags (identifying objects) and special tags
(e.g. print, contact maintenance or info). Properties of tag
design that were considered important for their usability
were simplicity, coloring, familiarity, consistency and
placement. This work shows that PMI can be used in more
complex systems beyond Single-Tag Interaction and that
the design of tags has a major influence on the usability of
the system. For my own research, I would like to follow a
similar approach that complements the technical aspects of
PMI with aspects regarding the design and usability of
tagged objects

As mentioned earlier, my research on mobile interaction
with real world information is greatly influenced by
previous work on a framework for PMI with Web Services
and its results [9]. It showed that the typing of information
greatly increases the flexibility of interaction with real
world objects and information. For the further advancement
of this system, we developed Collect&Drop, a generic
technique for Multi-Tag Interaction. Figure 2 shows it basic
interaction design that is divided into two phases: During
the Collect-phase, users interact with tags (indicated by a
black frame) on physical objects by using different
technologies and techniques for PMI (NFC, visual markers,
typing of numeric identifiers). Each tag contains one or
more Action Items and/or Data Items (read and blue

In [4], Rukzio et al. compare the mobile interaction
techniques Touching (using NFC) Pointing (using a laserpointer) and Scanning (using Bluetooth) that were used for
the selection and usage of smart-home appliances in
different contexts of location and activity (e.g. sitting, lying
or standing). In general, the choice for an interaction
technique was dependent on the location of the user, his
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squares), respectively service-URLs and parameters.
Collect&Drop stores them in “Collections” which allow a
better organization and management of information items
and supports the execution of services. During the Dropphase, Collect&Drop again uses different technologies to
submit, respectively “drop” Data Items to different services
specified by Action Items.

CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

The research approach that was presented in the last
sections is beyond the conceptual phase and has already
provided some initial results that can be used for further
work. In order to follow the outline of my approach more
strictly, I will next develop the design space for PMI in
order to get an overview of its properties and to identify
additional patterns for mobile interaction with real world
information. Next to the identification of interaction
patterns I will investigate and design suitable mechanisms
for typing real world information. In order to test their
effects on mobile interaction design, I will implement and
evaluate different prototypes that apply the typing
mechanisms to the different interaction patterns. In the
colloquium I would like to discuss the appropriateness of
my approach as well as the aspects of mobile interaction
design that I have to consider in my research.
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ABSTRACT

Complex context-aware applications are challenging to
program due to the high-dimensionality of available context, and the large volume of it required for rich adaptations. We believe that situations are key to easing
the burden on developers. Context contains the information that we need for rich adaptation, but we need
a situation model with appropriate semantics in order
to capture it. This proposal describes how we plan to
deﬁne a complete semantics for situations, and implement a framework for specifying and programming with
them. We will harness this framework to develop a novel
tool for eﬀective programming of these systems.
Author Keywords

Context, situation, semantics, workﬂow, programming
ACM Classiﬁcation Keywords

D.3.1 Formal Deﬁnitions and Theory, D.1.7 Visual Programming, D.2.3 Coding Tools and Techniques
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

Pervasive computing is a vision whereby computers recede into the background of our daily lives and provide
reliable, useful services based largely on implicit interaction. Implicit interaction is achieved through sensing
the context (any aspect of the environment of a system
understood symbolically [11]) of a user, such as their
location.
A major problem in pervasive computing is that systems are often made to be context-aware without any
formal semantics that describe this property. Without an underlying semantics for context-awareness, we
cannot have a good understanding of system operation, and risk unpredictable behaviour as the scale of
these systems grows. For example, the context associated with one adaptation may incorrectly encompass
the context associated with a second, conﬂicting adaptation. This is an issue in a system with one user, and
becomes even more problematic as multiple users enter the mix. Clearly, developing systems in an ad-hoc
manner restricts their veriﬁcation—they may be conceptually good systems, but in practice are unusable.
Most of all, without a formal semantics, we lack design
and programming methodologies, making these systems
diﬃcult and costly to build.
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Most context-aware systems are programmed using ﬁnegrained pieces of context [7]. This approach entails a
programmer making many explicit queries on context
to derive a cue for the system to adapt its behaviour
to. The result is a complex structure, buried in the application logic, that is not reusable. Situations serve
as more abstract, reusable structures that make programming large scale systems more feasible. Moreover,
the environment of pervasive systems is naturally modelled using situations. This is the way we, as humans,
view such an environment and so it is a more natural
model for a developer to program with. Certain classes
of context-aware applications are heavily based on situations, such as the contextual adaptation and augmentation categories that Pascoe describes [16]. Contextaware application developers need a speciﬁcation language for situations. They need a framework within
which situations can be treated as ﬁrst-class objects.
We deﬁne a situation in the same vein as Coutaz and
Rey [4]: A situation is a sequence of one or more snapshots of relevant context over a period of time. Situations are always related to something, for example
a user performing a task. Situation-awareness is the
ability to represent, reason about, and program with,
situations. In order to achieve situation-awareness, we
need a semantics for specifying and programming with
situations.
The semantics of situation-awareness is addressed elsewhere in the literature, as can be seen in the Related
Work section. Existing approaches [7, 12, 18, 19] describe the same concept but have diﬀering views on the
structure of situations, and the semantics that they include. There is a need for a generic, uniﬁed approach to
the semantics of situation-awareness. We are exploiting
these approaches to describe a clear set of requirements
for such a semantics, and develop a framework for building situation-aware applications.
We hypothesise that a framework is necessary, but not
suﬃcient, to make programming situation-aware applications feasible. We need a programming interface that
accounts for the scale and complexity of them also. Traditional programming interfaces by themselves fail in
illustrating the global view of the system. In a largescale system, we will have many situations, encapsu-

lating many dimensions of context. Furthermore, these
will be associated with behaviours and adaptations in
complex ways, making it diﬃcult for a developer to visualise how they all correlate. As the system grows,
developers may become overwhelmed with the diﬃculties in retaining consistency. Systems will become extremely diﬃcult to program and manage. We propose a
novel programming tool, built to support our programming model, that uses relevant visualisation techniques
to augment current programming methods.

are identifying problems in developing context-aware
applications that may be dealt with at the level of situation semantics, and restrictions in existing frameworks
for developing context-aware applications due to lack of
support for important properties. We believe that the
theoretical work will give us a more complete picture of
the potential for expressiveness in situation-awareness.
Our work will be validated by the literature and can be
evaluated by demonstrating applications that are made
possible with our requirements that otherwise were not.

As early as 1997, Brown et al. [2] recognised that “if
the market opportunity for context-aware applications
is to be taken, it must be made easier to create applications”. The beneﬁt of context-awareness is well-known,
and we believe that removing the diﬃculty of programming these systems will lead to a widespread take up of
context-awareness in consumer products. Our work will
introduce a platform on which we can solve a new set of
interesting problems, due to more eﬃcient prototyping
capabilities, and more expressiveness, leading to more
creative opportunities.

Based on our well-founded requirements, we will build a
framework in which situations can be speciﬁed and programmed with. The ﬁrst step is to deﬁne a formal semantics for a language expressing the base requirements
of situations. These are the semantics that the literature agrees on, such as simple constraints on context,
and the use of logical operators to create expressions.
We will supplement our semantics with richer requirements that are necessary to achieve our deﬁnition of
situation-awareness, hence making it more expressive.
This semantics will be the foundation on which we will
build a speciﬁcation language for situations.

My Ph.D. thesis addresses the following research questions:
1. What are the properties of situations that we need
to capture to make context-aware applications as expressive as possible?
2. How can the semantics for these properties be tied
into a programming framework?
3. How can we make programming these systems manageable and intuitive?
APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The goal of our research is to describe situation-aware
semantics based on a well-founded set of requirements;
to implement and evaluate a framework for situation
speciﬁcation and programming; and to develop a programming tool for context-aware applications. This section details how we are undertaking this research.
Situations are dependent on an appropriate model of
context. Modelling context is a topic that is well-covered
in the literature. The ﬁrst step in our research is an
analysis of approaches to modelling context in order to
pick out the most appropriate structure for this information. It is then possible to use this model as a set of
assumptions that our situation work will build on.
The second step is to deﬁne a complete set of properties of situations, resulting in a set of requirements for
situation-aware semantics. In order to do so, we are
performing a review of situation research in the literature. This includes approaches to modelling situations,
the use of situations in implemented and conceptual
context-aware applications, and theoretical work on situations in philosophy, linguistics and AI, such as the
work by McCarthy [15], and Barwise and Perry [1]. We
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Our language will sit on top of Construct [6], a framework developed at University College Dublin for context aggregation and distribution. We will extend Java
to treat situations as ﬁrst-class objects so that we can
reference them, analyse their attributes, and associate
them with behaviour. We hypothesise that with the
expressiveness of our situation semantics, the existing
if-else programming model will be suﬃcient to program
complex context-aware applications. We will evaluate
our work by comparing it to programming language semantics for context-awareness in existing frameworks
and toolkits. This includes the expressiveness in specifying context cues, and the support for associating cues
with behaviour.
We hypothesise that traditional programming techniques
are insuﬃcient for situation-awareness, so we are developing an alternative. In order to do so, we are reviewing
visualisation techniques for dealing with large amounts
of data, of many diﬀerent dimensions. An appropriate
model will be used to implement an eﬃcient contextaware application programming tool. We will evaluate our work using existing datasets such as Intille et
al.’s Placelab datasets [10]. We will then evaluate how
application development support in other frameworks
and toolkits compare in terms of developing sound and
complete applications. Particularly, we will evaluate
the ability to retain consistency in modelling situations
and situation-behaviour relations, and completeness of
situations associated with behaviours.

RELATED WORK

This section details the seminal work in the area of specifying and programming with situations for contextaware computing.

Henricksen and Indulska [7, 8] express situation abstractions as predicates on the state of context using a form
of predicate calculus. Situations are represented as logical expressions over context. Situations are constructed
by combining any number of basic expressions using
the logical connectives, and (∧), or (∨), and not (¬).
Universal and existential quantiﬁers are also included
in the semantics. The basic expressions may be of the
form of equalities, inequalities or assertions. The Context Modelling Language (CML) supports some minimal temporal semantics. It is possible to specify constraints on context at instant points and time intervals.
To deal with uncertainty, Henricksen, in her thesis, uses
a three-valued logic for evaluating situations: true, false
and possibly true. The possibly true logical value indicates that it is not possible to determine absolute truth
or falsity from the available information.

semantics and treatment of uncertainty. Henricksen
recognises that there is room for improving situation
expressiveness by providing built-in support for temporal logic expressions. Furthermore, she recognises that,
while it is a diﬃcult problem, it is possible to extend the
uncertainty semantics to tell more about possibly true
situations. Loke’s approach describes a base semantics
but avoids the issues of uncertainty and temporality.
In Yau’s approach [19] it is possible to express time
intervals in situation speciﬁcations. Again, however,
these are very minimal temporal semantics. Thomson
et al. [18] did not address the issues of uncertainty or
temporality. We will harness the above work to describe
the semantics for a framework for situation-awareness
in which rich, expressive situations can be speciﬁed and
programmed with.

Loke [12] characterises situations as constraints on sensor readings expressed in rules, and he introduces LogicCAP, which is a language that treats situations as
ﬁrst-class entities for programming context-aware applications. Sensors in the system are represented as
sensor predicates that have an ID, inputs and outputs.
The output is represented as a variable and the inputs
as parameters. Sensor predicates are then used to deﬁne complicated situations—situations are constraints
over the values that sensors return when they receive
requests for information.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Yau et al. [19] developed a situation interface deﬁnition language based on a formalization of context that
includes contexts, actions, and expressions over them.
Their deﬁnition of a situation is based on two things:
historical behaviour, and the variation of a set of relevant contexts over time. A situation is speciﬁed as
an expression over a time range related to the current
time. This speciﬁcation illustrates how contexts and
actions may vary for the situation to occur. Again, situations can be composed using logical operators. Situation speciﬁcation’s are compiled into objects that are
used to recognise situations and associate them with
actions.
Thomson et al. [18] introduce situation snapshots in order to automatically determine a user’s situation with
minimal input from them, at a given instant in time.
They describe situations as an activity that a single
person or multiple people are performing. A situation
is viewed as a set of roles, where each role provides a
diﬀerent view of the situation. For example, a presentation situation would include roles for the speaker, chair
and audience. Roles and situations are speciﬁed using
expressions, concatenated together with logical operators.
Henricksen [7] and Loke [13] both introduced theoretical foundations for programming with situations. Henricksen developed the situation abstraction which, when
combined with the CML provides minimal temporal
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One of the underlying questions that our work relies
on is, “how should we model context?”. From an extensive study of the literature, we arrived at the conclusion that ontologies, and the entity-relation model,
are the accepted ways to model them. This model is
appropriate for describing the world’s objects and the
relationships between them. Situations are modelled as
constraints on context. As can be seen in the previous
section, Henricksen [7], Loke [13], Yau et al. [19], and
Thomson et al. [18] have done some theoretical work on
describing situations already. They are in agreement
that a form of predicate logic is required for this task.
We described a preliminary formal model of the evolution of context-aware adaptive systems—a model of
the eﬀect that context changes have on situation evolution, and the resulting impact on system behaviour [20].
Our motivation was to describe what requirements this
dynamism imposes on situation speciﬁcation. In the absence of existing systems to analyse, we could not reason
about this aspect of the system, and we felt contrived
scenarios were insuﬃcient for this task. We chose to
describe our model using graph theory, ﬁrstly because
the entity-relation model ﬁts into this framework, and
secondly because the temporal, state-based nature of
evolution can also be modelled using graphs.
Our existing model does not place any restrictions on
situation transitions, and we realised that this is a drawback that had to be dealt with in the speciﬁcation of
situations. Furthermore, our work highlighted the fact
that we were restricting the type of applications that
our model supports. People frequently act in terms of
a workﬂow as they go about their daily lives. Activities
can often be modelled as workﬂows that encapsulate a
sequence of more concrete tasks [17]. Oftentimes, adaptive behaviour, which is closely related to the structure
of situations, can be modelled similarly. For example,
a context-aware workplace might welcome employees as
they arrive for work, but would become tiresome to do
so every time they enter the building. These examples
clearly show that we can develop more expressive ap-

plications, and accurate adaptations, by incorporating
rich temporal semantics into our model—by only taking into account the current situation, we fail to capture
the dynamism of context and human behaviour.
Situations are interpretations of the information that
is available, but this information is essentially incomplete. Sometimes certain dimensions of a situation cannot realistically be captured, such as the user’s emotional state, for example. Other times we can model
the information, but we may happen to be in an environment that lacks a sensor for some dimension. Hence,
all that we can say about any situation in a contextaware system is that it is possibly occurring. However,
in order to be able to realise context-awareness, we must
accept that a certain degree of information is suﬃcient
in determining a situation. Our formal model suggests
that a set of constraints on context is not always sufﬁcient [20]. We showed that a model which takes into
account the means by which we arrive at a given situation is important when determining whether the situation is occurring or not. An instant snapshot can imply
a truth, but this decision is based on minimal information. The immediate history of situations can tell us
more about the certainty of our current characterisation
of the situation.
We are currently incorporating our model of situations
into a visualisation tool based on a technique called parallel coordinates, which allows multivariate comparison
across voluminous data sets. Early results suggest that
this will allow developers to easily and clearly evaluate
factors such as the situation coverage associated with
behaviours, and points where situation speciﬁcations
are inconsistent, and will eventually become a novel interface used to program these systems. This tool is
based on our situation semantics work and is being incrementally built as the semantics evolve.
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

We have shown that situation-aware semantics are required to build expressive context-aware applications.
We are building on existing work in this area and developing a framework for specifying and programming
with situations. This involves three parts: a semantics for situation speciﬁcation and programming; the
augmentation of an existing context distribution and
aggregation framework; and the development of a programming tool for context-aware applications based on
our situation model.
Previously, we have shown a context-awareness evolution model that highlighted some issues to be addressed
for situation speciﬁcation. Our model demonstrates
that uncertainty caused by incomplete information is
an issue that must be addressed at this level. We are
introducing workﬂow semantics to give us a ﬁner degree
of conﬁdence in the occurrence of situations.
Furthermore, Henricksen et al. [9] claim that context
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may also be incorrect and inconsistent. These are not
only issues that a context model should deal with—they
must be reﬂected at the situation level. The current
approaches to dealing with uncertainty in context [5]
and situations [3] have been applied in the processing
of the data. We believe that this issue needs to be
addressed at the programming language level, and is
another avenue that we will explore.
Temporality is another issue that we highlighted to be
addressed at the level of situation speciﬁcation. We
showed that if we fail to support temporal semantics
and situation histories, we end up with a restriction on
the situations, and thus the applications that we can
build. We are currently investigating what aspects of
temporal semantics are appropriate and necessary for
dealing with situations.
The next step that we will take is to summarise the
requirements for a situation speciﬁcation language. We
will then describe the semantics of a language for doing
so from the ground up. We have also motivated the
need for a programming tool if these applications are
going to scale to their full potential. This tool is being
simultaneously developed as our semantics grows.
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ABSTRACT

The focus of this work lies on applying probabilistic models
to health monitoring of elderly. This results in a number of
subtasks.

This work presents the contents of a PhD project on
applying probabilistic models to health monitoring of
elderly. A good indicator of the health status of elderly is
the ability to perform activities of daily living. Therefore,
the project involves creating models for activity
recognition, transferring knowledge about activities from
one setting to the next and automatically detecting
anomalies in activity data. We evaluate our models by
comparing their performance on real-world datasets.

First, since activities are good indicators for health status,
we want to determine which model works best for activity
recognition. This is a challenging task for a number of
reasons: the start and end point of an activity is not known
beforehand; a single activity can be performed in many
different ways and a single sensor can fire during different
activities. All this results non-deterministic, ambiguous
sensor patterns, from which activities need to be inferred.

Author Keywords

Health Monitoring, Activity Recognition, Probabilistic
Models.

Second, most models rely on labelled examples of activities
for learning the model parameters. However, due to the
high variability in the layout of houses and the way
different individuals perform an activity, parameters
learned for one house can not automatically be used in
another. Therefore, we need a technique for transferring the
knowledge about activities among houses. This requires us
to map different sensor networks and to update the model
parameters to the inhabitant’s specific behaviour in an
unsupervised way.

ACM Classification Keywords

I.5.4. Pattern Recognition: Applications.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

As the number of elderly in our society increases, so do the
costs associated with hospitalization and nursing homes.
We can reduce these costs by monitoring the health status
of the elderly at home, and thus enabling them to live
longer on their own. A good indicator of the health status of
elderly is the ability to perform activities of daily living
(ADLs), such as bathing, toileting and cooking [5].
Therefore, automating the monitoring of these activities is a
crucial step in future care giving.

Third, although activities are good indicators of health
status, it is not feasible for nursing personnel to process
large amounts of activity data. Therefore, the system needs
to automatically detect anomalies in the activity data. The
difficulty here is that an anomaly in one house might be a
regular behavioural trait in another. Our technique should
therefore be able to learn what normal behaviour is from a
large amount of unsupervised data.

The first step to automatic detection of ADLs is installing a
sensor network in the house. Developments in sensing and
network technology allow us to use wireless binary sensing
nodes that are easy to install and run on batteries for several
months. These nodes can be equipped with different kinds
of sensors, to measure a door being opened, a toilet being
flushed or the temperature above a stove rising. However,
inferring the performed activity from this data is
challenging, since the output of these sensors is noisy and
ambiguous. The usual technique to overcome this
ambiguity involves machine learning algorithms, which can
model and recognize the sensor patterns generated from the
activities in question.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the performance of the various models
proposed we will measure their accuracy on a number of
datasets. Throughout the PhD various datasets will be
recorded using an easy to install sensor network. Sensors
are binary and run on batteries for several months. They are
installed on walls, doors and cupboards. Proposed models
are evaluated on the datasets by splitting it into a training
and test set. Cross validation is used to get accurate
performance measures of our models.
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The sensing nodes we use are small and do not interfere
with the inhabitant’s daily behaviour. Alternatively, we
could use cameras, however, we fear their acceptance by
elderly will be a lot smaller. Another possibility is to use
various wearable sensors, but elderly indicate these as
annoying or forget to wear them.

Using our sensor network and annotation method we
created a dataset consisting of four weeks of data. Using
this dataset we were able to compare the performance of
both HMMs and CRFs in activity recognition [6].
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS

This work presents the contents of a PhD project on
applying probabilistic models to health monitoring of
elderly. The project involves creating models for activity
recognition, transferring knowledge about activities from
one setting to the next and automatically detecting
anomalies. We evaluate our models by comparing their
performance on real-world datasets.

RELATED WORK

Previous work on activity recognition has been done by
Wilson [3]. He introduced a dynamic Bayesian network that
models both the location and activity of a person.
Experiments were performed on simulated and real-world
binary sensor data. The model is capable of dealing with
multiple inhabitants, by first assigning the various sensor
readings to each inhabitant.

Our next step is to further optimize our model performance
and compare it on a variety of datasets. Also, we are doing
experiments showing how models trained for activity
recognition in one house, can be adapted to perform well in
a different house. Finally, we would like to apply our
models to datasets containing several months of data
annotated with health status. This will allow us to evaluate
how well activities can be used to perform health
monitoring.

Tapia [4] used a naïve Bayes classifier to perform activity
recognition. In the same work he describes the recording of
a dataset using a PDA that beeps every 15 minutes to
collect label information. However, the annotation collected
using the PDA was insufficient to accurately estimate the
model parameters. Annotation was therefore complemented
by indirect observations of the sensor readings. His model
was evaluated on this dataset.

The most important area in which we are looking for
cooperation is the sharing of datasets. Results in this field
become much less interesting when performed on simulated
data. While the recording of multiple datasets containing
several months of sensor data is simply a very expensive
and time consuming task. By using a large variety of
datasets, the chance of overfitting is minimized and a
thorough understanding of health monitoring using activity
recognition can be achieved.

In a classic paper by Rabiner [2] a very thorough
explanation of the Hidden Markov model (HMM) is given.
The HMM is a probabilistic model for modeling a sequence
of observations and hidden variables.
A discriminative counterpart of the HMM, called
Conditional Random Field (CRF), was first introduced by
Lafferty [1]. CRFs do not require the observation space to
be modeled explicitly, therefore allowing rich global
features for input
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ABSTRACT

RFFXSDQWV LQ µVPDUW LQGRRU HQYLURQPHQWV¶ PRnitored by
unobtrusive biometric capture devices such as cameras,
microphones, etc., that are distributed across various zones
of the environment? As biometric recognition (e.g. face,
voice, gait recognition) is inherently inexact, we propose to
develop an experimental framework that will enable us to
understand and predict the effect of the choice of various
biometric sensors on the overall performance (precision,
recall) of a smart environment. We also propose to integrate
recognition with spatio-temporal reasoning in order to
enhance the overall performance.

Recognition of occupants lies at the core of provisioning
context-aware services in a smart environment. Yet,
recognition alone is insufficient to achieve a robust system,
due to the inherent limitations of current unobtrusive
recognition technologies. This research proposes a state
transition system framework that integrates biometric
recognition, spatio-temporal reasoning, and informationtheoretic retrieval concepts to provide a robust approach to
designing µsmart indoor environments¶. We are developing
an experimental framework to understand the effect of scale
(number of occupants), layout, quality of biometric sensors,
and the role of declarative knowledge on the overall
performance of a smart environment.

This research will provide an experimental framework for
determining the choice of modalities of the biometric
recognizers, the quality of the corresponding sensors, and
the type of reasoning needed in order to achieve a specified
level of overall performance of the smart environment.

Author Keywords

Smart Environments, State Transition System, Probabilistic
Events, Biometrics, Declarative Knowledge, Simulation
Framework.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY
Framework

We have recently developed a unified state transition model
for a smart environment which serves as a basis for
integrating various recognition and reasoning capabilities
[4], the details of which are discussed below.

ACM Classification Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SIGNIFICANCE

Definition (Smart Environment): An n-person smart
environment is abstracted as a state transition system
(S, E, ǻ), where S is the set of states s0, s1,«sx; E is the set
of events labeled e1, e2«ex and ǻ : S x E Æ S is a
function that models the state transition on the occurrence
of an event. The state transitions may be depicted as
follows:

The goal of our research is to develop smart indoor
environments that can identify and track their occupants as
unobtrusively as possible and answer queries about their
whereabouts. The significance of this research lies in its
applicability to a number of domains including assisted
living for the elderly, nursing homes for the disabled, office
workplaces, department stores and eventually to larger
arenas such as shopping complexes, airports, etc.
The driving question underlying this research is: how do we
identify, track and answer spatio-temporal queries about the

We shall consider a smart environment as being divided
into a number of zones, each of which may be a region (or a
set of rooms). We include two special zones, an external
zone and a transit zone, for the sake of convenience.

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies
bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise,
or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior
specific permission and/or a fee.
UbiComp'08, September 21-24, 2008, Seoul, Korea.
Copyright 2008 ACM 978-1-60558-136-1/08/09«.

Definition (State): Given n occupants, o1«on and m zones
ODEHOHG «m, a state sk of the environment is represented
by an m-tuple < Z1k « Zmk > where for 1  j  m,
Zjk = { < oi , pjk(oi) > : LQ}. Also, in each state sk
and for each occupant oi, (j=1,m) pjk(oi) = 1.
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The state of an environment is expressed in terms of the
probabilities of the occupants being present in the different
zones of the environment. The state information is
probabilistic because a biometric recognizer typically
provides a set of scores indicating the degree of match
between the subject and the registered occupants. The
constraint (j=1,m) pjk(oi) = 1 indicates that sum of
probabilities of any occupant being present across all the
zones in any state equals one.

transitions, which could be based on a priori declarative
knowledge of the environment, such as zones of occurrence
of events, room adjacencies, layouts, distances, etc, as well
as knowledge about occupant schedules.
Thus the
transition function abstracts the reasoning necessary to
effect state transitions.
We introduce the concepts of precision and recall in order
to provide a quantitative measure of the performance of a
smart environment. Precision captures how well an
occupant is recognized, while recall captures whether an
occupant is recognized at all. These are complementary
concepts and together capture the overall performance of a
smart environment. The concepts of precision and recall are
standard performance measures in the information retrieval
literature, but we have adapted the definitions to suit our
context.

Definition (Event): Given n occupants o1«on, an (entry)
event ek occurring at zone j (1  j  m) at time t is
represented as < t, j, P >, where P = {< oi , pjk(oi) > :
 i  n} and pjk(oi) is the probability that an occupant oi
was recognized at zone j in event ek.
A state transition is triggered by an event, which
corresponds to the detection of an occupant in some zone of
the environment through biometric recognition methods
such as face or voice recognition, etc. Thus an event
abstracts a biometric recognition step ± whether it is face
recognition, voice recognition, etc. ± and is represented as a
set of pairs < o, p(o) >, where p(o) is the probability that
occupant o has been recognized at this event.

Evaluation

Based upon our proposed concepts, we are developing an
experimental framework for a multi-zone smart
environment featuring a variety of biometric recognizers.
Currently we have tested our concepts using face
recognition [4] and we provide some details of this test-bed
below.

Definition (Transition Function): ǻ : S x E Æ S, maps
state sk-1 into state sk upon an event ek = < t, j, P >
occurring at time t in zone j, where P = {< oi , pjk(oi) > :
1  i  n}. Let sk-1 = <Z1k-1 ... Zjk-1 ... Zmk-1> and Zjk-1 =
{< oi , pjk-1(oi) > : 1  i  n}. Then ǻ determines state
sk = < Z1k «Zjk ... Zmk > as follows:
Let xi = 1- pjk(oi). Then,
Zjk = {< oi, pjk(oi) + xi * pjk-1(oi) > :  i  n}
Zlk = {< oi, xi * plk-1(oi) > :  i  n}, for  l  m and l  j

(a)

The transition function takes as input a state and an event,
and determines the next state by assigning revised
probabilities to the occupants in the environment based
upon the probabilities in the event. The transition function
maps a state sk-1 to a state sk upon an event ek occurring at
zone j. For zone j, we sum the new probability pjk(oi) for an
occupant generated by event ek with the complement of the
new probability value, 1- pjk(oi), apportioned by a factor of
the existing probability pjk-1(oi). In the event of a revision,
there might be a violation of the constraint that the sum of
probabilities for any occupant across all zones equals one
((i=1,m) p(oi) = 1). To restore adherence to this constraint,
for each occupant oi, we apportion to the probability of oi
being present in each zone O  M by redistributing the
complement of the new probability value, 1- pjk(oi), in the
ratio of the probability value in existing state plk-1(oi). This
transition function ensures that the probability values
associated with a new event as well as the current state
figure in the determination of the new state as in a Markov
process.

(b)

(c)
Figure 1. Biometrics Driven Smart Environment
Figure 1(c) shows our experimental test-bed that collects
sample face images1 of the occupants of an office facility
and pre-registers them in a training database. The image
sensors deployed in each zone detects the presence of

In this manner, we are able to accommodate different types
of biometric sensors and also different criteria for state

1
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Face images blurred to preserve anonymity.

RELATED WORK

occupants as they move through the zones and verify the
face images extracted from the video against the database.
The distance scores generated by the face recognition
algorithm are recast into probability values which denote
the posterior probability of the detected face matching the
pre-registered occupants. This set of person-probability
pairs generated, essentially constitutes an event sequence
show in Figure 1(b).

Pentland and Choudhury [6] highlight the importance of
deploying the audio-and-video based recognition systems in
smart environments as these modalities are similar to those
used by humans for recognition.
Bernardin and Stiefelhagen [2] have implemented a system
for the simultaneous tracking and incremental multimodal
identification of multiple users in a smart environment
which fuses person track information, localized speaker ID
and high definition visual ID cues opportunistically to
gradually refine the global scene model and thus increase
WKHV\VWHP¶VFRnfidence in the set of recognized identities.

Automated face recognition is yet to attain any comparable
levels of robustness as that of humans due to factors such as
viewing angle, distance, background clutter, intensity and
diffuseness of lighting. Hence we propose to combine
multiple biometric modalities such as face, voice, gait
and/or height to enhance the quality of a recognition step.

Krumm et al. [3] investigate the nuances of visual person
tracking in intelligent environments in the context of the
EasyLiving project by deploying multiple cameras for
tracking multiple people. This tracking experiment was
within the confines of a single room and the identity
estimation and maintenance for facilitating the tracking
only dealt with non-absolute, internally system generated
identity of tracked persons.

We are also developing a simulation framework in which
we could vary the number of occupants, configurations of
zones, types of events and the length of event sequences.
We propose to study the effect of each of these parameters
on the overall precision and recall, and compare the results
from the simulation with actual deployments. In this
manner we will assess and hope to validate our proposed
framework.

Aghajan et al. [1] propose a vision-based technology
coupled with AI-based algorithms for assisting vulnerable
people and their care givers in a smart home monitoring
scenario. Users are expected to wear a wireless
identification badge equipped with accelerometers for this
experiment. Additionally, this work also discusses a
scenario where multiple cameras can be configured for
distributed scene analysis based on status or posture of a
user, in event of the user not wearing the badge.

Alternative Approaches

Identification approaches vary from tag-based approaches
such as those involving RFID to those based on biometrics
of the user. Tag-based methodologies tend to be obtrusive,
requiring the individual to continuously retain them,
however small the tag maybe and can be misused. Some of
the biometric techniques, such as fingerprint and iris scans,
UHTXLUH D µSDXVH-and-GHFODUH¶ LQWHUDFtion with the human
subject. They are less natural than face, voice, gait, and
height, which are less obtrusive and hence better candidates
for use in our smart environments.

In terms of the focus on the use of unobtrusive biometric
modalities for recognition in smart environments, our work
is similar to much of the above-mentioned related work.
The idea of combining multiple modalities to enhance the
overall recognition has also influenced our work.

Though it might appear that a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) would serve as an elegant basis for representing the
state space, from a HMM perspective, a smart environment
with n occupants and m zones can have mn distinct possible
states. Thus probabilities are not associated with the states
but with the transitions between them; these transition
probabilities are to be learnt from past behavior or by
simulation. Thus an HMM approach is computationally
more complex due to a state space explosion and the
requirement of a priori probabilities of trajectories.

Our research improves upon related work in that we
provide an abstract framework for integrating multiple
biometric recognizers in a uniform manner, with provision
for spatio-temporal reasoning to enhance the overall
recognition in the smart environment. Though the
biometrics approach deals with the absolute identity of
people, we capture the inherent uncertainty in the
recognition by associating a probability distribution with
each match. This probabilistic approach is one of the key
features of our abstract framework [4].

In our approach, the size of the state space is m*n*(x+1),
assuming a smart environment with n occupants, m zones,
and x number of events. Thus, the size of the state space is
quadratic in m and n rather an exponential, as in HMMs.
Since the transitions from one state to another are
deterministic, given any event in a zone, the next state can
be unambiguously determined. In contrast with the HMM
approach, we do not need to learn the transition
probabilities in order to determine the next state because
biometric recognition (or event) provides a direct means for
effecting state transitions.

Spatio-temporal reasoning can be applied to determine a
reduced set of candidates who could potentially participate
in an event, thereby improving the precision of a
recognition step [5]. Spatial reasoning would take into
account the layout, adjacencies between zones and their
distances, while temporal reasoning would typically be
based upon the expected schedules of the occupants.
Most multi-camera tracking methods involve handoff
between cameras in order to continuously track objects in
motion. In contrast, in our approach there is no handoff
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between cameras; instead zone-level tracking is achieved
through biometric recognition of individuals at specific
locations where the cameras are deployed in the smart
environment. Each state in our state transition model
captures location information at a zone level, and a
sequence of consecutive states implicitly contains zone
level tracking information for all the occupants.

b) Combine two or more biometric modalities to
enhance the overall performance of recognition.
c) Incorporate additional spatio-temporal reasoning
based upon declarative knowledge of the
environment as well as of the occupants.
d) Study the propagation of errors across multiple
states due to the imprecision in biometric
recognition.
e) 6WXG\ WKH µback-propagation¶ RI LQIRUPDWLRQ
through prior states, when the smart environment
confirms the identity of an occupant with certainty.
In an event where none of occupants are
recognized with non-trivial probabilities, backpropagation can also help in retrospective analysis
and correction of the errant event.

This work also characterizes the performance aspects of a
smart environment in terms of information-retrieval metrics
RIµSUHFLVLRQ¶DQGµUHFDOO¶. These metrics are formulated in
a query-independent manner in order to evaluate how well
the smart environment identifies and tracks its occupants.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The expected contribution of this work is a framework for
abstracting the behavior of a biometrics-driven smart indoor
environment in terms of a state transition system. The
proposed framework supports multiple biometric modalities
in a uniform manner with the provision for spatio-temporal
reasoning to enhance the overall recognition and facilitates
a precise statement of the performance aspects of a smart
environment.

We are in the process of developing a simulation
framework to understand the effect of scale (number of
occupants, event sequences), zone configurations, event
types as well as the above factors on the overall
performance of a smart environment.
We would like to feature the best-in-class unobtrusive
biometric recognition techniques in our experimental
framework. Therefore we are interested in collaborating
with and seeking guidance from expert researchers who are
developing state-of-the-art techniques for face, voice, gait
recognition, etc.

Our main results thus far are as follows:
1) A state-transition framework in which events abstract
different biometric recognition steps and transitions abstract
different reasoning steps [4].
(2) A characterization of the performance of the smart
environment in terms of the precision and recall metrics [4].
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(3) A demonstration of the improvement in the performance
metrics via the use of declarative knowledge [5].
The validation of a smart environment is carried out with
reference to a set of ground truths, i.e. known sequences of
events where identities of the individuals are known with
certainty. Apart from characterizing the performance in
terms of precision and recall, the ground truths also provide
a basis for assessing how well the environment responds to
any set of spatio-temporal queries of interest such as: the
location of an occupant in the facility; time of entry/exit of
an occupant; the first/last person to enter/leave the facility;
the current occupants present in the facility; etc.
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on the middleware level towards extending the mobile
computation to the surrounding smart space (see Figure 1
for illustrative scenario). More concrete outcome can be
seen in the proliferation of service discovery protocols [4]
with differing architectural considerations. These protocols
however tend to follow certain closed-world assumptions
[5] that limit their scalability and fragment the unified
interoperability that is in the very centre of the ubiquitous
computing vision.

The direction of the contemporary mobile computing is
towards heterogeneous networking and seamless
integration with physical surroundings, commonly known
as smart spaces. The interoperability issues raised by this
trend have resulted in numerous service discovery
protocols with varying designs. However, the requirements
regarding the management aspects of smart spaces,
inherent in the trend, have been poorly met. In my research,
I focus in resource management concepts that facilitate the
deployment of service-oriented applications and optimize
resource usage in smart spaces. This multidisciplinary
research spans from networking designs to methods of
information visualization.
Author Keywords

Ubiquitous computing, mobile
management, service-orientation.

computing,

resource

ACM Classification Keywords

C.2.4 [Computer-Communication Networks]: Distributed
Systems.
D.2.12 [Interoperability]: Distributed Objects.
Figure 1. Two persons engaging in an opportunistic
interaction with a large public screen in order to
visualize, manipulate and share data.

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTION

The current mobile computing landscape is rapidly moving
towards heterogeneous networking and seamless integration
with physical surroundings, commonly known as smart
spaces. The crucial networking support for this process is
already present with wireless access networks such as 3G,
WLAN and Bluetooth, while the surrounding physical
spaces increasingly contain computational resources due to
decreased costs of acquisition. This setting of highly
networked personal mobile terminals coupled with
computationally rich smart spaces forms the basis for the
next generation of ubiquitous applications [1] and the
emerging interaction models [2] that these applications
entail.

In analyzing the field of service-orientation as the emerging
architectural paradigm, Huhns and Singh [6] highlight the
need for semantic representations and systemic trust. In
addition, the current service discovery protocols lack the
notion of genuine spatiality [7], role-based access control
[8] and management and scheduling architectures for
ambient resources. These problems are equally important to
solve in order to facilitate the development of serviceoriented applications and thus increase the productivity of
mobile end-users.
My personal research focuses on the resource management
and scheduling architectures in smart spaces. In essence, the
core of the research is in answering the following questions:

This type of coupling requires supportive solutions on
multiple levels of computation. Above the networking
level, Satyanarayanan [3] highlights the new requirements
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−

What types of resource scheduling and reservation
mechanisms are required in service-oriented smart
spaces?

−

How is the resource management framework able
to facilitate opportunistic application deployments
by end-users and how can different usage models
co-exist in a seamless manner?

Encoded into the above questions are the essential usage
and mobility characteristics of the end-users in serviceoriented smart spaces. What is also notable is that the load
of ambient resources, especially displays, will be divided
between primary usage (advertising, infomercials, bulletin
boards) and secondary usage (mobile end-users with
distributed application structures). Finally, the co-existence
of these usage patterns entails new business models for
smart spaces, indicating further investigation into the
service ecosystem being formed.
APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

Figure 2. Visualization of spatiotemporal availabilities of
displays in a smart space (c). The user is in the center, while
the layered radials (a) illustrate relative proximity and the
rotation angle (b) depicts temporal availability.

Through the placement of the research questions above, it
becomes clear that this research is carried out mostly
through experiments and evaluations, with certain
theoretical aspects pertaining. Evaluations for the realized
prototypes will be carried out through beta testing and in
certain cases through living-lab usage. The project hosting
this research [9] will grant an opportunity to carry out one
or two living lab-style testing sessions, where the selected
prototypes will be subjected to prolonged usage in a reallife setting.

resources through a quantitative parametrization.
Subsequently, an application deployment algorithm
modeled according to the constrained maximization
problem concept is deployed to reserve and utilize suitable
resources. The user side parameters for the deployment
algorithm are acquired through a specially designed GUI
that captures task specifications into quantitative task
structures.

The research directions pertaining to the theoretical side
include the investigation of usage model co-existence as
well as the different scheduling and reservation policies for
smart space resources. In both of these questions, I intend to
utilize certain theoretical frameworks which subsequently
influence the functionality of the associated prototypes.
Additional interesting problem is the inclusion of social
context, meaning the effect that a group of people in the
same smart space and/or within the same application
session have for the abovementioned aspects.

Sousa’s system effectively takes the right steps in
performing parametrization from both directions and
applying a maximizing algorithm in between. However,
they ignore situations involving multiple users, which in
turn cause variance in the spatiotemporal availabilities of
the ambient resources. In addition, the benefit of relying
solely to the maximization algorithm without involving the
end-user in the composition process can be questioned, as it
considerably lessens the user control over the process, thus
potentially confusing some end-users.

Coming to the experimental side, interesting problems arise
in extending the existing service-oriented architectures to
better suit the spatiality inherent in smart spaces. These are
related to the modelling of the dynamic service properties
caused by spatial attributes and simultaneous usage, as well
as to utilizing different short-range connectivity for session
setup and termination. Finally, the concept of information
visualization appears feasible in this context, in order to
effectively convey the dynamic status of the smart space to
end-users and thus facilitate user-centric application
composition. Figure 2 illustrates example visualization in
the case of displays in a smart space.

The Elope middleware reported by Pering, Ballagas and
Want [11] utilizes the visual affordances of RFID tags in
conjunction with UPnP service architecture in order to
facilitate the launching of pre-configured device ensembles
in interactive spaces. The RFID tags encode the necessary
parameters for the application session, and allow the
ambient objects to be treated as counterparts for users’
current intentions.
Similar to Aura, the approach in Elope is user-centric and
targets opportunistic device ensembles. The graphical RFID
affordances play an important role in resolving the
ambiguity regarding the intended purpose of the resulting
ensemble. However, the reliance to RFID affordances is
restrictive, since they do not convey the dynamic state of

RELATED WORK

Sousa et al. [10] report a task-based middleware framework
which takes the approach of abstracting the smart space
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the environment in any way. Furthermore, the basis of
UPnP service descriptions in dedicated XML-schemas
requires the exact match between the service and the
control point in order to function.
The SpeakEasy framework [12] developed in XEROX
PARC takes a disruptive approach to the interoperability
problem, characterized by semantic ignorance. Instead of
relying on complex service descriptions, the devices in the
environment are self-contained and rely on mobile code to
realize the ensembles. The independence of any specific
service discovery protocol allows SpeakEasy to a large
extent bypass the fragmentation caused by closed-world
assumptions.
Features such as opportunism and user-centricity are at the
heart of the SpeakEasy approach. Furthermore, the reliance
on generic composition process allows different
visualization approaches towards end users, such as the
Orbital Browser [13] or the OSCAR composition GUI [14].
The framework however lacks the notion of spatiality on
the level of the generic meta-interfaces, and could benefit
from a generic management layer that provides
spatiotemporal availability information concerning the
basic components of the system (resources and adjacent
services).

Figure 3. Architecture of the first prototype. Several displays
each equipped with a resource management (RM) component
communicate through a publish / subscribe network with
each other and with the mobile clients.

The MetaGlue system with its associated resource manager
called Rascal [15], adopts a dual-layer approach to the
smart space management problem through the introduction
of agent societies. As individual agents represent resources,
the society as a whole represents a certain smart space.
Each society is managed by a single resource manager, and
the societies communicate through proxy agents called
ambassadors.

The architecture is based on each display being represented
by a management component that conveys its dynamic
status to interested parties via the event-based messaging
infrastructure. Each management component implements
access control lists and bootstraps the hosted services based
on active reservations. Resource reservations are modelled
as a queue of leases [16], each having a spatiotemporal
validity based on the role the associated end-user is
authenticated with.

Although the concept of agent societies captures the
spatiality in smart spaces, several issues arise: First, the
agents are matched to the requests by their Java interfaces,
which raise the closed-world assumptions due to reliance on
syntactic and strongly typed information. Second, the
agents can set themselves either as available or reserved, so
the notion of dynamic availability is only partially fulfilled.

The spatiality in this prototype is captured through virtual
relative distance ranges, based on the location of the user at
the time of the discovery query. As each display knows its
own location, the relative proximity can be calculated and
added to the event sent as a response to the discovery query.
The integrated visualization of the discovery results is done
with a radial structure (see Figure 2).

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

The research efforts carried out within this problem domain
so far include conceptual work done regarding the
interoperability between the service discovery protocols and
the resource management framework [16], as well as the
extension of quality-of-service (QoS) modelling to
accommodate the notion of dynamic resource availability
[17]. In the first prototype [18], I built a completely
decentralized management architecture that utilizes
publish/subscribe networking on the resource discovery and
reservation level, and Bluetooth on the local authentication
level. The architectural design of the system is depicted in
Figure 3. The aim in the prototype is to facilitate discovery
and reservation of large displays in a smart space.

At this point, I have subjected the prototype for alphatesting with a group of desktop PCs in order to verify its
intended functionality. There are however multiple
directions in which this prototype can be further developed
and evaluated, including issues regarding the introduction
of additional resource types, as well as the usability of the
chosen visualization technique.
To sum up, the work done until this point includes
conceptual work to deepen the understanding of the features
and requirements of a dynamic and service-oriented smart
space, as well as an implementation of the first prototype
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representing one combination of design choices. I believe
that this base constitutes a good groundwork for follow-up
research into the topics mentioned in the previous sections.
There is also an example application called MobileVue
implemented for this setting. MobileVue allows
collaborative media manipulation and sharing through the
combination of individual smart phones and a shared public
screen. Figure 1 illustrates an application session between
two users, being set-up by the management architecture of
the first prototype. A demonstration of this combination
(management architecture and the MobileVue application)
has been accepted to the MobiQuitous’08 conference.
Based on the presented research problems in the field, the
comparison to the related work and the work carried out so
far, this research is expected to make the following
contributions to the field in question:
−

Evaluate the effects of different resource
scheduling and reservation policies in smart
spaces, as well as the need for context-awareness
including especially the social context.

−

Investigate the co-existence of primary and
secondary usage in a theoretical framework, for
example through game theory and Nash
equilibriums.

−

Design and analyze the addition of dynamic QoS
to existing service description methods.

−

Study and evaluate the methods of information
visualization in the context of service-oriented
smart space, and analyze usability results based on
experiments.

Figure 4. Classification of presented work into a design space,
inspired by Ballagas et al. [2].

One direction for external expertise in this research is the
HCI aspect. As my personal background is in wireless
networking and middleware, the HCI level in the form of
usability aspects and evaluations requires co-operation with
people working on these problems.
In the colloquium, I expect to receive feedback that helps in
further focusing and merging the research issues listed in
this paper, as well as guidelines into effective evaluations of
them.

The contributions listed above in comparison to the
presented related work are summarized in the design space
depicted in Figure 4. The related work is situated mostly up
left in the space, indicating that research into dynamic
scheduling of the resources as well as dynamic visualization
of the resource states have not been widely researched.
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ABSTRACT

and transnational exchange in ways that are relevant to
technology designers.

The research presented here has three intertwined concerns.
First I am concerned with articulating and situating the
things we think we know about certain kinds of settings
which are of interest to the Ubiomp community – largely
domestic technologies and urban computing – and
identifying where our current theories and implicit
assumptions fall short. Second, I present results from a
long-term ethnographic engagement around Bangkok,
Thailand, focusing on urban mobility and its implications
for mobile technology. The third concern, and future work,
apply these findings through the design and deployment of
an interactive system for public authoring around public
transit, also in Bangkok.

My research is grounded in a long-term ethnographic
engagement with Bangkok, Thailand, in which I focus
largely on the mobilities of its inhabitants and transport
systems within (and through) the city. So while I am
concerned with mobility, my concern is not abstract, but
located in a real place.
My research agenda is three-pronged, concerned with the
(often implicit) social theories that inform system design,
with testing and revising those theories through concrete
ethnographic engagement, and lastly with applying this
work through design of interactive systems.

Urban Computing, Public Transit, Public Authoring,
Theory, Ethnography, Critique, Design.

Situating Ubicomp Settings: How do we construct the
domestic and urban settings into which we deploy and
research Ubicomp systems? What implicit assumptions
might exist in our characterizations of these settings?

ACM Classification Keywords

•

Where do these assumptions come from?

•

Do they hold up based on literature review of
anthropologists working in a broad range of regions
and cities?

•

Tested in a specific setting in a developing country
(Bangkok), do they hold up, and if so, in what ways do
they break?

Author Keywords

H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.
PROBLEM STATEMENT AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS

A number of research areas in Ubicomp are defined
principally by particular culturally meaningful spatial
settings into which technologies might be deployed; for
example, domestic technologies, urban computing, or ICTs
for development. Mobility is another central concern for
UbiComp research; our technologies travel with us, or
mediate our travels, on a daily basis. Mobility is an aspect
that cuts across many settings and many objects of studies.
It troubles the boundaries of urban spaces, domestic spaces,
and national and transnational spaces. But while it is
theorized by anthropologists, geographers, urbanists and
social theorists, ranging in scale from sweeping theories of
a global network society [5] to nuanced portraits of
individuals and communities using technology in support of
their mobility [9], these are not theories by and for
designers. This does not mean that mobility theory has no
relevance for designers and developers. On the contrary, we
should be engaging and contributing in this arena more than
we do. A theorization around mobilities and moorings then
affects our understanding of cities and homes, development

Ethnographic Engagement. Based on ethnographic
engagement in and around Bangkok, what theoretical
constructs can better describe the mobility patterns,
representations of urban space and resources, and the
interleaving of urban sociality with processes of
domesticity?
•

What does this theoretical reconstruction buy? Based
on others’ work, is it applicable beyond Bangkok? In
the United States? Where is it not useful?

•

What would this theoretical reconstruction entail in
terms of methodology?

System Design. How does this ethnographic engagement
and theory work change what we design and how we design
it?
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•

What are some useful guidelines and best practices for
design? For evaluation?

•

Are these guidelines applicable beyond Bangkok? How
broadly? Where are they not useful?

situated in particular modern industrial capitalist urban
settings, and are not universally confirmed by
anthropological
accounts
of
homes,
cities,
or
transnationalism.
I take a theoretical focus on mobilities and moorings as
articulated by [7] and based on about a year of ethnographic
engagement, largely in Bangkok, but also at other,
connected, sites. In the summer of 2006 I studied the
transnational migration and communication practices of a
group of now-retired Thai medical professionals.
Subsequently, I returned to Bangkok to do a long-term
ethnographic study of mobility habits, mobile technology
usage and images of the city of several groups of Bangkok
residents.

APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

My research has a clear focus on theory, and I am
convinced of the usefulness of theory, yet at the same time,
I am committed to applying theory in actual design practice.
To this end, two methods have been instrumental.
First, I engage in multi-sited ethnography in the mode of
“following the people” [8]. Crucially, multi-sited
ethnography, as envisioned by George Marcus, entails more
than simply visiting multiple sites. Where modern
ethnographies are often concerned with mapping the
relationship between local experience and global structures,
multi-sited ethnography as a theoretical framework
acknowledges that ethnographic informants already
consider their relationship to the global, and that
consideration is itself an important form of local
knowledge. The goal of this study is not just to present the
ways in which transnational Thai retirees fit into global
systems of mobility and technology, but to uncover how
they see themselves fitting into it and how they act upon
that knowledge.

Transnational Mobility

In order to examine the complex interplay between
technology, transnational and interurban mobility,
domesticity and individuals’ day-to-day experiences, I
undertook an ethnographic study of a group of
transnationals who travel between Thailand and the United
States on an approximately yearly basis. The study focused
on the mobile practices of 19 Thai transnational retirees and
4 of their children. Key findings centered around “anchored
mobility” and the ways in which it constitutes a “distributed
home”, and helped generate a series of implications and
constraints for technology designers.

Secondly, I use design interventions [12], in which a
finished system design is not the only object of interest, but
where participants are involved in the design process and at
all stages the designed artifact serves as an object of
conversation that draws out ethnographically relevant data.

Anchored Mobility. A crucial element of many participants’
initial moves is that they were mediated by immediate
social and institutional structures. Educational infrastructure
often mediated migration to the US, and subsequent travel
by social infrastructures that facilitated travel between
familiar outposts in or around major US cities, in Bangkok,
in smaller Thai towns.

RELATED WORK

Because mobility and technology is a concern that cuts
across many domains and settings, the related work section
for this submission could easily go for several pages, so
instead of trying to cover very much, I will highlight a few
canonical works. For example, Paulos and Goodman’s
examination of “familiar strangers” in urban settings [10]
exemplifies interesting urban computing research to me –
including the limitation of being almost always conducted
in European or North American cities. Brown et al’s
installation of the Whereabouts Clock highlights the ways
in which domestic space is not just a location but organized
around the routine mobilities of family members [3].
George Marcus’s definition of multi-sited ethnography,
already discussed, bears enormous methodological
importance [8]. And Hannam et al’s paper on mobilities and
moorings has been crucial to my theoretical outlook [7].

There was a temporal as well as spatial regularity to the
journeys that people took. On the one hand there were
rhythms, mostly on the scale of a year or so, and affected by
governmental, educational, and legal infrastructures, as well
as seasonal changes and limitations imposed by
participants’ health regimens. Yearly rhythms occurred in
counterpoint to shifts in mobility triggered by major life
events and a general sense that certain activities were
appropriate to certain stages of life.
Different infrastructures provided varying support for
different activities and experiences. While we often
experience the law, the educational system, or our informal
networks of support as a taken-for-granted background to
our activities, the experience of years of back-and-forth
mobility has foregrounded these infrastructures for the
transnational retirees. They proved themselves quite savvy
in opportunistically taking advantage of the infrastructures
that best support what they want to do.

PRELIMINARY RESULTS

I addressed first, mainly critical, research question through
extensive literature review [11] and it emerges from and
frames my ethnographic work. In brief: the theoretical
frameworks and design problems typically addressed in
certain Ubicomp settings are not universal. These emphases
and implicit assumptions can be traced to scholarship

Exchange and Distributed Households. Participants housed
nieces, were housed by siblings, sent money, provided care,
paid for others’ education with their US incomes, passed on
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information from international sources, carried dried fruit
and spices from Thailand, and brand name clothes, coffee
and medicines from the US. These examples of exchange
were actions by with participants constituted a distributed
home for themselves and their loved ones, continuous with
more traditional ways of displaying kinship through
exchange [4].

detailing mobility and job habits, important resources
that they can find while on the move, and mobile
device use.

I observed numerous instances of participants using
relatives’ homes as bases of operation. Prior to owning their
own homes, participants typically stayed with siblings when
in Thailand. This is not to say that a sibling’s home is no
different from the home one shares with spouse and
children, or that participants expressed no preference for the
latter. Rather, we wish to point out that participants
inhabited a network of connected places both local and
transnational that could be thought of as having varying
degrees of home-ness.

Cultural probes (Gaver, Dunne et al. 1999) conducted
with 29 university students, detailing mobility habits,
feelings about and representations of the city, and
mobile device usage.

•

Numerous informal interviews with street vendors,
shop keepers, domestic workers and taxi drivers that I
encountered daily.

Temporality and Maps. I was told, by various (Thai)
people, that “Thai people can’t use maps.” These people
were being modest; I never witnessed anyone having
trouble comprehending a national map of Thailand. Yet I
rarely saw a map of Bangkok used by anyone other than a
foreigner.
Maps could be found, occasionally, in public places, and
during my first months in Bangkok, it was these same
places and routes that locals described as safe and
accessible for me, sometimes using the exact phrase
“international standard”. The skytrain has maps. The bus,
by and large, does not.
One of the pitfalls of using a map as a guide to Bangkok is
that, frozen in an eternal, abstract, instant, a map will not
tell you when to find anything, and that may be the most
important thing to know. Bangkok is a moving target: a
popular general market on weekends sells only trees on
Monday, or a restaurant’s parking lot in the evening is a
bazaar around lunchtime.

For nearly 11 months in 2007-2008 I conducted ongoing
ethnographic work in Bangkok, Thailand, focusing on
mobility (both local and globally connected) and mobile
device usage in and around Bangkok. My investigation
included:

•

•

While I am using a different term here, one that has already
been established in existing literature about Bangkok, the
“oscillating mobilities” discussed here describes similar
patterns, though usually at much shorter distances, than the
transnational mobility that I described in the previous
section.

Mobility in Bangkok

Semi-structured interviews with local expatriates,
cosmopolitan Thais, and university students in
Bangkok.

Participant-observation commuting and traveling both
alone and with participants.

Oscillating Mobilities. This study highlights the “oscillating
mobilities” [1] composing Bangkok. Workers in the
informal sector are visible and crucial participants in city
life. Not easily classified as permanent residents or
temporary migrants, they periodically leave jobs and return
to rural villages to visit family, help with important
harvests, or when they have sufficient money to stop
working for a while. This pattern was recently
acknowledged by a national holiday allowing migrant
workers to vote on the 2007 constitutional referendum in
their home provinces [2].

Design Constraints. Based on participants’ day-to-day use
of mobile devices (mainly phones) and computers, I
identified several design constraints, certainly relevant to
this group, but also, I believe, broadly useful for system
designers who want to build maximally accessible urban or
mobile applications in the developing world (or, indeed, in
any city). First, we cannot assume that mobile phone users
are also computer users. In most of the world computers are
too expensive and phones are more affordable. Second, we
should build for minimally functional devices. If income is
limited, people will hold on to old phones. Third, we
rethink "personal" devices. Phones are often shared or
passed on; one phone does not always map to one person.
But one SIM card does. Fourth, we should attend to users’
anchors. Mobility around spatially and temporally
consistent anchor points, can provide a different and
perhaps more tractable set of design requirements. Lastly,
communication technologies are also information
technologies. For many people, friends and family remain
the most trusted and authoritative sources of knowledge
about the world, and mobile communications simply give
them better access to the resources they already had.

•

•

Information technologies are, in large part, about
representation, and they certainly play a critical role in
representing spaces. In this case, an appropriate
representation might center more around cycles of time, or
routes, than a visual map.
NEXT STEPS

While literature review and ethnographic engagement have
been enlightening, addressing my third set of research

Cultural probes (5) and several informal interviews
conducted with taxi drivers and security guards,
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questions will require embodying this largely theoretical
work in a usable design and understanding how it is used
and appropriated on the ground. MOBBMap (Mobile Open
Bangkok Bus Map) is an SMS service meant to help
residents make sense of unfamiliar public transit routes and
provide location-based public authoring capabilities.
Development is currently underway on this project, with a
plan to conduct user tests in Bangkok in the fall of 2008.

deployment and user testing have been planned in a way
that should bootstrap participation. For the first two weeks
of use, after which user feedback will be solicited,
MOBBMap works a bit like a raffle. Adding or checking
notes or route information will win users a certain number
of points. For people who invite friends, they may
accumulate points when those friends post notes
(incentivizing users to invite friends who will participate).
The random drawing for prizes is weighted by the number
of points each user has by the end of the two-week period.
We believe that bootstrapping participation in MOBBMap
at the beginning of deployment will give the system better
chances for success. Feedback will be sought both during
and after the initial ramp-up phase, in order to understand
how routine use might differ from initial adoption and
excitement.

The creation of designed artifacts and elicitation of user
feedback is directed towards finding answers to my third set
of questions: whether an ethnographically grounded
theoretical approach foregrounding mobility can
productively inspire interesting and useful system designs.
MOBBMap

At the most basic level, MOBBMap allows users to send an
SMS with a point A and a point B, and get back an SMS
suggesting which transit line(s) to take, accounting for the
transit lines’ varying hours of operation.

It is here that I would most look for guidance and advice,
since I would be deploying MOBBMap shortly after the
Ubicomp conference. Any advice on best practices,
possible pitfalls of viral user testing, or how to encourage
participation in social, public-authoring sorts of
applications would be greatly appreciated. Similarly, I may
be failing to anticipate difficulties in finding good SMS
gateway services (connectivity in Bangkok is very reliable,
at least), and have not had much guidance from researchers
experienced in building SMS-based applications.

Above this basic layer, I add the capability for user input.
Users can read or write to MOBBMap by SMS. Comments
are labeled with transit lines or place names, and then they
will show up when someone else asks about the place. An
examples of a user-written note might be: “Chitlom. Good
noodles in front of 7-11. These notes are stamped with date
and time information, so you can receive messages that are
relevant to the neighborhood right now.
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These proceedings contain the papers presented at the Video
session, Tenth International Conference on Ubiquitous
Computing (Ubicomp 2008) in Seoul, Republic of Korea, in
September 2008.
The videos were given to the video co-chairs for assigning one
or more videos per one reviewer with specific expertise in this
field. After double-blind reviews and an online discussion, we
finally selected 5 videos and corresponding papers for
publication in these proceedings. We believe that the accepted
videos clearly show the current edge of what we are doing in
ubiquitous computing research, especially in wearable
computing, ambient intelligence, assistive technology, contextawareness, haptic interface and ubiquitous networking area.
The videos give some insight to the researcher and
practitioners in applying ubiquitous computing technology to
promising application domains such as healthcare, smart office,
construction and manufacturing.
We would like to give thanks to all the authors who submitted
videos and corresponding papers, to our thoughtful reviewers,
as well as our sponsors.
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ABSTRACT

providing users with blind data could increase their
paranoia when low-level field leakage from common
appliances is visualized. Clearly, people need to be
educated in how to properly interpret this data. Regardless
of one’s belief on the health impact of background EM
fields, visualizing the unseen in this way always leads to
fascinating and playful exploration. All devices emit
background signals (electrostatically, magnetically,
acoustically, and optically) that are characteristic of
particular devices and also sometimes indicate that device’s
mode of operation. Indeed, government contracts mandate
that computers and displays used in highly classified work
be kept in shielded rooms (SCIFs) to thwart espionage that
monitors such background leakage fields.

In this paper we present the design of a cost-effective
wearable sensor to detect and indicate the strength and
other characteristics of the electric field emanating from a
laptop display. Our bracelet can provide an immediate
awareness of electric fields radiated from an object used
frequently. Our technology thus supports awareness of
ambient background emanation beyond human perception.
We discuss how detection of such radiation might help to
“fingerprint” devices and aid in applications that require
determination of indoor location.
Author Keywords
Wearable sensor, ambient signals, capacitive sensor, EMF.
ACM Classification Keywords
H5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI):
Miscellaneous.

In this paper we present a cost-effective implementation of
a wearable sensor to detect and display the strength and
other characteristics of ambient electromagnetic fields. One
implementation pursued in our work is the detection of the
capacitively-coupled electric field emanating from a laptop
display. To our knowledge, nobody has successfully
designed a wearable device that detects and characterizes
frequencies radiated from devices like laptop LCD screens,
for example, or other appliances around us. Embedding our
device into a bracelet offers an immediate awareness of the
electromagnetic fields that surround us and are beyond
human perception, enabling an extra sense similar to that
possessed by electric fish [2]. We are researching the
exploitation of such common background signals, such as
near-field EM emission, optical modulation, and other
invisible or intrinsic characteristics of the local environment
in general to assist localization in smart systems.

INTRODUCTION

Before medical technology, people feared what was inside
of the body and because of their ignorance attributed
diseases such as epilepsy to divine interventions [17]. Now
that medical technology exists, people know what the body
is made of, and by knowing and visualizing it, they may be
relieved from their fear of the unknown. Inside the living
body” by Stephen Marsh is a movie that shows how the
body transforms as it ages. Its goal is to relieve people from
body anxiety as they gain control of what was not
perceptively accessible. Today, many people fear
electromagnetic fields. They believe (most probably
exaggeratedly) that ambient fields can negatively influence
their health. Perhaps, by visualizing the presence of
common electromagnetic (EM) fields, users might feel in
control of difficult-to-perceive information and transcend
their fear, beginning the process of recognizing and moving
beyond fear. An analogy might be found in the cheap RF
power meters that are sold to enable people to gauge
radiation leakage from their microwave ovens. Conversely,

RELATED WORK

The public at large has long been concerned that exposure
to radio frequency and generic electromagnetic sources are
the cause of adverse health effects. Physicists Robert K.
Adair [1] and Bob Park [16] explain that weak
environmental fields at frequencies ranging from
electrostatics through microwave cannot affect biology on
the cell level, as the corresponding photons don’t have
enough energy to break a molecular bond. Only large
electric fields have consequences that can lead to immediate
injury or death, e.g. by electrocution or heating (and
magnetic fields have even less effect). Although the public
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has been made aware of many medical studies indicating
negative effects of electric fields, e.g., reports indicating an
increase in leukemia for children living near power lines [5]
and studies reporting an increased risk for brain tumors
from the use of cell phones [11], the most careful studies
have found no significant results to support a causal role for
electromagnetic fields in causing cancer [12,16].
Nonetheless, some segments of society still consider the
results of epidemiological studies on mobile phones,
transmission towers, power lines, and other sources of EMI
to be inconclusive. Accordingly, manufacturers of
telephone handsets and commercial electronics, for
example, remain interested in measuring the long-term
integrated dose that is received from exposure to low-level
EM fields. At present, no broadly accepted methodology
for the assessment of long-term exposure from diverse EM
sources has been developed. Difficulties include high
spatial and temporal variability of ambient electromagnetic
ﬁelds together with their wide frequency span, as well as
the fast change in the nature of common background signals
due to rapid evolution of wireless communication
technologies. At the moment there is no reliable method
available to assess medium-term EM exposure [13].

controlled CGI to make magnetic fields visible. It is a literal
visualization of how “invisible” magnetic fields could
appear. Without a context, e.g. interacting with the
equipment people usually use, the fields remain abstract
and seem to be widespread. In our work, we propose that
wearable devices could offer an instantaneous awareness
about surrounding emanations and signals that are
“invisible” within the context of use of everyday objects.
DESIGN

We designed a wearable device, i.e. a bracelet, that
responds to the non-perceived EMF that surrounds us (see
Figure 1) that lies beyond human perception.

Such popular fear of electromagnetic fields (EMF) has
inspired artists in creating a dialog between their pieces and
electric devices’ users. Some have explored means to
protect themselves from EMF exposure, mostly by creating
a placebo effect. Zoe Papadopoulou knits copper filaments
in her cosies to electrically ground them, hoping to provide
some shielding from the EMF emitted by her devices.
Through the process of production of the "cosies”, the
knitter feels empowerment and control [15]. Dunne and
Raby created underwear to psychologically protect the
intimate parts of the body from EMF [6]. Naturally, such
protection tricks work as a placebo effect, and do not
provide any information on the EMF – they represent
cultural fears. On the other hand, some artists have explored
the playful side of exposing ambient signals – for example,
Haruki Nishijima runs around with a “butterfly net” antenna
to “catch” and archive broadband RF background [14], and
Toshio Iwai sonified modulation in common background
lighting using a portable device made by connecting an
amplified photodiode to a speaker in his 2001 installation
called “Photon.”

Figure 1. The electromagnetic field (EMF) detector bracelet.
Circuit design

The bracelet contains an electrode antenna made from
copper fabric and simple electronics that capacitively pick
up the frequencies emitted from a laptop LCD screen. The
user wears the bracelet and is coupled to the circuit’s
ground via the bracelet’s inner electrode. The present
design uses a high-impedance pickup electrode (actively
shielded [3] from the body) on the outside of the bracelet.
The circuit’s front-end high-pass filter is designed to accept
frequencies ranging from 50 kHz up to the 3Mhz-level
rolloff of the amplifiers (lower frequencies can be
accommodated by dropping the high-pass cutoff
frequency). A peak detector extracts the resulting envelope,
and the detected signal goes through two stages of
amplification, providing a net gain of 55 dB. This envelope
drives an LED that provides qualitative visual feedback on
the local electric field intensity, changing brightness with
field strength. The circuit board is sewed and connected to
the bracelet (see Fig. 2).

Commercial EMF detectors generally respond to low
frequencies in the range of 50 to 1000 Hz [8], as they are
built to show ambient low frequencies mainly emitted from
power lines. Common EMF detectors are not contextualized
and their interpretation and display is often unclear. They
do not filter specific frequency bands and only show an
integrated level between 50 to 1000hz. Such devices do not
allow understanding of a specific emitted EMF.

Data from the bracelet can be retrieved and analyzed by a
computer for more detailed visualization (through a custom
designed software application) in addition to the immediate
analog LED feedback on the device.

Semiconductor Films directed the Magnetic Movie at the
Silver Space Science Laboratory. This movie graphically
presents reconstructed surrounding electric fields in the
environment [18]. It uses 3D composing with sound-
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laptop screen, the smaller the signals on the oscilloscope
became. With our current antenna we can detect induced
LCD signals up to 14 inches away from the laptop display
(see figure 3a and 3b) – more range is easily possible with
more amplification and a more sensitive front end.
Because the bracelet is grounded to the AC mains via an
oscilloscope for this first test, we obtained a stronger and
more stable signal than if we had we coupled the battery
ground only to the user’s body.
In the second test, we embedded all electronics within the
bracelet itself, exclusively using floating battery power,
grounding only to the body, and only displaying a
progressively illuminated LED to give us feedback on the
level of signals in our passband. The circuit is still quite
responsive - the LED progressively turns on starting at 12
inches from the LCD screen, achieving full brightness at a
1-inch proximity (see Figure 4).

Figure 2. The prototype circuit on the EMF detector bracelet.

Figure 4. The battery-powered bracelet is at 1 inch away from the
screen, where the feedback LED is fully illuminated.
Figure 3a. The bracelet is located at 14 inches away from the
display – the oscilloscope shows the front-end output.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We are exploring a set of wearable devices and ambient
objects that sense “invisible” information that surrounds us
for adding context and localization in smart systems. These
signals can also be analyzed to identify particular devices,
or infer the mode in which they are operating (or also
potentially decode a specific message that can be sent to the
bracelet via a near-field artifact from a particular pattern on
the screen or from a particular loop of code creating an
explicit near-field emanation that leaks off a computer or
other circuit board), while the amplitude of these signals
also indicates the proximity of the bracelet to the emanating
device. Our prototype can easily be augmented with an
embedded computer mounted as in a watch, and more
detailed characterizations of the local background signals
can be shown with an inexpensive display (pick-up artifacts
from these components can be suppressed by the driven
shield). Also, features extracted from these signals can be
broadcast wirelessly (or used onboard) to help constrain a
location-tracking system (by matching with the expected
near-field and ambient “scent” present in particular
locations). In the future, we would like to design a bracelet

Figure 3b. The bracelet is located at 1 inch away from the display.
Results

Our first results were measured with an oscilloscope. The
bracelet picks up frequencies above 50 kHz, such as
radiated from a typical LCD laptop screen. We noticed that,
as expected, the further away the bracelet is from the LCD
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ABSTRACT

Secondly, whereas hyperscore provides an interface for any
novice user to compose music, we also wanted to develop
a specialized interface that would allow a severely disabled
individual to control the performance of a piece of music in
real-time. Unlike other interfaces for disabled individuals,
this technology would address the research question: how
to parameterize gesture input for wholly expressive tasks,
where users do not have experience with performance or gestures related to expressive performance, but rather, resort to
their innate abilities in expressive communication.

We present a strategy for mapping and parameterizing expressive gesture for music control with an infrared headmounted controller. The system allows performers to rely
on movement that they ﬁnd natural despite no prior experience with expressive music performance. It additionally
empowers users to identify and contextualize their control
parameterization within the key events of a single composition. This highly specialized design strategy is discussed
as it relates to our new work in adaptive systems that tailor
to the movement and novel contexts provided by ubiquitous
users. The technology is piloted with a user with severe motor impairment as a result of quadriplegia. Implications for
the ﬁeld of gesture control and pervasive systems that integrate expressive input are discussed.

The culmination of this three year program was in 2007,
where Dan used our technology to perform his music, with
expression and control, for over 2000 persons as part of the
Media Lab’s Human 2.0 event, for over 11,000 people as
part of the AARP national conference, and again at the TED
conference, in 2008.

Author Keywords

Assistive Technologies, Design, Health, Other applications

RELATED WORK

Despite the performative element of our interface, the developed technology falls within the province of assistive technology, and head-mounted continuous input devices.

ACM Classiﬁcation Keywords

H.5.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Sound and
Music Computing - methodologies and techniques, H.5.2
[Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User Interfaces
- Input devices and strategies, H.5.2 [Information Interfaces
and Presentation]: User Interfaces - User-centered design
INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 2005, we brought the Hyperscore composition software to Tewksbury Hospital, a long-term chronic
care facility where residents have illnesses as diverse as schizophrenia, cerebral palsy, bipolar disorder, traumatic brain injury, Alzheimer’s disease, depression, and other diseases. In
the past, we had shown that Hyperscore was an accessible
tool allowing novices to create complex and engaging music
without any prior experience in the area [6]. At Tewksbury
Hospital, the introduction of the technology was evaluated
by staff nurse practitioners, occupational and physical therapists as to exhibited patient changes throughout the intervention, functionally, cognitively, and socially.
Throughout the work at Tewskbury, a broader research question emerged regarding our primarily social intervention. If
patients were making gains in areas that related to their symptoms, can we distinguish the components of the intervention
that are responsible for these changes? Can our technologies
that serve as platforms for social change also automatically
document the interaction to examine causal change in individuals using the technology?

Assistive technology in computing is primarily concerned
with providing access to existing desktop platform navigation, internet content presentation, text-to-speech and mousekeyboard emulation for a user-base with sensory functional
impairments in addition to the general, typically abled user.
The assumption is that the prevading technological platforms
can support robust user interaction, if designed defensively
for alternative methods of input [4]. Assistive technology
design guidelines exist for consideration during the application and content development process [13, 1].
Assistive technologies concerned with user input are typically evaluated with regard to the number of successful entered events in a given period of time, the real-estate occupied by the supporting software on a display space, userfatigue during continuous control, number of errors in a given
time-period, and experimental control observations of alternative input devices [21, 8, 19, 9]. The assumption is that
these metrics will serve to iterate the design process and create an interface that is effective, compared to alternatives, for
users with diverse functional requirements.
Gesture as an input has been in consideration since the beginning of computer science in the form of character-recognition
and sketch interfaces [2, 18]. Text input continues, as well as
interfaces supporting more wholistic hand and body motion
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in addition to applications such as desktop navigation [5],
robotic control [3, 10, 22] and gesture-object interfaces [20].
For individuals with motor control impairments, wheelchair
control has been driven by both hand gestures [17], and head
gesture [23].

movement: velocity, acceleration, and their precedent, position in an x-y plane. At the second level of control we have
summary statistics that further describe the mechanics: averages for position, velocity, and acceleration, minimum and
maximum range. Already, at the second level, the designers
encounter the dilemma of necessarily restricting the type of
expressive movement being analyzed as they are forced to
choose a bounded period of time to calculate summary statistics from the unbounded, continuous movement exhibited at
the ﬁrst level of control. At the third, and most sophisticated
level, there are the models of classiﬁcation, and categorization that assume the previous analysis and mechanics while
ﬁtting them into a model of the what the system designers
ﬁnd to be whole-scale movements within the expressive task.
This level also allows for pattern detection.

Head gesture is also considered in the ﬁeld of multimodal interfaces [14, 11]. Communication consists of many different
streams of information, from speech, to eye-gaze, posture,
and body movement. Researchers have proposed leveraging
these different streams of input to develop new interfaces.
Multimodal input systems are intended to expand accessability to different users and application scenarios other than
those supported by traditional desktop interfaces. They often integrate across disparate domains of input [24, 7]. In
our application, we are necessarily limited to a small set of
possible input modalities, due to the functional limitations of
our user. Despite this physical restriction, multimodal systems share similar goals and novel technologies to support
input from the domains we are interested in, namely, head
movement and gesture analysis.

Expressive performance is not intrinsic in any subset of these
three levels of control. After developing the input system,
the designer has exposed the wealth of information available
for control, but, what does it mean in the terms of a performance? We needed a metaphor to guide the selection of control parameters, their mapping to music characteristics, and
the parameterization that would give the mapping variation
over time. To ﬁnd an appropriate metaphor, we examined
Dan’s movement. Dan is quadraplegic. He only has control
of his head movement, and that control is imperfect and limited. His head movements often lack ﬂuidity. It is difﬁcult
for him to sustain deliberate and continuous control. Often,
his body will go into ataxia, in which involuntary muscle
contraction will interrupt his attempt to point with his head
or maintain a position with his head. Furthermore, his movement is more pathological in one hemisphere than another.
These limitations are critical to the success of head-mounted
input devices for disabled individuals [12, 15].

The broader problem for ubiquity and assistive technology
is that current assistive devices are mostly limited to desktop
control and text-to-speech applications. As such, our technology is a departure from pre-existing research in assistive
technologies, in that it supports a domain of expressive control that is not concerned with desktop computing, or speech
production. Our hope is that expressive control can broaden
the application of assistive technology to new domains more
suitable for pervasive deployment in activities of daily life.
To this end, ambient intelligence researchers are beginning
to introduce new design principles to bring expressive control within the pervue of pervasive computing [16]. With our
application, we offer music performance control, and in conclusion, consider new problems in the adaptation of assistive
technology towards ubiquity.

At the beginning of our performance work with Dan, in parallel to our development of the IR input mechanism, we
worked with Dan to record his movement both during and
after listening to short musical excerpts. Musical excerpts
were chosen from various genres and styles, with different
numbers of instruments. Musical examples were also chosen with a range of salient expressive features. For instance,
in one particular cello example, the performer starts incredibly soft before launching into a frenzied series of notes in the
upper register of the instrument. This contrasted less salient
exceprts such as the middle of a popular tune, where the expressive characteristics were fairly consistent with little to
no departure from a set pattern. The goal was to assess to
what extent Dan was able to make concerted, reproducible
movements that he felt accurately represented the types of
expressive elements that were indicated in the music.

SYSTEM INPUT AND MAPPING

A head mounted infrared point, tracked by color-ﬁltering a
live camera feed, allows for several levels of control. Each
level presents new assumptions and problems from the standpoint of expressive control. Of primary importance to this
project was determining the assumptions of using one control parameter over another, and ﬁnding solutions to use control in a way that would not inhibit natural expressive movement. For instance, a raw x-y input gives the user’s position in time and a necessary component of expressive movement. However, shape and the change of movement to create
shape, could also be important to expressive control. What
are the assumptions introduced by measuring certain shapes
and not others? If the designers exclusively take shape as
a control parameter at the expense of position in time, does
this ﬁt with the user’s concept of the movements that are
essential to the expression that they are attempting to accomplish? These questions invoke a user-centered design
process that permeated the construction of the tool, and its
parameterization.

Dan is a naive performer, in the sense that he has no prior
experience with movement to affect the resultant interpretation of an artwork. However, he is an incredibly expressive
person. His limited head movement, his eye movements,
facial expressions, and head gestures do more than express
mood, but direct conversation. We had hoped that Dan could
bootstrap a similar expressive language for music interpretation. As a result of movement with recordings, we conﬁrmed

The ﬁrst level of control consists of the mechanics of the
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that Dan was comfortable with whole-scale head movements
in time, with some precision. He communicated to us that
he was not conﬁdent that the types of movements he was
making for the presented musical examples were, “correct”.
However, we hoped that in the movement surrounding his
own compositions, his internal representation of the expressive affordances of his piece would be stronger, and lead to
higher conﬁdence in the goodness of ﬁt of his interpretive
gestures.

piece of music, and the plan of the performer, certain parameters dominate the performance. The dynamics and shape of
some melodic lines may come to the forefront of the artists
attention and delivery. Dynamics may as a whole remain
ﬂat, in a moment to play with timbre or the quality of sound.
All of these decisions are made in parallel. For our technologies to be truly expressive, they need to be contextualized to
the pieces and moments in which they afford an individual
to be expressive.

Considering Dan’s movement to music examples, and the
physiological limits of his pathological movement, we decided on a metaphor for the mapping based in part on the
idea of conducting, and also, partially, on certain aspects of
solo instrumental performance. From conducting, we mapped
velocity and shape of his curved input line to control orchestration selections. Fast, angular movement changes instruments. Orchestration selections change between sets of
instruments during the playback. This selection process is
constrained, in the sense that we avoid any type of note selection, in addition to harmony selection or any type of decision process that would signiﬁcantly restructure the content of the performed work. The application needed to free
Dan from any type of algorithmic composing in real-time, to
align as closely as possible with Dan’s preconceived notion
of the types of control indicative to music performance. A
conductor will not surf through a decision tree of possible
ﬁnal compositions. To rely on Dan’s movement as a subset
of his learned associations with traditional performance control, instrument selection seemed a sensible mapping target.

Through repeated rehearsal of a single piece of Dans music,
we engaged in a discussion with Dan where we would ask
him what he wanted to achieve from one section of the piece
to the next. The software includes a score follower, tracking
each note event in the performance. This serves to provide us
with an index, which we then use to reassign mapping, and to
parameterize the scale and sensitivity of the mapped parameters from moment to moment. The result is that the intial
mapping targets, dynamics and orchestration, vary in their
sensitivity as well as their assignment to various sections of
the performance. For instance, a moment of the piece where
the ﬁrst string accompaniment enters, Dans system stops the
targeting of orchestration changes and allows for a moment
of highly sensitive dynamics control assigned to the incoming string accompaniment. The result is that Dan is able to
bring in the accompaniment and taper its dynamics with a
high degree of accuracy, before the sensitivity on the orchestration switching increases, in addition to other changes that
allow Dan to focus on more whole-scale phrasing, in effect,
turning away from the string section which was disproportionately important for that one moment in the piece.

In addition to directing changes in orchestration, from solo
instrumental performance, we sought to control dynamics
over time. Range of motion and shape of the curved input
control the amplitude, in time, of the performance. Slower,
curved movements allow the user to shape dynamics and create concerted phrases in the performance. The two predominant parameters for expressive control in solo instrumental
performance are amplitude and time. Because of dans pathological movement, which is sensitive in the time domain,
we decided to ﬁlter the movement in time, and to avoid a
mapping that would force dan to be a timekeeper, constantly
pushing and pulling the tempo of his performance. Dynamics are conducive to large-scale, shaping movements. Time
as a parameter requires repetitive and constant feedback to
maintain a meter with variation, and is less suitable to control as an abstraction from an x-y input.

UBIQUITOUS COMPUTING FROM PERSONALIZED INSTRUMENTS

Weve deﬁned this area of research as personalized instruments. With mapping based on Dan’s movement affordances,
the gestures that he ﬁnds meaningful to deliver a performance, and with the parameterization of the mapping contextualized on a single piece of music, the system is highly
tailored for one individual. However, the strongest implications for the work pertain to adapting the input and design
principles of the project to expand this technology for anybody.
Our controller required developing, in the hospital, with a set
of software tools that would allow us to quickly redistribute
mapping and parameter values following iterative rehearsal.
The barrier to this work being adopted as a controller with
ubiquitous distribution, in the hands of any performer, with
differences in experience with expressive music control, and
completely separate from the desktop paradigm of current
music production and computerized performance systems, is
automatic parameterization based on the events that an arbitrary user deﬁne as meaningful to their interpretation. This
poses a signiﬁcant new research question in the domain of
gesture control, assistive technology, and universal accessability. As computing environments become pervasive to
our daily lives, for expressive input to be considered as a
method of control design strategies need to investigate not
only how input can be adapted to multiple devices, but how

MEASUREMENT IN CONTEXT

After the input technology, and the basic mapping were established, we began to work with Dan as we would with any
artist. Repeated performance using the system lead us to determine that mapping needed to be tuned relative to the piece
and performance that Dan wanted to give. It is not enough
to deﬁne an input system, and a set of mapping targets born
out of a performance metaphor. Despite the fact that a concert pianist has his input system in place, the wealth of his
mapping opportunities vary continuously throughout a performance. Expressive parameters are not dealt with equally
at all times in a performance. At some points, based on the
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the input can be adapted to novel deﬁnitions of what constitutes expressive movement. The result of this research
was the process in which we were able to determine what
movement Dan found meaningful for musical control. Subsequently, we were able to wrap an input technology to ﬁt
that movement in the context of the previously composed
piece and begin new work in systems that can automatically
parameterize from any user’s proposed range of expressive
movement.
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With us leaning over Dan’s shoulder, he’s able to communicate to us that he needs the mapping to be reassigned or resensitized to one event or another in the piece. Our research
is now moving in the direction of the development of an interface that allows users to ﬂag the events for a musical score
that that a user ﬁnds to be critical to their expressive interpretation - key moments. Then, as a user inputs gestures to
modify orchestration and dynamics, the system learns their
gestures in the context of musical events. Through successive approximations of characteristic events and their gesture pairs, the system can begin to make assumptions as to
the baseline for mapping assignment and parameterization
when given a novel score, and a users markings as to the
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Dan is physically limited in his ability to conduct expressive movement. This belies the fact that he is an expressive person. Knowledge of expression without the sufﬁcient structure to allow an individual to apply that knowledge is replete in the general population. To move in the
direction where our technologies are prosthetics to enable
expressive and creative work from ubiquitous platforms, distributed throughout a population of would-be artists, we must
investigate the abstraction of creative processes and how to
adapt these abstractions (in the form of mapping and parameter assignments) for as many works and as many individuals
as possible.
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ABSTRACT

Continuous visual and auditory stimulation has made human
perception prone to ”overseeing” and ”overhearing”. Moreover, in some situations, visual and auditory stimuli yield to
misleading or false perception. This is particularly the case
with the perception of space, e.g. when it comes to the estimation of distances, or the determination of direction. This
paper addresses the issue on how humans perceive space,
like room space, work space, construction space, outdoor
space, etc. We propose to amplify (or readjust) the perception of space aside the primary senses (i) vision and (ii)
audition by (iii) tactation. In order to enhance space awareness of humans, we opt for a vibro-tactile notiﬁcation system
whenever eyes, ears and hands are in charge. A body worn,
belt like vibration system has been developed, delivering tactile notiﬁcations about distance and orientation to the user in
a very subtle, unobtrusive, yet demanding style. A series of
user tests has been conducted investigating the perception of
distance to physical objects, like walls or obstacles, in the
vicinity of users. Results encourage for a whole new class
of space awareness solutions. In the video, one category of
applications is highlighted: safety of workers in construction
and manufacturing.
Author Keywords

Space-Awareness, Haptic User Interfaces, Vibro-Tactile Stimulation, Implicit Interaction
MOTIVATION

In a world of continous and seamless exposure to visual
and auditory stimuli, human perception is increasingly challenged by information overload. Among the primary human senses, vision, audition and tactation, particularly the
sense of touch appears underemployed in todays designs of
interfaces that deliver information to the user. While about
more than 78% of the information perceived by humans is
delivered via the sight and hearing channel, only about 21%
is perceived via the haptic sense (according to Mauter and
Katzki [Mauter and Katzki 2003], approximately 80% to
90% of all sensory input is received via the eyes). In situations of work or engaged activity, where both the visual and
auditory channel are occupied because of the involvement in
the foreground task, notiﬁcations or alerts coming from the
background, and delivered via these channels tend to fail to
raise sufﬁcient levels of attention. Here we therefore consider the haptic channel as a potentially effective means of
amplifying the two primary channels of space perception.
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Our work is guided by the idea of raising the attention for
physical objects in space via vibrations that comply to the
direction and distance of those objects in space - from the
user viewpoint.
HAPTICS AND HUMAN ATTENTION

The basic means to perceive space are based on the two
modalities vision and sound. Approaching for example a
manufacturing plant, we perceive space from what we see,
but also from what we hear (even if we do not see, e.g. observing familiar noise coming from the back). In situations
of involved activity, taking manual manufacturing or construction as an example, both the visual and auditive channels of perception may be highly in charge, so that the perception of the presence of dangerous objects, the possible
collision with obstacles, or the steping out of safety zones
can suffer from inattentiveness due to information overload.
In such situations the (additional) use of haptic sensation,
i.e. vibro-tactile stimulation, could help to raise human attention to the required level.
Involving haptics in the design of user interfaces, for raising human attention or keep the user informed about the environment, has been addressed frequently in the literature:
Tan et al. [Tan and Pentland 1997] present a wearable tactile
directional display, Ertan et al. introduced a haptic navigation guidance system, integrated in the back of a vest [Ertan
et al. 1998]. Toney et al. conducted experiments with vibrating shoulder worn displays to minimize impact of devices
on user social interactions [Toney et al. 2002], [Toney et al.
2003]. Brewster et al. [Brewster and Brown 2004], [Brewster et al. 2007] give suggestions for using tactile output as
display to enhance desktop interfaces and situations with restricted or unavailable vision. Lindeman et al. [Lindeman
et al. 2004], [Lindeman et al. 2006] state basic priniciples
for haptic feedback systems and describes implementationadvances for their vibro-tactile system ”TactoBox”. Tsukada
and Yasumara [Tsukada and Yasumura 2004] introduced a
wearable tactile display called ”ActiveBelt” for transmitting
directional cues. Their application ”FeelNavi” tries to map
distance informations to one of four pulse intervals. J. van
Erp [Van Erp et al. 2005] uses haptic directional information for navigational tasks. E. Redden investigates on tactile waist belts for presenting navigation information in order to leave eyes and hands free for other tasks [Prewett et al.
2006], [Elliott et al. 2006], [Duistermaat 2005]. ”feelSpace”
(feelspace.cogsci.uos.de) is a more recent research project

with the aim to investigate on the effects of long-time stimulation with orientation informations. ”Shoogle” [Williamson
et al. 2007] presents an eyes-free, single-handed interaction
approach for mobile devices. Inertial sensing is used for data
input, the modalities vision and sound are utilized for displaying realistic feedback. A possible platform for a miniaturized vibro-tactile belt display – the ”QBIC”-platform –
has been presented in [Amft et al. 2004]. A vibro-tactile display system to support the perception of the presence of the
target interaction object in a 3D virtual reality environment
is presented in [Yang and Kim 2002].
As compared to the aim of this paper, namely to raise attention via direction and distance related vibro-tactile notiﬁcation (and thus create space awareness), all of the discussed prototypes, devices and applications on haptic navigation uses ”global” positioning technologies like e.g. GPSor GSM. The novelty of our space awareness solution is that
it exploits ”local” positioning, i.e. space information sensed
from the vicinity or physical proximity of the user. The notion of space considered here is a rather qualitative one (e.g.
”far”, ”near” for distance, and ”left”,”right” for direction),
rather than a quantitative one (e.g. WSG84 triples of longitude, latitude and altitude.) Among the related work closest to ours are the Relate system [Hazas et al. 2005] and
the Cooperative Artefacts [Strohbach et al. 2004] concept
which both exploit spatial relations to implement interactions among mobile devices. Our work is, however, distinct
with regard to the consideration of explicitly deﬁned spatial
areas, so called Zones of Inﬂuence, the derivation of spatial
relations therefrom, as well as the proposed concept for inferring conclusions from the recognized relations by using
logical rules. [Holzmann et al. 2008].
ZONES OF INFLUENCE

in the self-description of an object to the self-description of
another object. Peer-It enabled objects hence can become
aware about others. They can build up knowledge about
where other things are, how far or close they are, and reason about their orientation.
A single object can be associated with multiple simultaneous
ZoIs. The spatial properties of an object encoded into its ZoI
can either be static (i.e. not changing over time) or dynamic
(i.e. dependent on a respective context). The position of a
ZoI is referred to as anchor point, and its shape and size are
speciﬁed relative to the anchor point.
For the implementation of vibro-tactile notiﬁcations of spaceawareness services we here exploit only the ZoI geometry of
an object, and its respective anchor point. Basically, when
an object approaches the ZoI of another object, their selfdescriptions are exchanged via wireless communication, and
related to each other wrt. orientation and distance of their anchor points. The so generated ”spatial information” can then
be used to activate vibration actuators. Taking for example
the situation where a single human is trespassing a physical
space, covered with obstacles. Attention for the presence of
nearby obstacles can be raised by vibra-notiﬁcations in the
following way (see Fig. 1 and 2): Approaching the proximity of an obstacle induces vibra-notiﬁcations along the axis
of orientation (Fig. 1)towards that object, while vibration intensity increases with the decreasing distance (Fig. 2)to the
object.
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In order to implement space awareness based on the exploitation of spatial properties (e.g. position) and relations
(e.g. distance) among physical objects in the real world,
we associate XML-based self-descriptions with each and every object (in real space) subject to a space awareness service. Our Peer-It architecture [Ferscha et al. 2008], i.e. the
Peer-It autonomous computing platform, together with the
Peer-It software framework is used as the run-time system
for reasoning about spatial properties and relations. Within
the Peer-It framework, a descriptive model for the space surrounding an object has been developed, referred to as Zoneof-Inﬂuence (ZoI). Basically, the ZoI of an object refers to
the spatial outreach to which an object can perceive the presence of another object, or be perceived by others. ZoIs, as
geometrical descriptions of the vicinity of an object, hence,
describe the extent of the subspace within which an object
can interact with another object (it is possible to deﬁne arbitrary three-dimensional shaped ZoI’s). The ZoI concept
builds on technological sensors for distance (like microwave,
ultrasound or radio based sensors), and orientation (like compasses, accelerometers or gyroscopes) embedded into the
Peer-It platform, to be able to scan its vicinity for other objects. Interaction with another object can be initiated by (i)
overlapping or intersecting ZoI-geometries or (ii) by relating
position, orientation, size, or any other item of information
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Figure 1. Notifying Orientation

Figure 2. Notifying Distance

Assuming obstacles in the examples above to represent points
of risk or danger, a belt based vibra-notiﬁcation solution
appears obvious to raise human attention. An array of appropriately placed vibra elements, together with their controlled activation (selectively according to direction, and distance modulated intensity and frequency), has been devel-

oped. While following design goals like being light weight,
unobtrusively wearable (wireless) and robust wrt. to the involved sensing technology, we have also devote care for an
intuitive perception of vibra signals, like having simultaneous activations of multiple tactors whenever more than one
ZoI is approached.

vibra-element array integrated in the rubber strap belt are
activated so as to reﬂect direction to this obstacle (by selectively activating those vibra elements that point to the obstacle), as well as distance (by modulating the intensity of the
activated elements).
CONCLUSIONS

A BELT-BASED VIBRO-TACTILE NOTIFICATION SYSTEM

The fully functional system of our tactile belt system is shown
in Fig. 3. Basically eight (mobile phone) vibrator elements,
are lined up in the fabric of a wrist belt, and connected to the
belt controller shown in Fig. 4. The controller is built upon
an Atmega32-based microcontroller board, and activates the
vibrator switches according to commands received from the
Peer-It platform.

Figure 3. Belt system with embedded vibra elements.

Activation parameters for the vibro-tactile elements (such as
intensity, duration, frequency) are selected considering the
following proofed knowledge: (i) threshholds for visual, auditory, and tactile modality are the same and in the order of
20ms [Hirsh and Sherrick 1961]; (ii) there is a strong interrelationship between stimuli threshold of pacinian corpuscles and stimuli frequency (highest intensity around 200–
250 Hz, full frequency range approx. 30 to 1000 Hz) [Jaenig
and Schmidt 1970], [Pohja 1996], which is required to be
compensated by variation of vibration intensity; (iii) accuracy of haptic perception is affected by the age. Shaffer and
Harrison [Shaffer and Harrison 2007] conﬁrms that (i) human Pacinian Corpuscles (PC) decrease in number with advanced age, (ii) vibro-tactile sensitivity involving PC pathways becomes impaired with age, and (iii) adults required
signiﬁcantly greater amplitudes of vibration to achieve the
same sensation as perceived by younger subjects.

With this paper we addressed issues on how humans perceive
space (primarily by seeing and hearing), and proposed to involve the haptic channel for situations where important notiﬁcations tend to be ”overseen” or ”overheard”. We presented
a vibro-tactile notiﬁcation system to help raising attention
whenever eyes, ears and hands are in charge. A body worn,
belt like vibration system has been developed, delivering tactile notiﬁcations to the user in a very subtle, unobtrusive, yet
demanding style. Distance and orientation sensors, as well
as vibra elements were seamlessly integrated into the fabric of an off-the-shelf waist belt. A vibration pattern based
mechanism for notifying basic concepts of space, (i) orientation and (ii) distance by modulating amplitude, frequency,
duration and rhythm of vibrations was developed. Applications of the system have been demonstrated in the ﬁeld of
workman safety in construction and industrial manufacturing, there raising high potentials for the next generation of
safety workwear.
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ABSTRACT

We claim that today computing technology can offer a huge
amount of resources in terms of memory, data collection
and computing power, that can be used to build a
scenography for new forms of art, but the effort required to
drive these resources has to be reduced as far as possible,
leaving space to the creative process of telling a story.

In this work we describe the project Ambient Assisted
Storytelling, targeted at assisting people in the task of
gathering multimedia data and sharing data and experiences
in the form of a tale. Computing technology can offer a
huge amount of resources in terms of memory, data
collection and computing power, that can be used to build a
scenography for new forms of art, if only the effort required
to drive these resources could be reduced leaving space to
the creative process of telling a story. We show how data
can be gathered unobtrusively by means of wearable and
ambient sensors, processed automatically, and then
retrieved during storytelling by means of speech and
gesture-activated commands, that merge naturally into the
performance of the storyteller.

Information alone is not knowledge: a raw data collection
requires a deep and conscious elaboration, i.e. a process of
understanding, to turn into expertise. This process is
particularly evident in children: toys alone are not games,
but, when driven by children’s fantasy, can become the
actors of the most exciting imaginary adventures.
Information, toys and data can become much more valuable
virtual goods if they are part of a dialogue from human to
humans so that information conveyed between people can
become knowledge, toys driven by children fantasy can
become games, and data selected from a human point of
view can become an experience.

Author Keywords

Storytelling, Wearable, Tangible, Multitouch, Ubiquitous
Computing.
ACM Classification Keywords

In this work we devise a system whose main objectives are:

H.5.1 Multimedia Information Systems; H.5.2 User
Interfaces; J.5 Arts and Humanities.



to allow people to collect multimedia data
massively from the surrounding environment but
without being involved in the task (e.g. collecting
images without taking pictures) and optionally
sharing these data over the Internet or in other
words collect-multimedia-while-you-live;



to allow people to use shared multimedia data
from both their own experience and from other's
experience telling stories with the support of
automatic and semi-automatic scenography or in
other words multimedia-arrives-when-you-speak.

INTRODUCTION

Storytelling is the ancient art of conveying events in words,
images, and sounds often by improvisation or
embellishment [16].
In this work we want to explore the border line between the
ancient art of storytelling and today information and
communication technologies. For sake of simplicity we
denote the mix of the two domains as Ambient Assisted
Storytelling (AAS)
In the digital epoch images and sounds have gained a new
virtual body in multimedia digital contents and animations,
so that scenography can finally be interactive and dynamic
as well as interactive and dynamic is the performance of a
storyteller. Stories issue from the concerted action of
storyteller and story recipients[8].

SCENARIO

Human memory records events and experiences
continuously and often unconsciously, while people are
enjoying their everyday life. Analogously, wearable
appliances such as head mounted digital (video) cameras,
any kind of sensors, GPS receivers, mobile phones, etc. can
gather lots of digital data, sort of digital memories, and
make them available for sharing.

In modern visual arts like cinema's special effects, the
massive use of 3d and digital processing is focused on the
static realization of scenarios but lacks the improvisation
and interactivity with the actor and with the audience.

Such a huge amount of data requires a preprocessing before
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being used within a live storytelling session: this can be as
simple as tagging a digital picture with the GPS coordinates
of the place in which it has been taken, or may involve
artificial intelligence algorithms to interpret the data: for
example optical char recognition in images, motion
detection in movies, etc.

Wearable computing is probably the right technology to
deploy for our objectives and the set of data captured can be
summarized as follow:


audio: every single word from the person carrying
the wearable computer and from the people around
is captured;

After the preprocessing phase, the storyteller is ready to
begin a session: digital memories are the frames of a tale
that is narrated live to the audience.



video: video from one or more points of view. This
can be achieved by some micro embedded
cameras;

Speech and gestures are captured and interpreted in real
time by the system; tangible user interface [7] elements are
exploited to further enhance the user experience.



position: GPS continuous logging eventually
assisted with other positioning technologies like
GSM/WiFi tracking or active RFID triangulation;

While the storyteller talks, his/her words are processed by a
speech-to-text system to spot significant keywords that in
turn are matched against tags to find relevant digital
memories. These are presented on an interactive display, for
selection and manipulation.



neighbors: the presence around of people with
some portable apparatus that can be identified (es.
a personal cell phone identified with Bluetooth
MAC address). This presence discovery is a
valuable source of information that can enrich the
multimedia data captured during the experience;



other environments parameters: environmental
data like lightness, humidity, temperature or
whatever can be useful and whose sensors are
easily embeddable.

For example, talking about his “trekking on the rock
mountains”, the storyteller implicitly activates a search job
over the digital memories database, that will result in a
(possibly large) set of movies, pictures, GPS tracking logs,
etc., that have previously been taken on the field; these are
readily made available at the user’s fingertips on the
interactive screen.
The interactive screen allows multi-touch interaction with
the digital memories; bare hand interaction is powerful and
expressive and lets the storyteller concentrate on the real
task: sharing his experiences. Movies, pictures, etc. can be
manipulated in whatever way makes sense: scaled, moved,
blended, trimmed, etc. to become part of the story.

Aside the technical challenges in the data capturing phase
there is the important concern about how to protect the
privacy of people within the range of the data capturing
system. We do not cover this aspect in this paper and we
consider it an open issue deeply tied to the management of
data collected. People must be able to decide what is good
to be stored and even shared but at the same time the
process of decision must not be time consuming or “mindconsuming”.

Additionally, real objects can be added to the user interface
and used as characters, just like children use toys while
inventing a story for fun. The system reacts to real objects
just like it does to speech, finding associated keywords and
making available the relative digital memories: e.g. putting
a toy car on the interactive screen while a map is displayed
on it triggers a search job for data related to the tags car and
the location on which the toy has been put down.

Data preprocessing is targeted at converting raw streams of
data into a meaningful, structured database, suitable for the
task of storytelling. The main problem here is how to index
in real time collected multimedia and how to search these
data without involving the user in a attention-drawing
search session. One opportunity comes from the real time
speech recognition from a audio stream:

RESEARCH CHALLENGES

The project AAS involves intriguing challenges in several
fields of computer science. The preliminary phase of data
gathering is accomplished by means of sensor networks,
wearable sensors and wearable computers.
The main problem to address is how to implements a data
collection system able to capture audio, video, and other
context parameters requiring zero-configuration and
completely invisible and embedded in the everyday objects.
The data capturing system must not draw the attention of
the user carrying the system and even the word user is
misleading: we think in terms of people and not in terms of
users.



during the data collection phase multimedia data
are tagged with words extracted from the audio
sensor dressed by the user;



during the storytelling phase search keywords are
extracted from the speech of the storyteller and
used to perform search sessions in background.

It is important to provide both the automatic scenography
and explicit control of the background. The system must
exhibit all autonomous, personalized, interactive and
recommendation-based behavior and the boundaries
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between these operation modes is a critical point of study.

2. Benford, S., Bederson, B. B., Åkesson, K., Bayon, V.,
Druin, A., Hansson, P., Hourcade, J. P., Ingram, R.,
Neale, H., O'Malley, C., Simsarian, K. T., Stanton, D.,
Sundblad, Y., and Taxén, G. 2000. Designing
storytelling technologies to encouraging collaboration
between young children. In Proceedings of the SIGCHI
Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems
(The Hague, The Netherlands, April 01 - 06, 2000). CHI
'00. ACM, New York, NY, 556-563.

Regarding the explicit interaction with the dynamic
background we assume that bare hand interaction[5]
techniques and tangible user interfaces[7] are more easily
accepted by users. Tangible user interfaces (TUI) exploit
physical objects to control the state of digital data: the
physical control is coupled to its digital model to grant easy
access to the model’s functionalities. Bare hand interaction
usually implies the adoption of a multitouch display, i.e. a
screen capable of sensing multiple simultaneous touch
positions. Several techniques based on optical sensors,
arranged either below[4], above[10], or around[13] the
screen, have been proposed to this purpose, each one
exposing its own strengths and weaknesses with respect to
versatility, precision, responsiveness, scalability, etc.

3. Costanza, E., Shelley, S.B., Robinson, J., "Introducing
Audio d-touch: a Novel Tangible User Interface for
Music Composition and Performance", in Proceedings
of the 6th international conference on digital audio
effects (DAFx-03), London September 2003.
4. Han, J. Y.: Low-cost multi-touch sensing through
frustrated total internal reflection. In Proceedings of the
18th Annual ACM Symposium on User interface
Software and Technology (Seattle, WA, USA, October
23 - 26, 2005). UIST '05. ACM Press, New York, NY,
115-118.

RELATED WORK

Ambient Assisted Storytelling focuses on the convergence
of ambient intelligence and multimodal user interfaces to
support improvisation in storytelling. Although the specific
application is quite new, AAS builds and adapts on several
related works. Digital Storytelling projects often focus on
design multiuser applications to support interactive story
invention and or narration [6][2][9][1]. With respect to
these projects, AAS is focused on unobtrusively gather
multimedia data and user gestures and behaviors in order to
support a richer user interaction during storytelling, based
on gestures, speech and kinetics, instead of graphical user
interfaces. The study of post-wimp interfaces in the context
of digital art and entertainment in a particularly rich and
fascinating field: example include tangible controls for
musical effects, audio-video contents and education, see for
some examples[3],[15],[12]. Kinetic user interfaces allow
people to interact to computers through the motion of their
own bodies and/or of physical objects [11]. [14] explores
the interpretation of body movements to create a dynamic
choreography for dance or theatre. The HCI aspects in
Ambient Assisted Storytelling are not only focused on
gathering user gestures, speech and movements, but also on
meaning them with respect to the specific context. During
storytelling the role of the system is to interpret the story
(that is a complex combination of words and gestures) in
real time and (re)create the ‘atmosphere’ playing back
multimedia contents gathered by the user in a former time.
This is not a pure embellishment of the story, but involves
articulated reasoning on the context, as well as on the
nature of data and user input.
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ABSTRACT

public use in various fields such as scientific co-experiment,
business meeting, employee training, and distance learning.
)RUH[DPSOH&LVFR¶s TelePresenFHDQG+3¶s Halo support
realistic (e.g., enabling eye-contact) remote meetings
among distributed knowledge workers employing largescale multiple display panels (i.e., tiled display) and highquality video cameras. Also, ANL (Argonne National
Laboratory) Access Grid [1] DQG 0LFURVRIW 5HVHDUFK¶s
ConferenceXP [2] have proposed the designs of meeting
node configuration with multicast-connected multiple hosts,
so that users can easily develop, deploy, and employ
customized services in order to build extended
collaboration environments.

To support advanced collaboration among knowledge
workers distributed geographically, there have been
extensive researches under the scope of ubiquitous
computing environments. Especially, to cope with several
known problems in traditional room-based collaboration
environments such as limited display resolution,
uncomfortable sharing of visuals and documents, difficult
operation of collaboration tools, several prototypes have
been developed. To solve the above restrictions, we develop
a prototype collaboration environment, named as SMeet
(Smart Meeting Space), for practical and interactive
collaboration
with
ultra-high-resolution
interactive
networked displays, which enables the customization of
network-based interactive sharing of HD-quality media and
data, human-display interaction using multi-tracking
pointer-style devices, and intuitive GUI-based configuration
support for easy node operation. Finally the feasibility of
SMeet prototype is verified by showcasing an interactive
medical-domain collaboration session between two remote
sites.

We have been developing a multi-party interactive
collaboration environment named as SMeet (Smart Meeting
Space). As depicted in Fig. 1, SMeet consists of various
networked hardware devices, which can be flexibly
combined to construct customized meeting spaces based on
user intention. To organize collaborative environments
between various types of meeting nodes (e.g., light-weight
mobile node and fully equipped conference room), the
designed meeting space enables users to select and use the
most suitable networked devices and collaboration services
to match the capability of meeting nodes.

Author Keywords

Computer-supported cooperative work, multi-party
interactive collaboration, ultra-high-resolution tiled display,
HCI, and ubiquitous computing and networking.

SMeet combines appropriate services such as HD-quality
media services, networking (monitoring and connecting)
services, networked tiled display services, and user-friendly
interaction services. Based on the designed framework, we
also develop prototype 1 SMeet nodes with ultra-highresolution interactive networked displays, which enable
customization of network-based interactive sharing of HDquality media and data, display interaction using multitracking pointer-style devices, and intuitive GUI-based
support for easy node configuration and operation. Finally
the feasibility of prototype SMeet node is verified by
demonstrating an interactive medical-domain collaboration
session between two remote sites.

ACM Classification Keywords

H.5.3 Group and Organization Interfaces: Computersupported cooperative work
INTRODUCTION

High-performance computing and high-speed networking
technology has been promoting the development and
deployment of advanced collaboration systems among
industry and research institutes. Due to the specialized
needs of each area, research-oriented and commercial-based
multimedia collaboration systems have been released for

1

Several functionalities on the customization and GUIs are still under
implementation.
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Fig. 1. Hardware architecture of SMeet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
introduce the architectural overview of SMeet. Then, the
implementation of SMeet prototype is explained. The
operation of SMeet prototype node is then explained with
medical-domain collaboration scenario. Finally concluding
remarks are given.

consultation (i.e., easy-to-use configuration with minimal
intervention of participating users) will be the ideal target.

ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW

In this section, the brief design of SMeet framework
depicted in Fig. 2, previously studied on [3], is introduced.
SMeet mediator is a control point for a meeting node,
which discovers distributed devices and services,
configures them (e.g., starting and stopping services, or
customizing the tuning of service parameters), combines (or
composes) distributed services for supporting user-intended
collaboration tasks such as contents sharing by using
interactive tiled display [4]. To cooperate with other
meeting nodes, SMeet mediator represents the meeting
node in order to exchange information (e.g., sharing
meeting context) or to negotiate with them (e.g., consulting
cooperation strategies for given task). The meeting context
(i.e., situation information such as service capability,
service status, and users¶ preferences) is united with
services, which is stored in the space repository.

Fig. 2. SMeet framework.

The meeting node is built with services providing
elementary and unique service function(s) for advanced
collaboration. Users can select the services to organize
customized meeting nodes, considering node capabilities
and meeting purpose. The service manager combines
relevant services based on given composition rules and
assists to execute complex collaboration tasks, for example,
interactive display control task by using a combination of

Collaboration participants can manually configure the
meeting node by using specific interaction interfaces such
as SMeet Space GUIs and SMeet Node GUIs. For the
autonomously configured collaboration node, we are also
considering that SMeet mediator consults declarative rulebased inference engine (for automatic operation). It is
believed that harmonization of both automatic and manual
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interaction services and display services. The services and
service managers are categorized into media & data,
networking, display, and interaction groups:

resizing, and moving). The tiled display service receives the
raw visualization contents from selected machines
supporting media conversion capabilities such as rendering
and uncompressing streaming media. Following the given
display commands and operations, the tiled display service
projects the raw contents on appropriate displays where
people want to show them. One more tiled displays (i.e.,
physically separate display devices) can also interwork, in
order to project more large-scale visualization contents over
the integrated tiled displays.

x The media (for meeting) services and the media manager
provide real-time media transmission to do seamless
audio and visual communication among participants.
x The networking services and the ACE (advanced
collaboration environments) connector monitor network
performance and removes networking barriers such as
multicast connectivity problems and NAT/firewall
traversal.

Display interaction for multiple users means several users
can conveniently operate visualization contents presented
on tiled displays by using interaction methods. This
approach enables users to manipulate the contents with
multi-modal interaction using user-friendly devices to
recognize user actions (e.g., touching, pointing, gesture, etc)
as well as using keyboards or mice. When a presenter
points at a specific spot on a networked display by using a
laser pointer, the pointed spot can be shared and presented
on the networked display of remote environments. Listeners
placed on remote environments can then understand what
the presenter highlights by watching the pointed spot. In
addition, when a user makes various gestures invoking
some operations with a pointer, the visual objects on the
networked display are operated in a prearranged manner.
Similarly, users can control three-dimensional graphic
models shown on the tiled display by using hand motion
trackers.

x The display services and the display manager presents
decoded video or rendered graphics to the tiled display
via network interfaces (instead of conventional RGB or
DVI interface).
x The interaction services and the interaction manager
support user-friendly interactions with the support of
display pointing, hand-motion tracking, and user position
awareness.
IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION RESULTS

In this section, current implementation progress for the
realization of SMeet framework is reviewed, and SMeet
prototype system is explained by focusing on key features.
To explore the possibility for practical uses of SMeet
prototype, its operation for medical collaboration scenario
is conducted and evaluated.
Prototype Implementation

For realizing complex collaboration task, a combination of
selected services for a specific collaboration task is also
available. For example, we have developed follow-medisplay task, which makes selected contents follow the
authorized users in a meeting node. In such a case, if there
are several displays, the most suitable display can be
selected for the contents. In addition, contents-protection
task inactivates contents object manipulation by
unauthorized person during a meeting session [5].

The main features of SMeet prototype system are a tiled
display service efficiently visualizing high-resolution media
data, a pointing service enabling to control visualization
media at a near distance, and a hand-motion tracking
service aiding to operate 3-dimensional medical contents.
Service
Media devices

Tiled display

Display pointer

Hand-motion tracker

Localization sensors
Networking

Description
y Two HD and four PTZ cameras
y Microphones, speakers, and an echo canceller
y LCD (22 inch) 6 by 4 arrays supporting
9600¯6400 resolution
y A workstation for display control and 12
workstations for display service
y Two workstations for display interaction and
GUI operation
y Pointing errors under 40 pixels
y IR laser pointer and camera (VGA, 29 fps)
with IR optical-filter
y Response time under 0.5 sec
y Two virtual gloves having multiple
acceleration and gyro sensors
y Accuracy: less than 0.8 m
y A localization server and six ultra-sound and
RF signal based localization sensor nodes
y 10 Gbps multicast-enabled network

SMeet Operation for Medical Collaboration

We introduce a simple medical collaboration scenario that
can be provided by SMeet prototype over a testbed (shown
in Fig. 3) and show the feasibility of the scenario with
several snapshots of current SMeet prototype
implementation [6]. A patient who has been served at a
hospital in Seoul (Seoul hospital) goes business trip to Jeju.
To provide continuous medical services, the doctor at Seoul
hospital (Dr. Seoul) could find the nearest hospital (Jeju
hospital) from the patient¶s place in Jeju and asks a doctor
at Jeju hospital (Dr. Jeju) to treat the patient. Before Dr.
Jeju meet the patient, Dr. Jeju should get information about
the patient from Dr. Seoul. At this point, they can use
SMeet as an interface for information sharing. With SMeet,
they can discuss and share the visualization of patient¶s
medical data over a large tiled display. They can interact by
naturally using laser pointer, and hand-motion tracker.

Table 1. SMeet prototype specification.

The tiled display service realizes ultra-high resolution
display by integrating a set of network-capable LCD
displays in an interactive collaboration environment. It
freely represents visualization contents through given text
commands or GUI operations (e.g., showing, hiding,
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Fig. 4 (a) shows an implementation of the tiled display
service. It displays presentation material, 3-D skull image,
and other participants¶ video. With this tiled display service,
Dr. Seoul and Dr. Jeju can visualize X-ray image of the
patient on their tiled display. Dr. Jeju can see the details of
the X-ray image by moving and resizing the image.

The hand-motion tracking service aids operation of 3dimensional medical contents. Fig. 4(d) depicts realization
of hand-motion tracking service. It shows operating a 3-D
skull image on the tiled display and sharing the operation
with remote participants.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have introduced the design of SMeet
framework to realize smart meeting space and shown
current implementation results. The proposed framework
supports collaboration services such as media, data,
networking, display, and interaction. To realize SMeet
framework, SMeet prototype system including selected
services has been developed, demonstrating its feasibility
by operating for medical collaboration scenario. In the
future, our approach will offer rich and comfortable
collaboration work environments to distributed knowledge
workers to minimize their efforts for managing smart
meeting space.
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The pointing service provides display interaction like
moving and resizing visualized media on the tiled display.
Such a pointing interaction can also be utilized in different
ways by using some pre-arranged gestures; for example, a
pointer user can make some gestures such as a circle and an
alphabet, it can be extended with more operations to control
objects in a meeting node. Dr. Seoul can select media on
the tiled display using a laser pointer and can resize and
move the selected media as depicted in Fig. 4 (b). This
display interaction of Dr. Seoul is shared with Dr. Jeju to
enhance understanding of each other.
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With the location tracking service using localization sensors
shown in Fig. 4 (c), in-door location of location tracker can
be provided. Combining a location tracker and a pointer
enables to get location tracking and pointing contexts,
which is used for the follow-me display task and the
contents-protection task.
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